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D side to side dimensionof square duct; equivalentdiameter of
square duct
e rib height
e+ roughnessReynolds number, (e/D)Re(f/2)½
_. I
e average roughness Reynolds number, (e/D)Re(f/2) _
f friction factor
average friction factor in a duct with two opposite ribbed walls
f/f ratio of ribbed duct average friction factor to four sided smooth
duct friction factor
gc conversion factor
G mass flux, pV
h heat transfer coefficients
H heat transfer roughnessfunction
R average heat transfer roughness function
K thermal conductivityof fluid
the distancebetween the wall and the position of zero shear stress
L test section length for friction pressuredrop
Nu Nusselt number, hD/K
Nu average Nusselt number in a duct with two opposite ribbed walls
_p pressure drop across the test section
p rib pitch
_/P ratio of ribbed duct pumping power to four sided smooth duct
pumping power, (f/f)/(_t/St )_
Pr Prandtl number of fluid
q" heat transfer rate per unit surface area
R momentum transfer roughnessfunction
R average momentum transfer roughness function
Re Reynolds number, GD/u
Ray average ray length of the duct
St Stanton number, Nu/(Re Pr)
St average Stanton number in a duct with two opposite ribbed walls





Tb bulk mean temperatureof fluid
Tw local temperatureat the wall
?w average lateral temperature at the wall
u velocity
+
u dimensionless velocity, u/u*
-.
u average dimensionless velocity
u* friction velocity (T/p) ½
average velocity of fluid
X the axial distance from the heated test duct
Y distance from the wall
z the lateral distance from the centerline of the duct
flow attack angle
p average density of fluid
average viscosity of fluid
vi
T wall shear stress
n efficiency index of the ribbed duct, (_t/St)/(_/f )
Subscripts
s smooth side walls in a duct with two opposite ribbed walls
R ribbed side walls in a duct with two opposite ribbed walls
r four sided ribbed duct







This is the final report for the program of Heat Transfer and Pres-
sure Drop in Blade Cooling Channels with Turbulence Promoters. This
project was conducted by the Texas A&MUniversity and was funded by
Curtis Walker at the U.S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories
(AVRADCOM).The project was monitored by Robert Boyle at the NASA-Lewis
Research Center under NASAGrant No. NAG3-311.
Repeated rib roughness elements have been used in advanced turbine
cooling designs to enhance the internal heat transfer. Often the ribs
are perpendicular to the main flow direction so that they have an angle-
of-attack of 90 degrees. The objective of the project was to investigate
the effect of rib angle-of-attack on the pressure drop and the average
heat transfer coefficients in a square duct with two opposite rib-
roughened walls for Reynolds number varied from 8,000 to 80,000. The
rib height-to-equivalent diameter ratio (e/D) was kept at a constant
value of 0.063, the rib pitch-to-height ratio (P/e) was varied from I0
to 20, and the rib angle-of-attack (_) was varied from 90° to 60° to
45° to 30° , respectively. Two types of entrance conditions were exam-
ined, namely, long duct and sudden contraction. The heat transfer coef-
ficients distribution on the smooth side wall and on the rough side wall
at the entrance and the fully developed regions were measured.
For the long duct entrance the results showed that the heat trans-
fer decreased monotonically with distance for all angles-of-attack. In
the fully developed region, the heat transfer coefficients of the ribbed
side wall was about 2.5 to 3.0 times that of the four sided smooth duct
and the heat transfer coefficients of the smooth side wall was also en-
hanced by 30-80% due to the presence of the ribs on the adjacent walls;
whereas the average friction factor was increased about 3 to 10 times
depending upon the rib P/e ratio, angle _, and Reynolds number. Best
thermal performance was achieved at angles-of-attack of 30 and 45 degrees
for both P/e ratios. At _ = 30° the heat transfer was 5% greater than
at _ = 90° , but the friction factor was reduced by approximately 30%.
At _ = 45° the heat transfer was 25%greater than at _ = 90° , and the
friction factor remained the same. Semi-empirical correlations for
friction factor and heat transfer coefficients were developed to ac-
count for rib spacing and rib angle over the range of Reynolds number.
The correlations can be used in the design of turbine blade cooling
passages.
For the sudden contraction entrance the results were different.
The variation of heat transfer was a function of the P/e ratio. At a
P/e of i0 the heat transfer did not decrease monotonically with distance
for all angles-of-attack. At _ = 60° for example, the heat transfer
increased between an X/D of 3 and 8, reaching a maximumthat was 50%
greater than that for _ = 90° . Further away from the entrance the re-
sults were similar to the long duct entrance results. For a P/e of 20
the results were similar to the long duct entrance results at all angles-




One of the well known methods to enhance the heat transfer from a
surface is to roughen the surface by the use of two-dimensional repeated-
ribs on the surface. However, the increase in heat transfer is accom-
panied by an increase in the pressure drop of the fluid flow. Many in-
vestigations have been directed toward developing predictive correlations
for a given rib geometry and establishing a geometry which gives the best
heat transfer performance for a given pumping power.
Fully developed turbulent heat transfer and friction in tubes with
repeated-rib rougheners have been studied extensively [I-7]. Consider-
able data also exists for repeated-rib-roughness in an annular flow
geometry in which the inner annular surface is rough and the outer sur-
face is smooth to simulate the geometry of fuel bundles in advanced gas-
cooled nuclear reactor [8-12]. Based on those previous studies, the
effects of rib height-to-equivalent diameter ratio, e/D, and rib pitch-
to-height ratio, P/e, on the heat transfer coefficients and friction
factor over a wide range of Reynolds number are well established. Re-
cently, Han et al. [6] used a parallel-plate channel geometry to study
the effect of rib height-to-equivalent diameter ratio, rib pitch-to-
height ratio, and rib angle-of-attack (See Figure I). They concluded
that a 45° angle-of-attack provided superior performance at a given fric-
tion power when compared to ribs at a 90° angle-of-attack. The similar
results had been reported by Gee and Webb [7] who conducted forced con-
vection heat transfer in helically rib-roughened tubes. However, in some
applications, such as gas turbine airfoil cooling design, the heat trans-
fer enhancement is required on two opposite walls of the cooling passages
in order to remove more heat transferred from airfoil external surface
which is directly exposed to the hot gases flow. The current advanced gas
turbine blade cooling system, as sketched in Figure 2, the turbulence
promoters (i.e., repeated-ribs) with a 90° angle to the flow have been
cast onto the two opposite walls of the shaped internal passages [13-15].
The internal passages can be approximately modeled as that the flow in a
rectangular channels with two opposite rib-roughened walls. The heat
transfer and friction characteristics in channels of this kind may be
different from those of circular tubes, parallel-plates, or annuli. The
only available data was reported by Burggraf [16] who studied the square
duct with two opposite rib-roughened walls with a rib flow-attack-angle
of 90° , rib pitch-to-height ratio of I0, and rib height-to-equivalent
diameter ratio of 0.055. Air was the working fluid; constant wall temper-
ature was the boundary condition. Three types of entrance conditions
were tested over Reynolds numbers (Re) from 1.3 x 104 to 1.3 x 105 ,
namely, downstream of a fully developed hydrodynamic flow (long duct en-
trance), downstream of a rounded entrance from a plenum (short duct en-
trance), and downstream of a 180° bend, respectively. For the long duct
entrance case, Burggraf found the augmentation of the Nusselt number on
the ribbed side wall was 2.38 times the fully developed smooth duct flow
values when the characteristic dimension was taken as twice the plate
spacing (twice the hydraulic diameter for a square duct). The augmenta-
tion of the friction factor was approximately 8.6 times that of the
smooth duct results. There was also enhancement of the smooth side wall
heat transfer by 19%over the all smooth correlations. He also reported
similar trends for the case of a short duct entrance and for the 180°
bend tests. In this study the emphasis was placed on the effect of en-
trance conditions on the heat transfer coefficients. Only one particular
rib angle-of-attack (i.e., _ = 90°) was tested. Since then, no study
has been reported to optimize the rib angle-of-attack in the blade cool-
ing channels in order to obtain the best heat transfer performance for a
given flow pressure drop. No further study to investigate the effect of
channel aspect ratio on the heat transfer and friction can be found in
the open literature. Moreover, the data of the local heat transfer coef-
ficient distributions on the smooth side wall and between the ribs of
the rough side wall are lacking. Therefore, basic research in this area
is warrentable.
2.2 Program Objective
The objective of the project was to investigate the effect of rib
angle-of-attack on the friction factor and the average heat transfer
coefficients in a square duct with two opposite ribbed walls for Reynolds
number varied from 8,000 to 80,000. The rib height-to-equivalent dia-
meter ratio (e/D) was kept at a constant value of 0.063, the rib pitch-
to-height ratio (P/e) was varied from 10 to 20, whereas the corresponding
rib angle-of-attack (_) was varied from 90° to 60° to 45° to 30° , respec-
tively. Two types of entrance conditions were examined, namely, long
duct and sudden contraction, respectively. The heat transfer coeffi-
cientsdistributionon thesmoothsidewalland betweentheribsof the
roughsidewallat the entranceand the fullydevelopedregionswere
measured.Thermalperformancewas compared,and the optimumrib flow-
attack-anglewas identified.Semi-empiricalcorrelationsfor friction
factorand heattransfercoefficientsweredevelopedto accountfor rib



















Figure2. DesignConceptof a ModernInternally-CooledGas TurbineBlade
3.0 SQUAREDUCTWITH LONGDUCTENTRANCE
3.1 The Experimental Apparatus
The construction of the apparatus with a long duct entrance was
completed before this project started on August, 1982. The purpose of
this apparatus was to provide the friction factor and the average heat
transfer coefficients data for flow in the fully developed region.
Figure 3 shows a schematic, and Figure 4 shows a photograph of the test
rig.
A blower forced air at room temperature and pressure through a
10.16 cm (4 in) diameter tube equipped with a 5.08 cm (2 in) diameter
ASMEsquare-edged orifice plate to measure flow rate. A transition sec-
tion was used between the tube and the unheated entrance duct. At the
end of the heated test duct, the air was exhausted into the atmosphere.
The blower was capable of providing a range of air velocities so that the
Reynolds number (Re) in the test duct varied between 7,000 and 90,000.
The test duct which consisted of four heated parallel aluminum
plates, 0.635 cm (0.25 in) thick, as shown in Figure 5, had cross-
sectional dimensions 7.6 cm by 7.6 cm (3 in by 3 in) and a heated length
of 20 duct diameters. The duct orientation was such that the two op-
posite rib-roughened walls of the square cross section were vertical and
the two opposite smooth walls horizontal. These ribbed walls were made
by gluing square brass ribs to the plate surface in a required distribu-
tion. The ribs serve as turbulence promoters to trip the laminar sub-
layer of the turbulent flow. The glue thickness of the present study was
estimated to be 0.0127 cm (0.005 in) or less. A 0.159 cm (0.0625 in)
I0
thick asbestosstrip was adheredalong the contactsurfacebetweenthe
smoothand the ribbedwalls to reduce the possibleheat conductioneffect.
Woven heatersembeddedin siliconerubberwere glued uniformlybetween
the aluminumplate and a wood panel to insure good contact. Each alumi-
num plate had one woven heater;each heater could be independentlycon-
trolledby a variac transformerand provideda controllableconstant
heat flux for the entire test plate. The entire heatedtest duct, in-
cludingunheatedend duct,was mounted centrallyin a long horizontal
enclosureof cross-sectionaldimensions30.5 cm by 30.5 cm (12 in by 12
in). The enclosurewas filledwith fiberglassinsulatingmaterial. The
unheatedentranceduct had the same cross-sectionand length as those of
the test duct althoughthe entranceduct was made of plexi-glassplates.
This entranceduct servedto establishhydrodynamicallyfully developed
flow at the entranceto the heatedduct. Additionally,the entrance
duct was ribbedover its lengthon two oppositewalls in the same way as
the test duct. The test sectionwas instrumentedwith 36, 36 gauge,
copper-constantanthermocouplesdistributedalong the lengthand across
the span of the aluminumplates,as shown in Figure 6. Thermocouples
were also used to measure the bulk mean air temperatureenteringand
leavingthe test section. Five pressuretaps along the test duct (three
on the smooth side and two on the ribbedside) were used for the static
pressuredrop measurementsacross the test duct.
3.2 Analysis of Data
The pressuredrop across the test sectionwas measuredby a micro-
manometerand checkedby an inclinedmanometer. In fully developedduct
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flow, the frictionfactor can be determinedby measuringthe pressure
drop acrossthe flow channeland the mass flow rate of the air. The
frictionfactor can be calculatedfrom:
_ Ap (1)
4(L/D)(G2/2pgc)
During the experiments,it was seen that the magnitudeof the
pressuredrop was about the same when measuredfrom the pressuretaps
on the smooth side or on the ribbed side wall. Therefore,the friction
factor,calculatedfrom equation(1) was an average value (i.e.,average
frictionfactor)over the smooth side wall and the ribbed side walls.
The averagefrictionfactor of the presentinvestigationwas based on
the adiabaticconditions(testswithoutheating). The maximum uncer-
tainty in the average frictionfactorwas estimatedto be less than 6.6%
for Reynoldsnumber greaterthan 10,000by using the uncertaintiesesti-
mation method of reference[17].
For the longitudinallyconstantheat flux boundaryconditionof the
present investigation,the thermallyfully developedregion is character-
ized by wall and fluid temperaturesthat increaselinearlyas a function
of longitudinalposition. The longitudinaldistributionof the fluid
bulk mean temperaturewas representedas a straightline connectingthe
measuredvalues at inlet and exit. Typically,at downstreamdistances
rangingfrom 3 to 5 hydraulicdiametersfrom the start of heating the
wall temperaturedata paralleledthe aforementionedbulk temperature
straightline. During the tests, it was found that the ribbed surface
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heat transfercapabilitywas higher than that of the smooth surface.
Consequently,the ribbedwall temperaturewas lower than the smooth one.
In order to reduce the possibleheat conductioneffect between the smooth
wall and the rough wall, the heat input to the smooth wall was controlled
at about 2/3 to 4/5 that of the rough wall. Thereforethe temperature
differencebetween the adjacentwalls was maintainedbetween 0.6°C to
1.8°C (l°F to 3°F) in all tests. Additionally,in order to reduce the
thermocoupleinaccuracy,which stronglyaffects the calculatedheat
transfer coefficient,the temperaturerise of air was maintainedbetween
11°C and 17°C (20°F and 30°F), and the temperaturedifferencebetween the
wall and fluid was maintained between 22°C and 33°C (40°Fand 50°F) in
all tests.
The heat transfer coefficientsto be reportedhere will be termed
spanwise-averagesince they describe the average value of the full 7.6 cm
(cross-sectional)span of the heatedwall. The spanwise-averageNusselt
numbers in the fully developedregion (for example X/D = 11.5) can be
calculatedfrom:
NUs = [q_/(?w - Tb)s](D/K)' (2)
NuR : [q_/(T w - Tb)R]/(D/K), (3)
Nu = ½ (Nus + NuR) (4)
II
The qs and q_ represent the net heat flux from the smooth side wall and
the ribbed side wall to the fluid, respectively, whereas (Tw - Tb) s and
(Tw - Tb)R are the thermal driving forces averaged over the span of the
smooth wall and the ribbed wall in the fully developed region, respec-
tively. The net heat flux is the heat flux generated from heater sub-
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tracting from heat loss to outside and from axial heat conduction in the
test section, i.e., q" (net) = q" (heater) - q" (loss) - q" (net heat
conduction). The maximumheat loss from the smooth side wall and the
ribbed side wall was estimated to be less than 5% and 3% for Reynolds
number greater than 10,000, respectively, while the maximumnet heat
conduction inside the smooth wall and the ribbed wall in the fully de-
veloped region was estimated to be less than 4% and 2% under the lower
heat generation conditions. It is noted that the amount of the net heat
Conduction was not taken into account for the Nusselt number calculations
because they were not enough thermocouples distributed in the neighbor-
hood of X/D = 11.5 for the accurate temperature gradient calculations.
Equation (2) was used for the smooth side wall Nusselt number calculation
and equation (3) was for the ribbed side wall while equation (4) was for
the average Nusselt number in a duct with two opposite ribbed walls.
II
Notice that the ribbed side heat flux, qR' was based on the projected
heat transfer area (not including the increased rib surface area). The
maximumuncertainty in the Nusselt number was estimated to be less than
6.8% for Reynolds number greater than I0,000.
3.3 Experimental Results
3.3.1 Friction and Heat Transfer for Smooth Duct
Before initiating experiments with rib-roughened walls, the friction
factor and heat-transfer coefficients were measured for a four sided
smooth duct and compared with the results given in the literature, as
shown in Figure 7. As seen by the figure there is good agreement between
an existing correlation and the experimental results for the present
smooth duct with 7.6 cm by 7.6 cm cross-section. The friction factor
differs by up to 9.0% from the modified Karman-Prandtl equation [18], and
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the Nusselt number differs by up to 9.5% from the Petukhov-Popov equation
[19]. This showed that accurate data would be expected for the cases
with ribbed walls. The modified Karman-Prandtl equation for the four
sided smooth duct friction factor by Brundrett (18] is:
Z/(f) ½ = 4.0 loglO[Re(f)½ ] - 0.4 + 4.0 log10(2Rav/D ) (5)
Where
2Rav/D = 1.156 for square duct
The Petukhov-Popov equation for the four sided smooth duct heat transfer
[19] is:
Nu : (f/2)Re Pr/[l.O7 + 12.7 (f/2)½(pr 2/3 - I)] (6)
3.3.2 Friction and Heat Transfer for Ribbed Duct
The ribs had a square cross-section and were glued onto the surfaces
in patterns to achieve the desired spacing and angle-of-attack. Table I
Table 1. Rib Geometry Tested for Long Duct Entrance
P/e = 10 P/e = 20
Friction Heat Transfer Friction Heat Transfer
= 90°- X X X X
= 75° X X X X
= 60° X X
: 45° X X X X
= 30° X X X X
= 15° X X
Note: For All Tests: e/D = 0.063, Re = 7,000 to 90,000.
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shows a total of 11 rib geometriestested for the square duct with long
duct entrance. The tabulateddata is given in section7.1 Appendix.
Only the most representativeresultswill be discussedhere.
The averagefrictionfactor vs Reynoldsnumberfor the differentrib
angle is shown in Figures8-9. For the _ = 90°, 75°, 60°, and 45°, the
frictionfactorapproachesan approximatelyconstantvalue as the Reynolds
number increaseswhile the frictionfactordecreaseswith Reynoldsnumber
when the _ = 30° and 15°. For the case of P/e = 10, the frictionfactor
with _ = 90° is about 3-10 times higher than the four sided smooth duct
over the range of Reynoldsnumber. The frictionfactorwith _ = 45° is
about the same as _ = 90°, however,it decreasesby 20-40%when the
changesfrom 90° to 30°. It is noted that the frictionfactorwith _ =
60° (or 75°) is about 50% higher than _ = 90°. The resultswith P/e =
20 has the similartrends as P/e = 10, however,the frictionfactor is
relativelyreducedas shown in Figure9.
Figures10-13 are the typicaltemperaturedistributionof the
ribbedside wall and smoothside wall along the test section. It is
seen that the ribbed side wall heat flux is higherthan the smooth side
wall. Thereforethe Nusselt numberof the ribbed side'wallis higher
than that of the smooth side wall as shown in Figures14-17. It is
seen that the Nusseltnumber approachesa constantvalue for X/D greater
than 5.
The Nusseltnumber shown in Figures18-23 were based on the fully
developedregion results (i.e.,X/D = 11.5). The data show that the
Nusseltnumber (thereforethe heat transfercoefficients)increaseswith
increasingReynoldsnumberas in conventionalturbulentpipe flow.
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Figures 18-20 show the results for P/e = 10. As indicated in Figure 18,
the Nusselt number of the ribbed side wall with _ = 90° is about 2.5
times higher than that of the four sided smooth duct. The Nusselt number
with _ = 30° is about the same as _ = 90°; whereas the Nusselt number with
= 45° (60 ° , and 75° ) is about 25%higher than that _ = 90° . As seen
from Figure 19, the Nusselt number of the smooth side wall is also higher
than that of the four sided smooth duct by 30-80% due to the presence of
the ribs on the adjacent walls. It is observed that the ribs with an
oblique angle to the flow has more influence on the smooth side walls.
Therefore the average Nusselt number (average of the ribbed side and the
smooth side walls) for the ribs with an oblique angle to the flow is higher
than that the rib with a 90° angle to the flow, as shown in Figure 20.
The results for P/e = 20 has the similar trends as P/e = 10, however, the
heat transfer is relatively reduced as shown in Figures 21-23.
The orientation of the ribs with respect to the thermocouples in the
fully developed region (X/D = 9.7 - 15.3) is shown in Figures 24-27. It
is noted that the thermocouples under ribs read close to the other thermo-
couples because of the aluminum plate. The local Nusselt number variation
in both streamwise and spanwise directions is less than 6% for _ = 90°
and 30°. The Nusselt number of the ribbed side wall is greater than the
smooth side wall. The heat transfer of P/e = I0 is greater than P/e = 20
and _ = 30° is greater than _ = 90° . The heat transfer increases with
increasing Reynolds number.
3.4 Thermal Performance Comparison
Figures 28-29 show the friction factor and Stanton number vs the rib
angle-of-attack. The data of the 0° angle-of-attack was obtained from
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the presentsmooth duct results. Both the frictionand heat transfer
increasewith decreasing_, and reach a maximum value at _ approximately
70o-60°, then decreasewith furtherdecreasing_. It is noted that the
amount of the frictionfactordecreaseis relativelylargerthan that of
the Stantonnumber when the rib angle-of-attackchanges from 90° to 30°.
This suggeststhat the best thermalperformancemay be obtainedat the
rib flow-attack-anglearound 30°.
Figures30-37 show the thermalperformancevs average roughness
Reynoldsnumber (_+). The f/f increaseswith increasing_+ while the
-.
it/St is insensitiveto e as seen from Figures30-33. These considera-
tions suggestthat the preferredoperatingconditionis for smallere+.
This is illustratedin Figures34-35 which show the efficiencyindex (n)
-. -.
vs e . However,it should be noted that the e is estimatedto be varied
from 200 to 500 in the gas turbinecoolingapplication. It is clearly
seen that the best n is obtainedwith the 30° flow-attack-angle.It should
be noted that the best performanceangle was reportedabout 45° for flow
betweenparallel-platesand in tubes (i.e.,four sided riddedduct) by
the previousinvestigations[6-7]. Based on these observations,it may
be concludedthat the best rib angle is shifted from a 45° to a smaller
angle of 30° when the square duct has only two oppositeribbedwalls.
One of the performanceevaluationcriteriawas to comparethe re-
duced pumpingpower for equal heat transferload and surface area oper-
ating at fixed total flow rate and enteringfluid conditions[7]. Figures
36-37 show the reducedpumpingpower (P/P,pumpingpower for ribbed
duct relativeto pumping power for smooth duct) vs e+ for the data of
this study. Again the 30° obliqueribs providethe highestperformance
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(i.e., the lowest pumping power required for a given heat load and sur-
face area) for P/e = 20, but the difference between 30° and 45° is
reduced when P/e = I0.
3.5 Friction and Heat Transfer Correlations
For the results of rib-roughened surfaces to be most useful, general
correlations are required for both the friction factor and the heat
transfer coefficients which cover a wide range of parameters (e/D, Re,
Pie, _).
Since Nikuradse [20] found the law of the wall and developed the
so-called friction similarity law to correlate the friction data for
fully developed turbulent flow in tubes with sand roughness, the method
has been successfully extended to correlate the friction data for turbu-
lent flow in tubes with repeated-ribs roughness [2]. Assuming that the
samemethod can be applied to flow in a four sided ribbed duct, the law
of the wall can be expressed by the dimensionless velocity profile nor-
mal to the wall:
.
u : 2.5 _n (y/e) + R(e+) (7)
Integration of equation (7) across the cross-sectional area of a flow
channel gives:
-+
u = -2.5 + 2.5 _n (h/e) + R(e+) (8)
Where _ is the distance between the ribbed wall and the position of zero
shear stress (i.e., _ = 1/2 D). The dimensionless average velocity
across the channel in a four sided ribbed duct can be written in terms of
the friction factor, fr' as:
-+ 2/f r ½ (9)u :( )
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Inserting equation (9) into equation (8), the friction similarity law
for flow in a four sided ribbed square duct yields
R(e+) = (2/fr)½ + 2.5 _n (2e/D) + 2.5 (10)
Assuming that equation (I0) can be applied for flow in a square duct with
two opposite ribbed walls, by replacing R and f for R and fr' the fric-
tion similarity law of the present study becomes
R(e+) = (2/f) ½ + 2.5 _n (2e/D) + 2.5 (Ii)
It should be noted that R(e+) and fr is for flow in a four sided ribbed
duct, whereas R(e+) and f is for flow in a two opposite ribbed duct. It
is expected that R(e+) is larger than R(e+) for a given e/D ratio because
is smaller than fr" Han and Lei [22] found that all the data of the
different e/D ratios (e/D _ 0.021 to 0.063) can be correlated into one
value of R (R _ 5.2) in fully rough regime for a given rib angle-of-
attack (_ = 90°), and rib pitch-to-height ratio (P/e = I0). This is why
we only need to study one value of e/D ratio (i.e., e/D = 0.063) in order
to determine R. Once R is experimentally determined, the friction factor
can be predicted from equation (ii) for a given e/D ratio.
Correlation of the present friction data is shown on Figures 38-39.
The data for the non-geometrically similar roughness are displaced due to
their different value of P/e and _. The R is independent of e+ for _ =
-.
90° to 45° while the R increases with increasing e (because f decreases
with increasing Reynolds number) for _ < 45° . The dependence of R on P/e
and _ shown in Figure 40 is
R/[(P/e/IO) 0"35 (0.003 _+)n] : 15.6 - 31.6(_/90 °) + 21.I(_/90°) 2 (12)
2O
Where n = 0 if _ _ 45°, n = 0.17 if _ < 45°. It is noted that the dis-
continuityof equation(12) at _ slightlysmallerthan 45° is estimated
-+
to be less than ± 8% when the e is varied from 200 to 500 in the gas
turbinecoolingdesign. The frictionfactorcan be found by combining
equations(11) and (12). The correlationcan be used for blade internal
coolingdesign.
Dippreyand Sabersky[21] developedthe heat transfersimilaritylaw
to correlateheat transferdata for fully developedturbulentflow in
tubeswith sand roughness. This similaritymethodhas been extendedto
correlatedheat transferdata for turbulentflow in rib-roughenedtubes
[2]. It is assumedthat the same method can be appliedfor flow in a
four sided ribbed duct using the heat and momentumtransferanalogy,
givinga dimensionlesstemperatureprofilenormal to the ribbedwall as:
T+ = 2.5 _n (y/e)+ H (e+, Pr) (13)
Integratingequation(13) over the flow channelcross sectionand com-
biningwith equations(8) and (9), produces:
T+ = (2/fr)½- R(e+) + H (e+, Pr) (14)
Where the dimensionlessaveragetemperatureprofilecan be expressedby
T+ = (fr/2)½/Str (15)
Substitutingequation (15) into equation (14),the heat transfersimilar-
ity law for flow in a four sided ribbedduct yields
H(e+, Pr) = R(e+) + Efr/(2str) - 1]/(fr/2)½ (16)
Assuming that equation (16) can be applied for flow in a squareduct with
two oppositeribbedwalls by replacingH, R, _, St for H, R, fr' and Str,
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respectively,the heat transfersimilaritylaw of the presentstudy
becomes
R (e+, Pr) = _(e+) + [f/(2§t)- 1]/(f/2)½ (17)
Correlationof the presentheat transferdata is shown in Figure41.
No significantdependenceof R on P/e is observed. For a Prandtlnumber
of 0.7 of the presentstudy, the dependenceof R on _ and e+ can be
representedby
R (e+)= 3.74 (_/90°)0"3 (_+)0.28 (18)
If H, R, and f are known, then the averageStantonnumber can be found as
St = f/[(R - R)(2f)½ + 2] (lg)
The correlationcan be used for blade internalcoolingdesign.
In designconsideration,correlationsfor the ribbedside wall
Stantonnumber (StR) and the smoothside wall Stanton number (Sts)may be
necessary. Assumingthat equation(17) can be used to correlatethe
ribbedside wall heat transferdata by replacingHR and StR for R and
St, one obtains
HR(_+, Pr) = R (_+) + [f/(2StR)- I]/(f/2)½ (20)
Heat transfercorrelationof the ribbedside wall is shown in Figure 42,
thebest curve fit can be representedby
HR/(P/e/lO)O.14= 2.83(_/90o)0.3(_+)0.28 (21)
If HR, R, and f are known, the ribbedside wall Stantonnumber can be
determinedas
22
StR : fl[(HR - R)(2f)½ + 2] (22)
After obtaining_t and StR from equations(19)and (22),the smooth side
wall Stantonnumber can be found by
Sts = 2 St - StR (23)
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Figure 38. Momentum roughness function for P/e : 10 (LDE)
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4.0 SQUAREDUCTWITH SUDDENCONTRACTIONENTRANCE
4.1 The Experimental Apparatus
The construction of the apparatus with a sudden contraction entrance
was completed by November, 1982. The purpose of this apparatus was to
provide data of the pressure drop and the local heat transfer coeffi-
cients on the smooth side wall and between the ribs of the rough side
wall for flow in the entrance and in the fully developed regions.
Figure 43 shows a schematic, and Figure 44 shows a photograph of the
test rig.
A 5 HP blower forced air through a 10.16 cm (4 in) diameter pipe
equipped with a 3.8 cm (1.5 in) diameter orifice plate to measure flow
rate. A plexiglass plenum with a cross section of 38 cm by 38 cm (15
in by 15 in) and a length of 76 cm (30 in) was connected between the
pipe and the test duct to ensure that the air entering the test duct
was uniform and had a sudden contraction condition. The contration
ratio was 5:1. A round corner with a radius of 0.63 cm (0.25 in) was
provided between the plenum and the test duct. The test section was de-
signed to simulate the inlet condition of the cooling flow in the turbine
blade. At the end of the test section, the air was exhausted into the
atmosphere. The Reynolds number in the test duct was varied between
8,000 and 80,000.
The test duct which consisted of four parallel stainless steel
plates was constructed in the same way as that of the long duct entrance
condition. The detail description of the test duct can be referred to
paragraph 3.1. The stainless steel plates were used to replace aluminum
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because of their low thermal conductivity, so that the local temperature
distributions (therefore the local heat transfer coefficient distribu-
tions) on the smooth side wall and between the ribs of the rough side
wall at the entrance and the fully developed regions could be measured.
The test section was instrumented with 78 thermocouples distributed
along the length and cross the span of the stainless steel plates, as
shown in Figure 45. Thermocouples were also used to measure the bulk
mean air temperature entering and leaving the test duct. Six pressure
taps (two on the plenum and four on the test duct) were used for the
static pressure drop measurements, as shown in Figure 46. The air flow,
pressure drop, electrical heat input, and temperature measurements
systems are shown in Figure 47.
4.2 Analysis of Data
Equation (I) can be used to determine the friction factor for flow
in the fully developed region. The average friction factor, f, was
based on the adiabatic conditions. The maximum uncertainty of f was
estimated to be less than 6.5% for Reynolds number greater than 10,000.
In heat transfer measurements, the local wall temperature distribu-
tions were measured by thermocouples. The heat transfer rate into the
test duct can be calculated from Watts meters. The local bulk mean air
temperature can be calculated for the given heat input. Then the local
Nusselt number can be determined by:
II
qs D (24)Nus =
Tws - Tb K
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D
NuR = - (25)
TwR Tb K
Nu = ½ (Nus + NuR) (26)
II
The qs and q_ represents the local net heat flux from the smooth side
and the ribbed side walls to the fluid, respectively; whereas Tws and TwR
is the local wall temperatures on the smooth side and on the ribbed
side, respectively. The net heat flux is the heat flux generated from
heater substracting from heat loss to outside and from axial heat con-
duction in the test duct, i.e., q" (net) = q" (heater) - q" (loss) - q"
(net heat conduction). A computer program was developed to account for
the heat loss and axial conduction effects. The maximum heat loss from
the smooth side and the ribbed side wall was estimated to be less than
5% and 3% for Reynolds number greater than i0,000; whereas the axial
conduction could be up to 8% at the entrance region in some operation
conditions. Equation (24) was used for the smooth side wall local
Nusselt number calculation and equation (25) was for the ribbed side wall
while equation (26) was for the local average Nusselt number in a duct
with two opposite ribbed walls. Notice that the ribbed side heat flux,
II
qR' was based on the projected heat transfer area (not including the
increased rib surface area). The maximumuncertainty in the Nusselt
number was estimated to be less than 6.0% for Reynolds number greater
than I0,000.
4.3 Experimental Results
4.3.1 Friction and Heat Transfer for Smooth Duct
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Before initiating experiments with ribbed walls, the pressure drop
and heat transfer were calibrated for a four sided smooth duct and com-
pared with the results given in the literature. Figure 48 shows the
friction factor and heat transfer coefficients vs Reynolds number for
flow in the fully developed region. The agreement between the accepted
correlation and the present data is reasonably well. The friction factor
differs by up to 8.5% from the modified Karman-Prandtl equation [18],
and the Nusselt number differs by up to 8.0% from the Petukhov-Popov
equation [19]. Based on these smooth duct results, the apparatus was
ready to reproduce data for flow in the same duct with two opposite
ribbed walls.
4.3.2 Friction and Heat Transfer for Ribbed Duct
Table 2 shows a total of 9 rib geometries tested for the square
duct with sudden contraction entrance. The tabulated data is given in
7.2 Appendix. Only the most representative results will be discussed
as follows.
Table 2. Rib Geometry Tested for Sudden Contraction Entrance
P/e = 10 P/e = 20
Friction Heat Transfer Friction Heat Transfer
= 90° X X X X
= 60° X X X X
= 45° X X X X
= 30° X X X X
= 15° X
Note: For All Tests: e/D = 0.063, Re = 8,000 to 80,000.
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Figures 49-52 show the pressure drop (AP = P - Patm) along the duct
(X/D). The 60° rib flow-attack-angle produces a higher pressure drop
than 90° , 30° , and smooth duct for P/e = I0 or 20 and for Re = 20,000
or 56,000. It is noted that the pressure distribution is approximately
a linear when X/D _ 3 for all tests. Those figures also indicate that
the sharp pressure drop between the plenum and the duct entrance is
about a constant value for a given Reynolds number regardless the rib
angle in the square duct.
Figures 53-54 show the average friction factor vs Reynolds number
for flow in the region with X/D _ 3. For the _ = 90° , 60° , and 45° ,
the friction factor approaches an approximately constant value as the
Reynolds number increases while the friction factor decreases with
Reynolds number when the _ = 30° and 15° . For the P/e = I0, the fric-
tion factor with _ = 90° is about 3-10 times higher than the four sided
smooth duct over the range of Reynolds number. The friction factor
with _ = 45° is slightly less than _ = 90° , however, it decreases by
30-40% when the _ changes from 90° to 30° . The friction factor with
= 60° is about 50% higher than _ = 90°. The results for P/e = 20
generally agrees with that for P/e = I0 except with a relatively lower
values as shown in Figure 54. It is noted that the friction data in
X/D _ 3 with sudden contraction entrance are almost identical to those
with long duct entrance as discussed in paragraph 3.3.2 (Figures 8-9).
Figures 55-58 show the typical temperature distribution of the
ribbed side wall and the smooth side wall along the test section. The
ribbed side wall heat flux is higher than the smooth side wall which
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means that the ribbedside Nusseltnumberis largerthan the smooth
side. It is noted that the wall temperaturedistributionfor the smooth
duct and the _ = 90° is very similarto that the conventionalturbulent
pipe flow, indicatingthe smoothtransitionfrom the entranceto the
fully developedregion. However,the wall temperaturedistribution(rib-
bed or smoothside) for the _ = 60°, and 30° has "overshoot"at X/D about
3 then decreasesto a minimum value at X/D about9, then increasesagain
along the test duct. This wall temperature"overshoot"characteristics
found for all tests of _ = 60°, 45°, 30°, P/e = 10, and Re = 8,000 to
80,000. These wall temperatureprofileswere used for heat loss and wall
heat conductioncalculationsin order to obtain the local net heat flux
into the coolingair, then the local Nusseltnumbercould be determined
from equations(24)and (25).
Figures59-62 show the typicallocalNusseltnumberdistribution
along the centerlinein both ribbed side and smoothside walls for dif-
ferentrib f]ow-attack-angleat differentP/e and Re. It is noted that
every thermocouplewas locatedat the middle betweentwo adjacentribs
along the centerlineof the ribbedside wall. The local Nusseltnumber
of the four sided smoothduct is includedfor comparison. It is seen
that the localNusseltnumberdistributionfor _ = 90° decreasesmono-
tonicallywith distancefor all Reynoldsnumbers,this is similarto that
the smoothduct resultsexceptthat the formerhas a largervalues (both
ribbedside and smooth side walls). However,the Nusseltnumberfor
= 60° Cand30°) reachesa minimumat X/D = 3 then increasesto reach
a maximumvalue at X/D _ 9 and decreaseswith furtherincreasingX/D.
The minimumNusseltnumber occursat X/D = 3, while the maximum Nusselt
numberoccursat X/D = 8.9. This overshootdistributionis diminished
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when the P/e changes from 10 to 20, or when the test section connecting
with a long duct entrance, as shown in Figure 62 and Figure 63,
respectively.
The data shown in Figures 64-69 were based on the average value of
the local Nusselt number as X/D = 2.85 to 16.81. The data show that the
Nusselt number increases with increasing Reynolds number as the conven-
tional turbulent pipe flow. Nusselt number of the ribbed side wall with
= 90° is about 2.5 times higher than the four sided smooth duct as
shown in Figure 64 for P/e = 10. The Nusselt number with _ = 30° is
about 20% higher than _ = 90°, while the Nusselt number with _ : 45° and
60° is about 25% and 33% higher, respectively. Figure 65 shows that the
Nusselt number of the smooth side wall is also enhanced by 50-100% due to
the presence of the ribs on the adjacent walls when _ changes from 90o-30 °-
45°-60 °. It is noted that the ribs with an oblique angle to the flow has
more enhancement on the smooth side walls. Figure 66 shows that the aver-
age Nusselt number for the ribs with an oblique angle to the flow is higher
than _ = 90°. The results for P/e = 20 has the similar trends as P/e = I0
except that the enhanced value is lower as shown in Figures 67-69. It is
noted that the heat transfer data for sudden contraction entrance has the
same trends as those for long duct entrance, however, the former has about
5-15% more enhancement when the ribs have an oblique angle to the flow.
The local Nusselt number augmentation on the smooth side wall and
between the ribs of the rough side wall at the entrance and the fully
developed regions is shown in Figures 70-74. The numerator represents
the local Nusselt number in either the ribbed side wall or the smooth side
wall, whereas the denominator represents the local Nusselt number in the
7O
four sided smooth duct at the same corresponding locations. It is seen
that the ribbed side wall has a much higher enhancement than the smooth
side wall. In general, the local Nusselt number enhancement decreases
with increasing the Reynolds number because the denominator increases
with increasing Re, the fully developed region has more enhancement than
the entrance region because the denominator in the entrance region is
higher, the ribs with an oblique angle has more augmentation than the
transverse ribs (_ = 90°), and the P/e = 10 has more enhancement than P/e
: 20. It is seen that there are no significant Nusselt number variations
as shown in these figures. This is because the heat conduction inside
the ¼" thickness stainless steel wall of the present investigation. In
the actual gas turbine engine, it is expected that the Nusselt number
variations between two adjacent ribs will be larger than those indicated
in Figures 70-74 because the wall heat conduction in turbine blade is
relatively smaller than the present test duct.
4.4 Thermal Performance Comparison
Figures 75-76 show the average friction factor and average Stanton
number vs the rib angle-of-attack. The data of the 0° angle-of-attack
was obtained from the present smooth duct results. Both the friction and
heat transfer increase with decreasing _, and reach a maximumvalue at
about 60° , then decrease with further decreasing _. It is noted that
the amount of the friction factor decrease is relatively larger than that
of the Stanton number when the rib angle-of-attack changes from 90° to
30°. This suggests that the best thermal performance may be obtained at
the _ around 30° .
Figures 77-84 show the performance vs average roughness Reynolds
number. The _/f increases with increasing _+ while the it/St is
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almost independent of e+ as shown in Figures 77-80. These considerations
-.
suggest that the preferred operating condition is for smaller e . Again,
-.
the real application range of e is about 200 to 500. Figures 81-82 show
-.
the efficiency index, n, vs e . It is seen that the best n is obtained
at _ = 30° . This is the same optimum operating rib angle as discussed in
paragraph 3.4 for square duct with long duct entrance condition.
-.
Figures 83-84 show the reduced pumping power vs e . Again the ribs
with an oblique angle to the flow require the lowest pumping power for
a given heat load and surface area at fixed total flow rate and entering
fluid conditions.
It should be noted that the thermal performance comparisons was
based on the flow in the region where X/D _ 3. The plenum related
pressure drop for sudden contraction entrance was not taken into account
for comparisons. Therefore the results with sudden contraction showed
a better performance than that with long duct entrance at the same _,
as seen from Figures 36-37 and 83-84. The existing correlations of equa-
tions (5) and (6) were employed for the smooth surface calculation of
the friction factor and Stanton number in both of long duct and sudden
contraction entrances. It is expected that the thermal performance for
two types of entrance conditions should be the same for a given flow rate
and rib geometry if the pressure drop caused by sudden contraction is
considered.
4.5 Friction and Heat Transfer Correlations
Equation (II) was employed to correlate the average friction data.
Figures 85-86 show that the non-geometrically similar roughness are dis-
placed due to their different value of P/e and _. The R is independent
of e+ when _ _ 45° while it increases with increasing _+ when _ < 45°.
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The correlations between R, P/e, and _ shown in Figure 87 is
_/[(p/e/10)O.3(O.O009 _+)n] = 21.9 - 47.9(_/90 °) + 31.6(_/90°) 2 (27)
Where
n = 0 if _ _ 45°
n = 0.14 if _ < 45°
It is noted that the discontinuity of equation (27) at _ = 45° can be up
to 10%at e+ = 500. The average friction factor can be found by combining
equations (11) and (27). It is noted that equation (27) is very similar
to equation (12).
Equation (17) was employed to correlate the average heat transfer
data. The correlation as shown in Figure 88 is
R (e+) : 2.12 (P/e/ZO) 0"17 (_/90°) 0"3 (_+)0.37 (28)
compare equation (28) to equation (18), it is seen that H slightly
depends on P/e and higher slope of e+ for sudden contraction condition,
although the slope of _ is the same. If H, R, and _ are known, then the
average Stanton number can be found as from equation (19).
The correlations between HR, P/e, and _ shown in Figure 89 is
MR : 1.58 (P/e/lO) 0"17 (_/90°) 0"3 (0+) 0.37 (29)
Equation (22) can be employed to determine the ribbed side wall Stanton
number (StR), whereas equation (23) can be used for computing the smooth










Upper photo: Test rig with sudden contraction entrance
Lower photo: Instrumentations and measurements facilities









Figure 45. Themocouples distributionson test plates (SCE)
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Figure47. Flow,pressuredrop, heat input,and temperaturemeasurementsystem
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Figure 50. Pressure drop distributions for P/e = 10, Re = 39,000 (SCE)
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Figure 51. Pressuredrop distributionsfor P/e = 10, Re = 56,000 (SCE)
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Figure 58. Temperature distributions for _ = 30° (SCE)
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Figure59. Nusseltnumberdistributionsfor P/e = 10, Re = 20,000 (SCE)
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Figure60. Nusseltnumberdistributionsfor P/e = 10, Re = 39,000 (SCE)
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Figure 61. Nusselt number distributions for P/e = 10, Re = 56,000 (SCE)
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Figure62. Nusselt numberdistributionsfor P/e = 20, Re = 20,000 (SCE)
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Figure63. Nusseltnumber distributionsfor _ = 45° with differententrancegeometry
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Figure 67. The ribbed side Nusselt numberwith different _ for P/e = 20 (SCE)
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Figure68. The smoothside Nusseltnumberwith different_ for P/e = 20 (SCE)
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Figure 72, Local Nusseltnumberenhancementfor P/e = 20
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Figure84. Reducedpumpingpowerwithdifferent_ forP/e= 20 (SCE)
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Figure 85. Momentumroughnessfunction for P/e = 10 (SCE)
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An experimental study of turbulent air flow in a square duct with
two opposite rib-roughened walls has been performed. Two types of
entrance conditions have been examined. The effect of rib angle-of-
attack on the heat transfer coefficients and friction factor have been
investigated. The following conclusions can be drawn:
1. Long duct entrance: For P/e = I0, the average Nusselt number of
= 90° is about 2 times higher than that the four sided smooth
duct whereas the average friction factor is about 3 to 10 times
higher. The average Nusselt number of _ = 30° is about 5% higher
than _ = go° while the average friction factor is about 20-45%
lower. At _ = 45° the average heat transfer is 25% greater than
at _ = 90°, and the average friction factor remains the same.
The results for P/e = 20 has the similar trends as those of
P/e = I0, however, the friction and heat transfer enhancement
are relatively reduced.
2. Sudden contraction entrance: For P/e = i0, the average Nusselt
number of _ = 90° is about 2 times higher than that the four
sided smooth duct while the average friction factor is about 4-6
times higher. The average Nusselt number of _ = 30° is about
20% higher than _ = 90° while the average friction factor is
about 20-45% lower. The ribs with an oblique angle to the flow
(_ = 30° , 45° , or 60° ) has a relatively higher heat transfer
coefficients distribution (over shoot distribution) along the duct
(after X/D _ 3) than the ribs with a transverse angle to the
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flow (_ = 90°). The over shoot distributionis diminishedwhen
P/e = 20 or when the test section with a long duct entrance.
3. For both types of entrance conditions: The efficiencyindex
for the _ = 45° - 30° is about 30-50% higher than that the _ =
90°, whereas the pumping power requirement(based on the same
heat transferduty and surfacearea) for the _ = 45° - 30° is
about 20-50% lower than that the _ = 90°. The pumping power
requirementfor the P/e = 10 is about 20-30% lower than that
the P/e = 20 for the same rib angle-of-attack. The conclusion
is that the best thermal performanceis achievedat angles-of-
attack of 30° and 45° for both P/e ratios.
4. The thermal performanceof this study is based on the average
data of X/D = 2.85 to 16.81. The efficiency index (or the
reduced pumping power) for sudden contractionentrance is higher
than that for long duct entranceunder the same flow rate and
rib geometry. The sudden contractionentrance from the plenum
causes a relativelyhigher heat transfer in the duct (X/D _ 3),
simultaneouslyit also createsa higher pressure drop at the
entrance region (X/D _ O) which was not taken into account for
comparisonin this study.
5. Correlationsfor the average frictionfactor, the average heat
transfer,and the ribbed-side-wallheat transferhave been
obtained to account for P/e, _, and e+ for both types of entrance
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7.0 APPENDIX
7.1 TabulatedDatafor Long EntranceDuct
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8e & jp i lie "; JP i
(kg/sec) (_ MiO) • 103 (kg/sec) (o, HiO) x 103
83,000 0.1155 0.$802 4.773 7SmO00 0.1066 S.2664 46.16
81u000 0.1120 0.64)6 4.842 I_,OOO 0.09?2 4.3104 45.49
FOur 74a000 0.1029 0.S532 4.912 P/e • 10 _ SllO00 0.0e68 3.3934 44.88
$t_.¢t 71:00(3 0.0991 0.5177 4.923 u " 60" 82,000 0.0749 _.8248 44.S9mooth
52,000 0.0860 0.4059 S.121 e/D • 0.083 43,00_ 0.0612 1.1_993 44.82
. SSlO00 0.07S8 0.3272 5.382 30,000 0.0434 0.8585 44.71
. SO,O00 0.0690 0.2764 5.459 21a000. 0.0298 0.4280 46.51
42,000 0.0587 0.2144 S.743 17aO00 0.0247 0.3048 47.$8
32,000 0.0440 0.1255 5.959 16,000 0.0230 0.2664 47.41
21_000 0.0287 0.0569 8.353 11 _000 0.0163 0.1422 48.30
15,000 0.0206 0.0325 5.971 6,S00 0.0094 0.058J S3.215
1S_OCX3 0.020,6 0.0305 6.472
11,000 0.0160 0.0193 6.683 I_,000 0.1213 4.4196 30.79
81SO0 0.01202 0.0117 7.286 77_000 0.1060 3.5230 30.82
71200 0.0100 0.007) 6.790 P/e - 10 70,000 0.0985 2.9134 30.69
5,800 0.0082 0.005) 6.815 _ - 45 ° 64,000 0.0760 1.7678 31.18
e/D - 0.063 _,000 0.0621 1.1608 30.63
76,000 0.1070 3.S_65 31.10 38,000 0.0538 0.8890 30.8)
P/e - 10 891000 0.0982 2.9413 30.94 31,000 0.0441 0.5071 31.7E
a • 90" 821000 0.0877 2.3927 31.15 22,000 0.0313 0.2850 31.49
e/D - 0.063 SSmO00 0.0620 2.0853 31.51 19m000 0.0272 0.2464 33.68
54,000 0.0758 1.7882 31.54 16_000 0.0233 0.1854 34.64
49_000 0.0893 1.4732 31.24 12_000 0.0168 0.0991 35.)4
44,000 0.0620 1.)913 3) .37 71700 0.0109 0.0419 35.4_
38t000 0.0_38 0.8865 30.98
31,000 0.0440 0.6071 31.75 89,C00 0.1249 2.5502 16.67
22,000 0.0314 0.3150 32.22 P/e - 10 76e000 0.1077 ).9482 17.09
171000 0.0239 0.1803 31.83 o • 30" 89_000 0.0982 1.6510 17.41
151000 0.0213 0.1463 32.33 e/D - 0.063 62,000 0.0877 1.3320 17.61
12_000 0.0164 0.0G89 33.14 64,000 0.0759 1.0363 18.27
8v900 0.0127 0.0659 34.61 44_000 0.0620 0.7112 18.74
5,700 0.0081 0.0229 35.38 31 eO00 0.0440 0.3937 ZO.50
22sOOO 0.0313 0.2184 22.32
76e000 0.1077 5.4%6 47.67 19_000 0.0274 0.1676 22.26
69e000 0.098) 4.5314 47.33 131000 0.0186 0.0864 24.52
$2,000 0.0876 3.5966 47.13 7,500 0.0107 0.0356 29.2f.
P/e - 10 S31000 0.0758 2.6772 46.87
- 76" 43t000 0.0619 1.7719 46.40 BSt000 0.1245 1.&281 10.61
e/O - 0.063 311000 0.0438 0.8941 46.49 76r000 0.1075 1.2395 10.83
21,000 0.0298 0.4115 45.99 P/e - 10 69,000 0.0980 1.0770 11.32
18tO00 0.0253 0.2934 45.38 a - 15° 62e000 0.0875 0.8661 11.41
16t000 0.0233 0.2438 4.4.69 e/D - 0.063 531000 0.0?57 0.6223 10.84
111000 0.0161 0.1118 42.59 4,4,000 0.0618 0.4674 12.29
6.900 0.0100 0.0356 34.88 31 _000 0.0438 0.2665 13.37
ZlaO00 0.0297 0.1270 14.31
17_000 0.0250 0.0965 15.30
12_000 0.0178 0.0_46 17.00
8_600 0.0124 0.0318 19.36
6_900 0.0100 0.0216 21.21
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Re _ Jp
(kg/sK) (_ H_O) - 103
8310(30 0.1154 3.206D 23.26
Pie - ZO ,73a000 0.1029 2.524_ 23,38
u • !10e .&2tOOO O.Oe7S 1.8161 _3.24
e/O • 0.063 491000 0.0691 !.1354 23.36
44t000 0.0619 0.9017 23.12
,,311000 0.0439 0.4648 23.71
.15:000 0.0233 0.1245 23.38
7_gO0 0.0112 0.0305 23.22
76f000 0.1075 3.55 31.73
Pie • ZO 591000 0.0981 3.0315 31.71
• • 7S" S3_000 0.0757 1.8059 31.5S
e/13 • 0.063 43:000 0.0618 1.1836 31.01
311000 0.0438 0.6007 31.23
211000 0.0302 0._883 31.54
17t000 0.0250 0. !_F_4 31.54
161000 0.0235 0.1727 31.07
11_000 0.01S_ 0.0787 31.17
?alO0 0.0103 0.0368 _ t _ '
85,000 0.1207 3.2614 22.61
P/e • 20 76a000 0.1076 2.6060 Z2.69
• - 45" 59,000 0.098] 2.1590 22.62
e/D - 0,063 GZa(XX) 0.0677 1.6967 22.28
_14,000 0.0758 1.2802 22.45
44_000 0.(_20 0.833] 21.86
,31 a(XX_ 0.0440 0.4343 22.80
1910(_ 0.0269 0.1702 23.41
_t4tO(_ 0.019_ 0.0927 23.69
78200 0.0126 0.0257 24.94
8_,OCX) 0.1207 1.8619 12.92
Pie " 20 831000 0.1165 !.7348 12.93
• • 30" 77,000 0.1077 1.4985 13.07
e/D ,, 0.063 701000 0.0981 1._598 13._7
52 lID(O) 0.0677 1.0135 13.37
_,000 0.0758 0.7849 13.8_
44,000 0.0620 0.5359 14.18
31,000 0.0440 0.2'870 15.32
22j000 0.0313 0.160(3 16.55
14_0€_ 0.0192 0.0660 18.03
7,500 0.0]07 0.0254 22.52
87jO00 0.1239 1.3159 8.59
Pie • 20 81_000 0.1159 1.1S82 8.67
• " 15" 75e000 0.1070 1.0033 8.78
t/l) - 0.063 _:0_0 0.097S 0.8585 9.04
51:000 0.0871 0.5477 8.54
$3,000 0.07.94 0.$385 9.44
43:003 0.0615 0.3785 9.96
31_000 0.0437 0.0232 10.34
21:000 0.0297 0.1016 11.44
15t000 0.0210 0.0559 12.60
9:60(3 0.0138 0.0254 13.21
7:400 0.0107 0.0178 15.56
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At X/D = 11.5
Ple- I0, _ • 90" e/D - 0.063
Re I m I_w(R)l_w(S)l Tb Iq'(R) I(_'(S) INu(R)I Nu(S)INu(AV)_St(AV)_ e+ I_t/ I _l I n I Pp I R I H
l(kg,..o,l(°c,l('cq I I I IxI°51,5`Iz,I I I I
71,390 0.1021 $7.2 57.0 33.1 2873 1863 339.6 221.1 280.4 552 5SS.S 2.2 6.7 0.33 0.63 5.35 19.87
61t405 0.0879 55.6 SS.2 32.8 2335 1426 292.9 182.0 237.S 548 4.81.6 2.1 6.5 0.32 0.70 5.35 20.04
30,771 0.0440 51.0 50.2 32.9 1141 599 180.3 99.0 139.7 643 242.5 2.02 5.7 0.35 0.69 5.35 16.68
21_452 0.0308 53.0 52.3 34.1 888 475 133.6 73.9 103.8 686 170.9 1.93 5.16 0.37 0.72 5.23 15.76
16,544 0.0239 54.6 54.2 35.6 737 418 109.3 63.5 86.4 740 5.23 14.42
101173 0.0148 56.8 56.2 38.1 535 268 80.1 41.6 60.9 847 82.7 1.93 4.42 0.44 0.61 4.99 12.71
8_314 0.0121 54.6 54.2 38.3 365 185 62.6 32.6 47.6 813 67.8 1.75 4.32 0.41 0.78 4.88 13.59
Pie - I0, : - 75°, elD - 0.063
75_534 0.1081 52.6 54.6 32.8 2873 1968 415.3 258.2 336.8 632 723.7 2.58 10.44 0,25 0,61 3.84 21.57 1
61,301 0.088 53.3 55.3 33.9 2464 1632 360.8 216.8 288.8 667 587.3 2.55 9.89 0.26 0,60 3,84 20,30 {I
43,245 0.0622 54.4 56.1 34.8 1968 1233 284.4 164.2 224.3 735 412.1 2.53 8.85 Q,_9 0,53 3,84 18,17 l
20_982 0.0305 59.5 61.2 39.1 1233 811 168.7 102.5 135.6 916 196.9 2.58 7.42 0.35 Q.43 3.9_ 1:_,881
101235 0.015 60.6 61.5 42.4 666 418 101.8 60.7 81.3 1125 94.4 2.59 5.58 0.46 0,3;_ 3,99 9,97 I
6 281 .0092 60.0 60.1 43.4 418 225 69.7 37.3 53.5 1206 57.2 .39 4.61 .52 .34 4.8 8,29 I
P/e - 10, a = 60", e/D - 0.063
74,689 0.1072 55.4 56.9 34.2 2873 196_3 383.9 256.9 320.4 608 711.8 2.48 10.15 0.24 0.67 3.92 22.27 I
[60,703 0.0873 55.6 56.1 34.7 2464 1632 333. 216.0 274.5 641 570.4 2.45 9.79 0.25 0.67 3.99 20.7242,694 0.0616 56.9 57.0 35.8 1968 1233 263.6 164.3 214.0 710 405.6 2.45 8.94 0.27 0.61 3.99 18.45
20,569 0.0300 62.9 62.7 40.5 1328 811 165.5 102.0 133.8 922 198.1 2.60 7.58 0.34 0.43 3.92 13.77 I!
101567
6,385 0.0156 64.1 63.4 43.4 811 418 108.6 57.9 83.3 1113 102.8 2.56 6.45 0.40 0.38 3.78 11.241.0094 5.9 4.6 5.4 599 26 80.5 38.4 59.5 32 6 .8 .65 .02 .44 .32 .41 9.57 I
Pie = 10, = l 45° , e/D - 0.063
71a729 0.1025 53.9 53.8 32.5 2873 1853 383.6 248.5 316.1 625 550.9 2.5 6.74 0.37 0.43 5.35 17.24
51,653 0.0_8 52.6 52.0 32.0 2335 1426 323.5 204.0 263.8 607 475.8 2.33 6.53 0,36 0.52 5,35 |7.83
52,457 0.0759 56.9 57.9 36.8 2087 1527 291.2 203.3 247.3 668 408.2 2.43 6.33 0.38 0.44 5,35 !,_,9(_
301965 0.0442 48.1 47.2 32.1 1141 599 204.8 113.8 159.3 729 242.9 2.28 5.71 0,40 0.48 5.23 14._8
30,177 0.0440 61.3 62.4 40.0 1527 1054 195.9 128.8 162.4 763 238.9 2.38 5.61 0.42 0.42 5.23 ]3.90
21,150 0.0311 66.1 65.9 43.7 1328 811 164.0 100.7 132.4 886 170.1 2.50 5.16 0.48 0.33 5.23 11,60
6,571 0.0098 72.5 72.4 49.9 666 365 80.4 44.2 62.3 1342 55.1 2.68 4.00 0.66 0.21 4.88 10.8_
Pie - I0, Q = 30°, elD - 0.063
331719 0.1205 60.7 60.7 35.1 3016 2210 332.8 244.6 288.7 488 478.8 2.05 3.82 0.54 0.44 8.17 16.22
14_439 0.1073 60.5 60.6 35.5 2733 1968 309.4 221.6 265.5 506 432.1 2.07 3.8 0.54 0.43 8.01 15.81
521257 0.0756 60.9 60.7 36.7 2087 1426 243.2 167.0 205.1 557 309.8 2.03 3.74 0.54 0.45 7.86 14.731
42,625 0.0617 59.7 59.5 37.2 1741 1141 217.1 144.0 180.6 601 261.4 2.15 3.65 0.59 0.37 7.$8 13.881
171027 0.0252 62.7 62.5 40.9 969 535 123.6 69.0 96.3 802 115.8 2.11 3.56 0.59 0.38 6.55 10.84
13,464 0.0200 59.5 59.0 40.8 737 365 108.5 52.3 80.4 861 93.5 2.13 3.5 0.61 0.36 6.36 10.18
_637 0.0141 59.8 58.8 41.6 599 268 91.5 43.4 67.5 989 69.6 2.22 3.46 0.64 0.32 5.93 9.07
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At X/D = 11.5
Pie - 20, ,= ,,, 90", lid • 0.063
,,, I I%.,)lTcs l.,, I;,'CR)
812775 0.1169 55.0 56.0 32.5 2464 1853 312 225.3 268.7 466 551.6 1.94 5.34 0.36 0.73 6.55 20.5(.
7.2j552 0.1034 61.4 52.0 31.3 1968 1426 281.6 197.5 240.0 471 489.4 1.90 6.20 0.37 0.76 6.55 20.34
61v679 0.088 54.0 54,6 31.9 1968 1426 255.6 180.5 218.1 501 416.1 1.93 5.0 0.39 0.70 6.55 18.9_
48,828 0.0696 53.2 53.7 31.3 1632 1141 213.9 146.6 180.3 523 329.4 1.87 4.7 0.40 0.72 6.55 IB.OE
30,929 0.0442 53.9 54.0 32.5 1141 737 152.4 9_.6 125.0 572 208.6 1.79 4.16 0.42 0.73 6.55 16.2E
20,570 0.0295 56.3 55.9 34.3 888 535 114.6 70.3 92.5 637 138.8 1.78 3.65 0.49 0.65 6.55 14.34
151471 0.0223 56.4 56.3 35.3 666 418 89.6 56.6 73.1 669 104.4 1.72 3.38 0.51 0.66 6.55 13.53
112342 0.0164 56.5 56.1 36.4 535 315 74.7 44.9 59.8 747 76.5 1.74 3.07 0.57 0.58 6.55 11.84
6,5,87 0.0096 56.2 55.7 38.3 316 149 49.1 24. 36.6 788 44.4 1.58 2.70 0.59 0.68 6.55 11.08
Pie - 20, o • 75", elD - 0.083
.73t9620.1073 59.9 63.3 37.7 2597 2087 328.2 228.9 278.6 534 582.9 2.16 7.0 0.31 0.69 5.29 20.82l
422T3580.0617 62.0 64.7 39.4 1741 1328 214.9 146.2 180.6 604 333.8 2.0(3 5.96 0.35 0.66 5.29 18.I90,540 0.0301 67.0 68.8 42.6 1141 811 129.5 85.7 107.6 742 162.1 2.07 4.92 0.42 0.55 5.29 14.24(
m_o,79300159 66.5 67.4 44.4 599 418 74.7 50.0 62.4 819 85.3 1.90 4.13 0.46 0.60 5.29 12.65l
L6_769 0.0100 64.8 65.3 45.3 365 225 51.5 30.9 41.2 864 53.5 1.76 3.95 0.45 0.72 4.99 12.70_
P/e - 20, a - 45", e/D - 0.063
_534 0.1204 60.6 60.3 35.5 2873 2087 323.4 237.9 280.7 478 553.8 1.99 5.11 0.39 0.65 6.75 19.51
57,750 0.0<J79 62.8 62.8 36.6 2597 1853 278.8 198.5 23,8.7 499 450.1 1.96 4.89 0.40 0.65 6.75 18._
52,213 0.0756 62.9 63.0 37.3 2087 1426 229.6 155.9 19218 523 34,8.4 1.90 4.59 0.41 0.67 6.75 17.6C
_238 0.0439 65.1 65.3 39.8 1426 969 157 106.1 131.6 617 203.5 1.93 3.95 0.49 0.55 6.75 14.51
18,230 0.0268 68.2 68.1 42.5 1054 666 113.9 72.1 93.0 724 123.8 1.96 3.67 0.53 0.49 6.55 12.3C
L2,182 0.0179 66.7 66.6 43.6 737 418 88.3 50.3 69.3 808 83.6 1.92 3.29 0,58 0.46 6.45 II.11
6r755 0.0100 68.0 67.3 45.2 535 268 64.7 33.4 49.1 1031 46.7 2.10 2.91 0.72 0.31 6.27 8.11
Pie = 20, a - 30°, e/D - 0.063
B3,115 0.1197 65.9 65.9 35.4 3016 2335 279.7 216.5 248.1 423 418.8 1.76 2.95 0.60 0.54 9,72 16r38
73r656 0.1066 67.4 67.4 37.2 2733 2087 253.7 193.7 223.7 430 375.4 1.72 2.96 0.58 0.58 9.7;_ |6.07
59,841 0.0869 67.6 67.4 38.2 2335 1741 222.5 166.8 194.7 461 310.7 1.74 2.84 0.61 Q.64 9.49 15.10
1617 0.075 66.1 65.8 3,8.6 1968 1426 199.9 146.5 173.2 475 272.8 1.73 2.83 0.61 0.55 9.27 14,93
&2,092 0.0613 66.8 66.5 39.3 1741 1233 176.7 126.4 151.6 511 227,8 1.76 2.79 0.63 0.51 9.07 13,99
!9_,746 0.0435 67.9 67.6 40.5 1426 969 144.9 99.7 122.3 ,582 164.7 1.82 2.72 0.67 0.45 8,68 11_.4r',
_223 0.0253 68.2 67.9 42.9 969 599 106.1 66.3 86.2 709 101.3 1.87 2.65 0.71 0.41 8,01 10.51
8,757 0.0132 70.3 69.7 45.9 666 365 75. 42.1 58.6 946 55.0 2.06 2.63 0.78 0.30 7.00 8.15
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7.2 Tabulated Data for Sudden Contraction Duct
.!30
Re m_ "P2-3 apt,-{, _F4.6
(Ibm/see) (in H20) (in H20)
71600 0.0237 0.007 0.003 0.0084
Four sided 121800 0.0397 0.020 0.006 0.00674
_OOth 19_800 0.0624 0.057 0.019 0.00608
391200 0.122 0.203 0.062 0.00525
58,400 0.181 0.481 0.124 0.0(0196
80_800 0.251 0.732 0.219 0._81
8_500 0.0263 0.008 0.015 0.031
P/e • I0 13_800 0.0429 0.026 0.030 0.0272
a " 90° 201200 0.0626 0.056 0.083 0.0279
e/D - 0,063 40_200 0.125 0.246 0.316 0.0287
561900 0.1765 0.36 0.64 0.0285
82t300 0.256 0.90 1.33 0.0288
7t800 0.0243 0.006 0,017 0.0445
P/e - 10 13r200 0.0411 0.022 0.049 0.0438
Q - 60° 20t400 0.0634 0.052 0.115 0.0432
e/O - 0.063 39_200 0.122 0.21 0.459 0.0462
56r600 0.1758 0.41 0.904 0.045
82f 000 0.255 0.9 1.874 0.0466
8f200 0.0255 0.008 0.015 0.0294
P/e " 10 ]31200 0.0411 0.024 0.035 0.0282
a " 45" 19v900 0.0619 0.056 0.(_0 0.0303
e/D - 0,063 39_300 0,122 0.241 0.283 0.0287
.T__400 0.181 0.408 0.578 0.027
81_200 0.252 0.90 1.11 0.0265
81200 0.0255 0.008 0,009 0.0259
Pie " 10 13m300 0.0414 0.022 01026 0.0224
= - 30" 20_200 0.0626 0.056 0.052 0.0211
e/D - 0,063 39_100 0.121 0.214 0.187 0.0194
671700 0,179 0.437 0.376 0.0174
80t 600 0.250 0.875 - 0.692 0.0165
7,960 0.0247 0.009 0.009 0.0235
P/e - 20 14r000 0.0436 0.025 0.029 0.0265
a - 90° 20,100 0.0625 0.057 0.063 0.0256
e/O - 0.063 39e300 0,122 0,245 0.218 0.0261
561800 0.176 0.44 0.49 0.0246
811000 0.251 1.0 0.96 0.0268
8_,400 0.0261 0.009 0.012 0,030
P/e = 20 14f300 0.0442 0.027 0.038 0.0317
= - 60" 201200 0.0627 0.054 0.077 0.0316
e/D - 0.063 40e200 0.125 0.23 0.309 0.0312
56w900 0,177 0.57 0.638 0.0332
82j500 0.256 0.84 1.40 0.0341
7,900 0.0244 0.009 O.0(]8 0.0211
P/e - 20 141000 0.0435 0.025 0.029 0.0215
• • 45" 20e800 0.0645 0.05 0.06 0.0212
e/D - 0.063 39,300 0.122 0.21 0.215 0.0224
57,900 0.180 0.36 0.444 0.0222
801900 0,251 1.85 0.864 0.0226
8,000 0.0260 0.011 0.008 0.0173
Pie " 20
20,500 0.0635 0.06 0.045 0.0154el =30 °
39,300 0.122 0.22 0,146 0.0139
e/O - 0.063
67,800 0,180 0.45 0.29 0.0134
80,900 0,251 0.85 0.534 0.0129
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RUN hUNOER-ZLOH$08-OO/O0 EID-O.O00 PIE" 0.00 ALPA" 0 0" £.qSb IN
PR-.71 ROOT- .0238 LORISEC R_- ?bbO. UGEIR)- 109.S 6TUIHW-SQ F;
QG[|SI" 109.5 iNLET TERPm 79.1 F TATR- 73.3 F PAT_-14.64 PSIA
KID TuiRI TNIS! TBULK GGAS|_I OGASISI hUlK) NUIS) NU|AVI ST|AY|
.3Z 111.9 112.0 79.5 129.q 112*9 65.2 56.5 60.9 .01101
*95 116,4 118,4 80*3 104,5 104,5 44*6 44*b 44,6 *00807
1.59 124.9 124.8 81.1 99*5 ql*3 3b*9 3b*b 36.7 *OObbb
Z*2Z 130.9 130.5 82*0 qS*b 97.0 3h? 3204 32.1 *00582
2*85 135*q 135.4 82*8 g/*g 89*b 28.0 ZT*b 27.8 *00504
3*49 139*6 138*7 83*6 91.4 95.8 26.4 28*1 27.2 *00495
4.12 142.0 141.2 84.4 101.9 97.2 Z8*6 2?*6 28.1 *00512
4,76 t44,3 143,1 8_*2 q6*o LOL*8 26*8 Z8*4 Z?*b *00502
5.39 146.2 145.0 86.1 98.0 97.3 26.2 26.6 26.4 .00482
6.bb 148.7 147.2 87. T 100.0 101.3 26.3 27.3 Zb.8 .00491
7.93 150.6 144.4 89*] 99. T 99.9 26.1 26*6 26.4 .00483
9.20 151.9 1_1.0 91.0 100.1 100.1 26*2 28.b 26*4 .D0486
11,73 153,4 153,0 94,3 100,8 100,5 27,1 27,Z 2.7,1 ,OUSOL
14,27 155.1 254.7 97.5 q9,Z 100,0 _7o2 ZT,b 27,4 ,00508
14.91 155.2 155.0 98*4 101.2 99*2 28.1 27.7 27*9 *00517
16.81 155.8 154.8 100.1 95.5 95.8 27,3 27.9 27,6 .00514
FULLY DEVELOPED AEGION I NUIRIzRFD- 27.42 NUISIsSFO- 27.00 NU|AVIIAFO* 27,51
RUN Nu_OER-ZLIHSL2-O0/O0 EID-U.O00 PIE- 0.00 ALPA" 0 O- Z.956 IN
P8-.71 ROOT- .0421 LOMISEC _E* 13578. GGE(R|* 185.7 6TUIHK-5Q FT
QGEtSI" 182,9 INLET TEFlPo 78._ f TATR- 7h8 F PATFlaL4,61P$1A
X/O TU_R| TulS) T8ULK OGAS|R) QGAS|S) kU|AI NU|S| NU|AV) STRAY)
• 32 107.8 107,2 79.3 202.6 188.1 115.7 109.7 112,7 ,01151
.95 115.9 115.6 80.1 180.8 178.1 82.1 dl.4 81.8 .00836
1.59 lZq.O 124,0 80.8 170.7 185.3 64.3 b2.L 63.2 ,0064?
2.22 130.9 131.0 81.6 170.1 166.0 56.0 S4.6 5_,3 ,OOSbb
2*85 136*7 136.6 82*4 166.5 16_*7 49*7 48._ 49.1 *00504
3.49 141.0 14U*b 83°Z lb?*b _69.7 46°9 47.8 47*4 .00486
4*12 14400 143*9 8400 177.7 1b8.9 47.8 45*b 46.7 .00480
4*7b 147*0 1_6*5 84.7 175.0 174*7 45*3 45*7 _5.5 000469
_*]q 149.7 149.0 85._ 172.S 169.8 4_.3 43.1 4_*Z *00445
6*66 153.4 152*4 87.1 17§*L 174*0 42*4 42*6 42*b *00440
7*93 158.3 15_.8 88.b 175.8 172*0 41.6 41.1 41.4 .00428
9,20 158,9 158.4 90,Z 174.7 ITZ.b 40,7 40,_ 40.6 .0C421
11.73 182*1 162.5 9303 176.1 172.8 40.7 39.7 4002 .00419
_4.27 166*0 166.3 96.4 1720_ 171.1 3903 38._ 39.0 *00408
14.91 168*3 168*9 97*2 176.6 171.9 qO*_ 39.0 39*7 *00416
16*81 168.0 168.1 99,6 170.0 267*2 39.1 3d.4 38.8 *00407
FULLY DEVELOPED KEGIDN t NUIRI;RFD" 3_.91 NUiSIzSFD* 38._9 NU(AVJ;AFO" 39045
RUN NuMBERoZIZNS20*O0100 EIDoO.OOO PIE- O*OO ALPAo 0 0" Z.956 IN
PR-.71 MOOT- .0626 LENISEC RE- 20263. QGE(KI- 224.5 8TUIHR-SQ FT
QGE|S)" 224.5 INLET TERP" 78.3 F TA;R- 7102 F PATM-14.64 P$IA
XID Taifl) Tu($I TBULK QGASIR) OGASI5) NUiR) NUIS) NU|AVI STiAVI
.32 104.4 104.6 78.6 236.0 213.8 149.2 134.L 141.7 .00972
.95 112.8 113.3 79.3 219.9 Z19.8 106.7 105.2 105.9 .0072_
1.59 121.2 122.0 7q.9 20406 202*2 80.5 78.2 7_.4 .00546
2.22 127.8 128.6 80.5 208.6 208.0 71.7 70.4 71.0 .00489
Z.OS 13302 133.9 81._ 203.2 201.3 63.4 62.0 62*7 .00432
3.49 136.8 137.2 81.8 206.8 21302 bL.O 62.4 61.7 000425
4*12 139.1 140.0 82.5 217.0 208*5 62.0 58*7 60.3 .00416
4.76 141.4 141.8 83.1 214*3 216.7 59*5 59._ 59.6 .00412
5.39 143.4 143.5 83.7 212*8 213.6 bT*b 57.7 57.7 .00399
b*bb 146*0 145.9 85.0 214.6 218*2 56*7 57.3 57*0 *00395
7,93 147,8 148,3 86,3 216,4 214,8 56,b 5507 56.2 000390
9,20 14908 150,1 87, b 214,6 215,5 5504 55,3 5_04 ,9038_
11.73 15200 15303 90.1 216.2 21503 55.9 5,.5 5502 .00385
14.27 155.4 156.2 92.? 212*8 21408 54.0 53._ 53.9 .00377
14.91 155.5 15_°9 93.3 217.0 214.4 55.5 53.7 S4.b .00382
16.81 157.2 1_8.3 95.2 210,3 210.2 53.8 52.9 53.3 .00375
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION 8 NU|RI_RFD" 54.80 NUtSJ_FDm 53.71 NU(AV)tAFO" 54*25
132
RUN NuNBER.ZL3HSqO-DDIO0 EIO=D.ODO PIE" O.DD ALPA- 0 0- 2.95b [N
PR-.TI _DOT" .1209 LBNtSEC R_- 39071. _GEIRI= 34_.4 8TU/HR-S_ FT
QGECS)o 346.4 INLET TE_F" 81.3 F TA[M- 72.4 F PATN°LS.bl PSIA
X/D TktR) [diS| TBULK _GASIR) QGASIS) hU|R) NU(SI NUAAV| STiAV|
*3Z £04.b 105,8 81.b 33B*_ Z8/*O Z3S.3 LgZ°O ZLS*_ .00768
.95 LL3.0 1LS.Z BZ.L 341o9 341°8 179.3 L?Z.Z 175.7 .006Z8
L,E9 121.3 LZZ°7 BZ°_ 3Z0.8 320.4 134.0 129.4 13lo7 .00471
Z.2Z lZ/.Z 1Z8.5 83.L 329.g 3Zd.Z IZI,L 116.8 /Lg.D ,004Z5
Z.8S 131.7 132.9 83.b 3Z_.D 325,8 109.5 lob.7 10,°l .00381
3°49 134.5 135°5 84.L 330°7 337°8 IUb. O L0_*2 LOb*L °00380
4.12 13b°2 137.9 84.o 33_.4 330.0 10b,2 99.9 103,D .DO3b_
4.?b 131.9 13_,Z 85,L 341.b 339.0 104o4 101.Z 10Z.8 .00369
S._9 139.9 140.4 8S°O 334°4 336.b 99.3 99._ _.S .00357
e*b6 14Z.Z k4Z*8 8b.1 338*1 33d.b 97.9 97.0 97.5 .00350
7.93 144.2 145.Z 81.1 339.7 33d.8 96°5 9_._ _J.5 .0034_
9.20 14bo8 141.8 88.7 337.3 331°b 93.1 qL.b 9_.3 °D0333
11.73 150.6 152.3 90.7 3Jd.q 337.b 90.3 BT.o 89.0 .00322
14.Zl LS5,7 _5b*8 92*8 333*b 33b*5 U4°4 U]ad 8qtL *D0305
14o91 155.8 151.1 93.3 340.9 33b.9 _.7 d3.2 85.0 .UO3D8
Lb.8E 159.0 lbO.4 94._ 3J_.l 33_.5 d2,1 80._ 8L°3 .00296
FULLY DEVELOPED _EGION Z NUtRI:_FO ° 85.90 NUtS):SFOm 83.77 NUIAVI:AFO" 84.d4
RUN NURBER=Z/qHSED-OOIDO EIO-O.O00 PIE" O.OO ALPA= 0 J= Z.95b IN
PR-.1L Moor- .179D LEMISEC _E= _1585° QGE(R)- 457._ 6TuI_-SO FT
GGE(S)- 957.Z INLET TERP= 65.4 F TA[R- 7_.9 F PATR-LS.bL PSIA
X/O Tk|R| THIS| TEULK OGASIR) QGAS($| NUIR| NUIS) NU(AY) $TiAV)
°3_ 110o0 I/Z.Z 85°b 424°4 351.b 2_D,5 _Lb.d Z48°7 .00bO3
.95 118._ 1Zl./ 86.1 45Z,4 45Z. L ZZZ,9 gO/,o Z15.3 .O05ZZ
1o59 127.5 130°0 B6.5 42_.Z 422.5 107.4 _b.3 161.8 .00393
Z.ZZ 133.1 135.3 87.0 438.6 439.1 L_3.0 146.0 199.5 .00363
2*85 137°_ 139°Z 87.4 436°5 436°8 141*Z 135.b 13d.4 .0033b
3.49 139.4 141o4 87.9 44Z.9 4_9°1 138.0 13_*7 13_.4 .QD33Z
4.12 140o8 143.5 88.4 450.0 440°5 137.b L_B.L L3Z.9 ,00323
_*?b 14Z.2 144.5 B8.8 _Sb.Z 44_.b 137.0 LZD.5 L_3.Z .OO3Z4
5°39 144.4 145.4 89.3 443.Z 450.7 _Z8.7 LZS.b IZ_.7 .00313
6*6b 14b°4 L41,d 90,_ 449._ 449*2 IZ7*9 LZS._ lZb*3 .003D8
1.93 148.5 150.1 gI*L 450.9 449.5 1_5°4 LZL._ 123.5 .OD3DZ
9e_O 151°5 15_°7 92*D 447,1 44B°4 119*_ 117.0 _LB°8 *OOZq/
11.73 155.0 157*5 93.8 449,1 448*3 11b*9 111*9 114*4 *OOZEO
14°Zl LbL.L Lb2.7 95.b 4_2,5 441,0 107*Z 105.7 10b*4 .OOZ_Z
14.9l LbL.D 163.8 q6.L 453.0 441.D LLD.5 LD_.b lO/.b .oozb5
Lb°_ 164°6 1b_.7 97.5 44_.0 44_.7 104.0 /OL.L LD2.b .00253
FULLY DEVELOPED KEGION z NUiR)ISFO-LD_°65 NUtS|_SFD-LOS.8_ NUIAVI:AFD-LDT./4
RUN NUNBER=ZLSHSBO-OO/00 E/O-O.OOD PIE- O.00 4LPA= D d= ZoD§_ IN
P_=°71 NODT= .ZSOD LBfllSEC _E= 8087Z. OGE(_)= b99.Z 6[UI_K-S_ FT
QGEIS)= 599._ INLET TERP* BL._ F TATN- 72.0 F PA[R-I_.b4 PS[A
xlO TdiR) Tu(S| [BULK 0GAS(R) OGAStS) NU(RI NU($| NUIAV) STIAVI
• 32 105.4 IDD.D 82,0 5Z4,2 454.9 3_3.Z _73.Z 31_.2 ,0D55D
.95 114.2 111°8 82*4 594°6 594.2 303.5 272.0 Z87*8 °00491
_.S_ 122.9 126.b 82,9 56_,7 5bZ.8 ZZB.9 _Od.l 21_.5 .00378
Z.ZZ 128.3 131._ 83,3 58Z.1 583.3 ZOg,Z 195.3 ZOZ.2 .00350
2.85 13Z,3 135.4 83.7 574°3 576.3 191.0 18D.Z 185._ .0032L
3.49 _34.0 137. Z 84°L 590,0 594.5 191.1 LEL.O LEb. D .O03_Z
4*LZ 135.4 139.3 84.e sgz.] SBL.D 188°1 171.3 119.7 .003_1
4*?b 13b.8 14D.1 85.D 599.3 591.8 L_b.b 17_.4 18D.0 °0031Z
5.39 139.1 140.8 85°4 584°b 594.1 175,5 172,9 114,Z .O03DZ
b°bb 141*0 14_*Z 8b*] 5qZeZ 591*_ 114*Z LbT*_ 170°1 *OO_9?
1.93 143.Z LqS.b 81.1 593.0 sgz. L 170.0 L_.$ L_.4 .00289
9.2D 14b.2 148.5 88,D 589,4 590,4 1_2.5 15b,_ 1§9.5 .ODZ7B
11*73 _9°1 _53.6 89*7 59ZoZ $90°_ 157°9 141°8 LS_*9 .OOZbl
14*27 15b.1 158.5 91*_ 584.b 590.1 144.Z 140.4 14Z.3 ,00249
14.91 LS6°L 159.8 91.8 595.b 588.8 147.9 138._ 143.0 .00250
16.81 160.1 163.2 93. L 583.b 584.4 138.7 13Z.l 135.1 .00Z3d
FULLY DEVELOPED _EGION : NU(RI:RFD=147._7 NUISI:SFO-L39.78 _U(AV)ZAFO=143.47
133
RUN NUMBEA'ZbSM_08-90110 EID" 00o3 PIE'10.O0 ALPA" qO 0" _0956 IN
PEeo71 MOOT- o0266 LBRISEC KE" 8520. QGE(81" Z14*d BTUIHX-$Q Fr
QGEISI" ISS.2 INLET TERP" 77.) F TATR- T3.0 F PATfl*Eqeb8 PSIA
XlD TU(R) TiISI T8_18 QGAS|OI OGASiSI NUIRI NUiSI NU|AV) STIAVI
.32 11S08 114.6 78.1 192.7 135.7 83.4 60°7 7_00 001163
.qS E20.b 12001 79.4 20q. S 149.9 8207 sg*o 70.9 o011,6
1*$9 125°4 126.8 8006 202.8 133.6 73.5 4T.0 6002 .00976
2022 12904 13009 81.8 20000 143.5 68.1 47.4 $7.7 00093?
2.8S 132.4 13409 8301 202.1 13501 6603 4206 54.4 .0088S
3*49 13**6 13b02 8403 19800 24500 b3*b *5*2 5**3 000885
4.12 135.6 13706 85.6 20?09 19401 67.0 44.6 5508 .00910
4076 13b.5 136.5 8608 20908 14800 67*9 46.0 56.9 *0ug*0
s**g 137o? 13904 8800 206*8 148.5 66.8 4604 5beb *0092?
6*66 13908 141.5 go*5 206*0 1470& 66.8 4603 56.6 000929
7*93 14102 143.5 9300 20903 147.1 69.1 46°* 5707 000951
9.Z0 143.6 145.4 95.5 206.2 147.b 6709 46.g $7.4 000949
IL.73 147.2 149.8 100.4 206.9 146.0 69.6 46.5 Sd.0 .O0gbb
14.27 15105 152.7 10504 20302 146.3 68.8 48.Z 2a.S 000980
14.91 15107 153.4 106.6 20807 14604 72.2 4807 bO.4 001014
16.81 159.L 156.6 210.3 201.3 141.5 ?I.Z 48o4 5_.8 .01009
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION IBASED ON AVERAGE 0ATA FROR X10-2085 TO X/0-16.811 :
NUiRIAo 68.58 NU|5)A* _6.75 NU(AV|A- 5?.6? ST(ArIA* .0095_
El*J- b4019 STIAV)ISTI_S|*2.09 F/FI6S)*3.Sl ¢$;/STI6$I)IIFIFIqSII..bqs
IFSFtqS)|IISTO$TIqS)| 3.D* ._8 R|6AR| I 5.6*3 H|OAi)- 9.942
RUN NU_OER*ZSbMa12-90/|0 EID* .063 PIE-10.00 ALPA* 90 D- Z.95b IN
PR*.71 RDOT* 00397 LBHISEC d_* 12711o QG£|R|- 304.a 8TUIHk-SO FT
OGEIS|* 20708 INLET TERPm 7900 F TATR- 7205 F PATH*14068 PS|A
RIO T_t8) TWIS| TBULK OGASIRI QGASIS) NU(RJ NUISI NU|AV| ST(A_|
13Z 115*8 113*0 79.6 266*2 181._ 11906 88.1 10308 *01125
*95 12101 12001 80.7 299*5 202o6 12004 83*5 10Z*0 *01107
l*sq 126.4 127o2 8hq 29002 1€0.4 105.6 6406 SS*O *00925
2.22 130.7 131.7 83.0 28_.0 192,5 97,8 64.0 80.9 .00881
2085 13306 13500 84._ 291.4 18807 95.2 60.0 77o6 .00846
3.49 135o? 136.8 85.3 29003 20008 92.9 6209 7709 *008SL
4012 136.9 138.6 86.5 297.7 194.1 9501 5909 7705 .00848
4*?b 13d.0 139.6 8706 301.2 200.4 96.0 61.9 79.0 .00866
5.39 |3g.b 140.6 88.8 294.8 201.4 9300 62*3 77.6 *0UOSZ
6.66 141.8 14300 91.1 296.8 20001 93;4 61.5 77.S .00853
7.93 14308 14504 930* 29?08 199.4 94.0 61.0 7705 *00856
9.20 14602 147o6 95.7 296.0 200*0 92.9 61*0 77.0 *008S3
11.73 15000 152.6 100*3 297*2 198.5 94.1 5907 7beg *00857
14.27 155.6 156.6 10409 29201 199.0 89.9 6001 ?5*0 *00842
14*91 155.9 157.7 106.0 298*? 198.1 9303 59.8 7605 *O0860
16.81 159.1 160.9 109.5 290*6 19304 gO.8 58.3 74.6 .00842
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION |DA$ED ON AVtRAG_ DATA FROR X/OeZ*OS 70 X/0*16.8_J $
NUTRIA* 93*10 NUIS|A* 60*53 NUIAVIA* 76.82 STIAVIA* *0OIS3
E|*I m 95.87 STIAV)ISTI4$|*2*11 FIF|4$|e3.q3 (ST/ST(4SII/(FIFI6SII* .536
iFIF|6S)IIISTISTI6$J) 3.0 m *4Z RIOARie 50643 H188R1*11*463
&UN NUROER*Z_TH&_O-90110 El0* .005 PlEaLQ.O0 ALPA* 90 O* 2.956 |_
PR-071 ROOT* *0642 LINISEC KE* 206Z10 GGEIRI* ,17.0 BTu/HK*S0 FT
OGEISI* 23506 INLET TERP* 80.1 F TATM* 72.7 F PATN-L4.68 PS|A
XlD Tu(8| T¥(S| TOULK OGAS|R| QGASISI NUiR| NUCS) N_|AVl $TIAV)
.32 11404 10808 80.6 333.4 196.5 160*0 113.0 136.5 .00916
.95 119.7 116.2 81.5 411.9 230.8 174.9 IO7.7 141.3 .00950
1.59 12409 123.6 8204 399.? Z02.g 15202 79o6 115.9 .00780
2*Z2 128.7 12706 83.3 406.9 220*4 1,4o8 8004 112.6 .00159
2.85 132.O 130.$ 84.2 395.3 219.8 133.2 ?b*b IO2.1 *00709
3.49 13304 132.2 8S.Z 406.0 2Z6.6 135.$ 77°5 106.$ .00719
q*IZ 134.3 _33*4 86.0 41003 2ZS*Z 136*q 76,2 106.5 °00720
4*76 135*1 134.6 86*9 41504 228*7 138.5 77*Z 107.8 .0073U
S,3g 13606 132.5 87.8 40603 228*8 133,6 7700 105,3 ,00714
6066 13802 13705 89.6 40904 Z28.4 13409 76.4 105.6 .00718
7.93 13906 139.4 91.4 41107 22803 13404 75.9 106.2 .00723
9.20 142.0 141.4 q3.2 40708 22802 133ol ?_.q 104.2 .007EZ
11.73 144.4 145.7 9609 41004 226*8 1_606 73.4 105.0 .00721
14,27 149.3 148o5 100.5 40402 227.8 130.1 74.6 102*3 .00?0b
14.91 149.2 149,4 101.4 413,8 227*2 13509 74.3 105.1 .00726
16.81 15207 15_.4 104.1 403.1 222*? 129.7 7201 100.9 .00699
FULLY DEVELOPED REG|UN (OASEU ON AVERAGE DATA FODR X$D*_.85 TO X10*16.81| !
NUIRIA*134*38 NUIS|Am 75.10 NUIAV)A*I04074 57|AV|A* *00716
E|_)* 155.96 57(AV)/57145}'2°O3 f/F(*S)**047 |$TI$T(651)/IF/F|65|J* *,56
IFIF|6S||II$TIST|4$)| 3.0* .53 8IOAAI- 50643 H18AR1*14.152
134
RUN NUMEER*258Mk40-90/%0 E/D- ,063 PIE°IO.O0 ALPA- qO Do 2°956 IN
PR**71 ROD?= *lZZO LBfllSEC RE= 39211. QGEIK)= 698.3 BTUIMK-50 FT
UGEIS)= 401.8 INLET TERP" 81.1 F TATR= 71.5 F PATN°14*68 PSIA
XID TwIRl TIISI TBULK OGASIR) OGASIS) ku(R) NUTS| NU|AV) _TIAY)
,32 116.8 111.6 81.S 541.2 302.2 29d.7 162*9 205*8 *00728
,95 122.7 119,7 82.3 692.7 396.5 278.0 171.8 224.9 .00796
1*99 I28.5 127.8 83.1 672.6 358.6 239,5 129.9 184o7 *00655
2.22 132.0 131.1 83.9 688.4 388.0 231.4 132.8 182.2 ,00646
2.85 135.0 133.6 84.7 674*3 385.b 216.3 127.3 17108 ,00610
3o99 13509 134.9 85._ 68902 395.6 220.4 12901 174.8 .00621
4,12 13606 13b,3 86.3 bl.l 388.7 221._ 12_.1 173.3 .00617
4076 137.2 137.0 8701 700,3 394.6 224.7 127.3 176.0 .00627
5,39 139.0 137.6 8709 684.7 396.7 215.2 128.2 171.7 000613
6066 140,3 139.7 89,5 690,5 394.3 217.7 125o8 171.8 ,00614
7.93 141.5 141.8 91.1 b93.2 39403 219.8 124.3 172*0 .00617
9.20 144.0 144.0 92.7 689.1 394*3 214.1 122*5 168.3 000605
11.73 147.1 149.1 96.0 691.8 392,5 214.3 117.0 165.7 .00598
14.27 153.9 152.6 9902 683.5 394.1 196.B 11603 15o.6 .00567
14.91 153.8 153.9 lO0.O 696.0 392.9 203.6 114.8 159.2 00057?
16.81 158.6 157.8 102.4 681.9 387.7 190.2 109.7 150.0 .00546
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION tEASED ON AVEEAGE DATA FRO_ XLD-2.85 TO XID-16.81) :
NUtR)A°211.4q NUIS)A-120.71 NUIAVIA-166.13 STIAVJA- .00597
E|*)" 296.89 STIAVJ/STiAS)-2*OL F/FtAS)-_.23 |STIS[(ASi)I(FIFIASJI* .384
IFIFI4SIIItSTISTI4SII 3.0- .64 AtSAR)- 5,643 fltBAR)-IT,S02
RUN NUREEReZSgHRbO-90110 E/D" ,063 PIE-IO.O0 ALPA° 90 O- Z.956 IN
PRo.71 ROOT- .1800 LERISEC _E- 57891. GGE(A)- 969._ BTUIH_-SO FT
QGE|S)- 524.S INLET TERP- 81.S F TATfl° 73.0 F PA[fl-39.88 PS|A
X/D TM|RI TMIS| TBULK OGAStR) QGA$(S) _JiR) NUTS) NU|AV) _7(AV)
.32 116.6 113.2 81.9 774.9 38709 361.7 20007 281.2 .00674
.95 123.5 121.4 82.6 964.3 521.2 381.7 217.5 299.6 .00719
1.59 130.4 129.6 83.4 935.5 47R.5 321.3 167.3 24903 .00587
2.22 133.8 132.4 84.1 963*4 514.6 313.0 171.q 242.5 .00583
2.85 137.2 13_.6 8408 93_.9 510.4 288.3 165.4 22609 .00546
3.49 137.2 135.6 R5.b 96404 522.8 30100 168.4 234.7 *00566
4012 137.4 137.0 8603 962.8 511._ 303.3 162.4 232.8 .00562
4.76 137.6 137.4 8701 978.7 519._ _11.2 165.8 238.5 ,00578
5.39 139.8 137.0 87.8 953.4 522.6 29,.3 167.6 231.0 .00559
6.66 140.8 13q. B R9.3 961.8 51901 299.0 164.6 231.8 .00562
7.93 14105 141.8 90.8 967.1 51901 304.5 162.S 233.5 .00567
q.zo 144.8 143.9 92.2 95_.7 519.3 292.1 160.2 22_.2 .DO§SO
11.73 1_7.4 149.0 95.2 96401 517.5 2_300 152.6 222.8 .00544
14.27 155.1 152.8 98.2 953.b 519.0 264.4 150.0 207.2 .00508
14.91 154.8 15_.1 9R.9 969.6 517.7 273.7 147.9 210.8 .00517
16.81 160.3 15d.2 101.1 952.4 512.6 252.9 141.1 197.0 .00485
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION tB&SED ON AVEkAGE DATA FROM X/0-2,85 TO X10°16*81) :
NU|RIA°287.97 NUIS)A'LbT*12 NUIAViAo222*54 ST(A¥IA" .00542
Et*)° 438.63 S?|AV)ISTtAS)-2.01 FIFIAS)°_.72 tST/S;(ASIJ/iFIF(AS)|" .351
(FIFtASIJlIS;IST(AS)) 3.0- .71 R(_AR)- 5.643 fltOAR)*19.S6_
RUN NURSER-ZbOHRSO-90110 E/D o .063 PIE°IO.O0 ALPA- 90 0o 2.95b IN
PR-.71 ROOT° ,2520 LBR/SEC RE° 81093. QGEtR)°IE63,8 8TUIHK-S_ FT
OGEI$)* 672.0 INLET ?E_P= 82,4 F TATM= 74.1 F FATM°I4.68 PSIA
X/O TuLR) TdtS) TBULK OGASIR) OGAStS) NUIR) NUIS) NULAV) S?IAY)
• 32 111.6 11306 82.7 9au.J 47U.7 542.8 250.9 396.9 0006R1
.95 119.9 121.5 63.4 1158.8 66608 513.S 283.Z 398.3 .00684
leSg 128.1 129.3 84.0 1119.3 623.3 409.g 222.4 316.1 .00543
2.22 131.5 131.7 84.7 1159.1 664.6 399.7 228.2 313.9 .00540
Z.85 135.0 133.9 85.3 1123.1 bS/.S 304.4 216.2 290.3 .00500
3.49 13402 134.4 8600 1163.6 674.2 388.5 224.1 30o03 .00528
4.12 134.Z 136.0 6606 1157.2 653.2 391._ 212.7 302.0 .00521
4.76 134.2 136.1 87.3 1176.4 665.2 402.7 218.9 310.8 .00536
5.39 13606 136*2 87.9 1145.5 669.2 377.6 _22.4 30d*O *00518
6066 137.1 137.9 89.Z 1150.3 665.0 3_6.R 21_._ 302.8 ,OOSZ4
7093 137.3 139.6 90._ 1163.3 665.4 397.4 216.6 307.0 *00532
9.20 140.7 141.6 91.d 1153.7 665.4 376°4 213.L 29_.8 .00512
11.73 143.3 14_.9 94°4 115902 663.1 376.b 200.6 280.6 *00503
14o27 151.9 ISO. S 97.0 1147.4 665.8 330.8 196.8 26308 *00461
14.91 151.5 152.1 97.7 1164.9 663.3 3_1.b 192.5 267.0 000467
16.8[ 157.7 156.8 99.b 1145.7 657.5 310.6 181.1 24_.8 *00431
FULLY OEVELDPED _EGION IBASEO ON AVEKAGE DATA FROR XI002.85 TO xlO-l_.OlJ t
NU|RIA-367.97 NUtS)A-207.03 NU|AVIA-287.50 ST(AVIA° .OOSO0
El*)" 615.05 STtAVJ/STKASJe2.GO FIFIASIu6*16 (S?ISTIqSIIliFIFtAS)|..325|F/FiA$))/ISY/STiAS|; 3*00 .76 R(BARIe 5*643 HKBARJ*21*q42
135
RUN NU_EER=305HK08°bOII 0 E/D = .063 PIED10,0' ALPA- 60 0" Z,956 IN
PR=.71 _00T= .0250 LBMISEC RE" 7967, 0GE|kI= Zb3.g 8TUIHR-SQ FT
QGEIS)" 152.4 INLET TEMP" 77.9 F TATS- 73.3 F PATM=I**70 PSIR
XID TwIRl TWIS) TBULK OGAS(RI QGAS|S) NU(R) NU{SI NUIAY) STIAVI
• 32 123.8 lzlo8 T8.6 215.8 122.9 77.9 4b._ bZ.1 .01068
.95 129.5 128.5 80.1 257.1 1,6.3 04.6 49.2 66.9 .01152
1.59 135.3 13_.2 81.6 Z39o7 IZZ.Z 72.4 37.0 5,.7 .OOq_*
2.22 13_.9 138.9 83.1 25_.0 lq0.1 73,9 _0.6 57.3 .0Oqq0
2.85 192,4 142.0 84.6 231.8 IZ3.4 64,7 34.7 _9,7 .00861
3._9 1_2,9 142,4 8b.O 2_$,0 141,6 70,2 40,5 55.3 ,00961
4.12 l_Z.S 142.4 87.5 ZSS.b 1_3o2 7_,8 41.9 SB,3 .01015
4.76 142.0 192.2 89.0 259,3 19*.8 78.4 43.0 61.0 ,0106_
E.3g 1_2o0 14Z,O 90.5 253.8 1_5.9 78.7 95,3 bZ,O 101083
b.66 141.2 142.0 93.5 2_.2 1_4.9 Bb,O _7._ bb,7 .01171
7.93 141,6 142.0 96.4 256.5 1_5*9 89.9 50.7 70.3 .01238
qo20 142._ 142,5 qq._ 257.5 lq?.3 94.3 53,8 74.1 .01310
11.73 1_6.7 147.3 105.3 257.0 145.2 96.9 54.0 75.4 .01395
1_.27 154.7 153.9 111.2 251.2 193.4 _9._ 52.0 70.7 .01270
14.9l 155.7 155.5 112.7 25o,5 192.O 92,0 51.2 71.b .01289
16.81 IbO.b 159.3 117.2 247.2 137.3 • 87.2 49.9 68.5 .O12_1
FULLY DEVELOPEO REGION IBASEO ON AVERAGE DATA FEO_ X/D-Z.85 TO XID-16.81| !
NUIRIi- 87,_5 NU|SIi" 49,4? NUilVli- 68.56 STIAVIA" ,01216
El€l" 74.58 STIIV|ISTIISI'2*bO F/FI_SI-5,3_ (STISTIISIIIIFIFIISII" ,487
(FIFIqS|IlISTISTIISI) 3,O- .30 RKEIR)- _.005 MIEiRI- 9.673
RUN NU_BER=3ObMRL2-bO/10 E/0- ,063 PIE=IO.UO ALPA- 60 D- 2.956 IN
PR-.71 mOOT- ,O_19 LEMISEC RE= 13388. _GEIR|= 37_.1 BTUIHK-SQ FT
OGE|S)- 214.8 INLET TERP- 79.1 F TATM= 73.0 F PAT_-14.70 PS|A
X$0 TnIRI T¥1SI TBUL_ QGAStR) OGASt_) NUIRI NUTS) NUI&¥i STtAYI
• 32 119,1 11_.7 79,7 284,q 187.3 117.5 87.1 102*3 .01051
.qs 125.0 129.3 81.0 368,4 209.3 135,9 8Z._ 109.0 .01122
1.59 130,9 129.9 82.2 349.8 179.1 116,5 60.8 88.7 .00914
Z.2Z 13_.5 133.8 83.S 370.3 200.6 117.3 64.4 90.9 °00938
2.85 138.5 13_,8 84.7 335._ 189.7 100.b 58.8 79,7 .00824
3o49 138,5 137.5 86.O 362.I Z0b°l 111.0 64.* 87.7 .00909
4*12 137.9 138.O 87.2 367.0 201.2 116.4 63.7 90.0 ,00935
• .76 137.3 137.7 88._ 371.O 207.6 1_1,9 67.7 99.8 .00985
5.39 137,2 137.4 89.7 363.8 208*7 122*7 70,1 96.4 .01004
b.bb 135.8 137*Z 92.2 370.4 207.7 135.5 73.6 IO*.b .01093
7.93 13_.0 137,O 9_.8 369.6 209.1 142,2 78.6 110._ .O1158
9o20 137.4 137o5 97.3 369.3 211.6 145.5 83.1 119.3 .01203
11.73 1_3.7 144,_ 102.3 368.1 207,4 139.3 77,2 108.3 .01147
14.27 153.5 152.3 107.3 360.2 205,1 lZl,Z 70.8 9_.O .O1024
14o91 15*.q 15*.O 108o5 369.9 205.* I15,3 70.1 97.7 o0104_
16.81 160.5 158o8 112,3 3_7,1 200.O 114.3 66.4 90.* .OO970
FULLY OEVELOPEO REGION A_ASEO ON _VERAGE DATA FRO_ XI0-2.85 TO XLD-16.81) z
NUIRIA-129.41 NUISJA" 72.93 NUIAVIA-L01.17 STIAVIA= .01066
El*|- 125,65 STIAVIIST(IS)-Z.68 FIFIqS)-e.I_ |ST/STIqS)I/IFIFIIS)|" .933
IFIFIqSI|IISTIST{ISI| 3.0= .32 RIBARI- 4,005 HI_AR)o11._03
RUN NU_EER-307_ZO-bOIIO RIO- .O_3 PIEoLO._O &LPAo _O O= Z.956 IN
PR-°71 _OOT- .0636 LE_ISEC RE= 20335. OGEIR)- 516,_ HTU/HR-SO FT
OGEISI- 29_.1 IN_ET TENP- 80.2 F TATS- 72.6 F PAT_-LI.70 PSIA
XIO T_IR) T¥151 TEULK OGASIR| OGASISI NUIR) NUKS) NUiAV) STIAYI
.32 118,O 113o4 80.8 377.2 227.b 164.5 113.3 138o9 .00941
°95 t29.3 121.5 81._ 511.1 289.7 195°6 118.7 157.1 ,01066
1.59 130.5 129.6 83.0 488.Z 252.9 lbb,3 87.9 127,1 .00884
Z,2Z 139,O 133.1 8_.2 513.5 28J.9 lo6.5 93.8 130,1 .00886
2.85 137.9 136.O 85.3 .75.1 268.0 1.5,6 85.Z 115.4 ,00787
3.49 137._ 136o4 86.5 504.9 288el 1591q 92.8 126.1 ,00861
• .12 136.3 13_,8 87.6 509.8 2_1.b 168.1 91.9 130.0 .00889
4.76 135.2 136.* 88,7 520.3 288.1 179.5 96.9 138.2 .00947
5.39 135,* 13_.O 89._ 50_.5 2_9._ 177.3 1U0.3 13U.8 .00953
6o66 13_,8 135,6 92,1 513.3 28d,2 IYb,* 105,7 151.1 .01040
7,93 133.8 135.2 94. q 51*,1 291,0 207,3 113,3 160°3 .01107
9.20 135.8 13_,2 96,7 511.8 292.1 207.1 117.0 LbZ,O ,01123
11.73 142,7 1*4.Z 101.2 510,9 287.1 193.6 105.O 149,3 ,01041
19°27 153.2 151,9 105,8 502°1 2_.0 1o5,3 96,7 131.0 ,00919
1_.91 15_,0 153.7 IO6.9 51305 285.3 1_9,9 94.9 13Z._ .00930
16.81 160,6 158o4 110.3 499,q 280.8 153,9 _O,_ LZ_,2 ,00862
FULLY DEVELOPED KEGI_N lEASED ON AVERIGE DATA FKON X/D-Z.85 TO X/0=16.811 :
NUIR)A-I82.S6 NUISIA-IOZ,OU NUIAVlA-L_2.28 STIAVIA- .00987
El*I= 191.09 5TIAVIISTtIS|=Z,?9 FIF{_S|-b.qO ISTISTIISI)IIFIF(ISII" ,404
IFIF(IS)I/(STISTIIS|I 3.0" .32 RIEARI" _.005 HlbaR|'1Z.537
136
RUN NU_BER-3UBHKqO-6011_ E/U- .063 P/E-IO.00 ALPA- bO D" Z.956 IN
PR-.71 _DOT- .1Z40 LBMISE£ RE- 39758. OGEIx)- 019.1BTU/HK-$0 FT
QGEI$) o 957.2 ZNLET TEMP o 81.J F TATfl- 73.g F PATM-Iq.70 PSIA
XlO TulR| T_(S| TEULK OGASIR) QGASIS| NU|R) NUIS) NUIAV| STIAVI
• 32 115.0 114.2 81.8 622.0 336.0 303o3 167.9 235.6 .00820
o95 I23.0 122.9 82.7 809.2 451.B 325.1 181.7 253°4 .00883
1o59 130o9 131.6 83.b 771.5 406.7 2_3.4 L36.8 200.1 °00698
Z.2g 139.2 134.7 84.5 813.9 448o1 264.3 14_.1 20_.2 o0071_
Z.85 138.Z 137.4 85°4 762°7 4Z6.9 232°8 132.3 _82.6 °0Ob39
3.,9 136.q 137.2 86.3 80u.5 *52o6 259°8 143°2 ZOLo5 °00706
4.12 134.7 137.3 87°2 807.9 443.0 273.2 142.2 207.9 .00729
6.76 133.0 13_.5 88.Z 827.2 *50.3 295.9 149.4 22_.7 .00782
_.39 133.7 13_.7 89.1 800.6 45J.3 287.3 155.7 221.5 .00779
6.66 132.3 132.2 90°9 811°6 450°_ 313.1 16Z._ 237.7 .00838
7.93 132.6 134.7 92.7 814.0 456.7 325.1 172.5 248.8 .00879
9.20 135.8 L36.3 96.6 807°8 653.8 311.0 172.6 291.8 .00857
11.73 142.2 144.7 98.2 809.2 448.3 290._ 152.Z 221.3 .00788
14.21 152.8 151°O 1OI.9 797.3 *_d.Z 845°5 163.3 194.6 .00695
1_.91 152o8 152o4 IO2.8 _16.7 4_8.g 255.8 141._ 198.8 .00712
16.81 160.8 1_7.0 LO_._ 79_.5 _43.4 224.5 13_.q 179.4 .00695
FULLY DEVELOPED REGZON (EASED ON AVERAGE DATA F_O_ X/O.Z.85 TO X/D-16.BIJ :
NUIR)A-281.Ob NU(SIA'152.92 NU|AVIA-216.99 ST(AV)A" .00769
E(tl- 37_.53 STIAVIIST{4SI-2.60 F/F|4SI-U.16 (ST/SrJ4S))/iF/FI8S)Io .319
(F/FI45|I/|STIST|45|) 3.O- .46 _|BAR}- 4.005 H(_AR|-16.83_
_UN NUMBEk-3OqH_bO-6G/IO EIDo .063 P/E'IO.OO ALPA- bO D" 2.956 ZN
PR-.71 qOOT" .1800 LB_/SEG RE- _76,5. GGE|_|oL115.3 51U/HK--SO FT
OGEI$)" _83.3 INLET TEMP" 83.2 F TATfl- 73.0 F PATn'Eq.70 PSEA
X/0 TmIR) Tul_) TBULK GGA$IR) OGASIS) NUIR| NUIS| NUIAY) STIAVI
.32 114.O 116.O 83.6 906.0 419.1 _UZoO 209.2 34_.6 .00831
.95 123.5 12_.7 8_.5 1109.8 577.6 459._ 231._ 3q_.5 .00832
1.59 132.9 123.4 85.3 1065.0 531.4 360._ 178.2 269.3 .006_9
2.22 136o8 136.2 86.1 11_7ol 572o9 355°2 18_.Z 269°7 °00651
2.85 161.7 138.6 87.0 1050.3 553.0 308.2 172.2 240.6 .00581
3._9 139.O 138.1 87.8 1114.1 579.6 3_9.5 182.O 267.2 .00666
• °12 137.1 13_.0 88.7 1108.3 5o8.9 367.2 18_.9 Z76°0 oOUbbB
_.76 132.1 131.0 89.5 1130.6 576.3 396.9 1_4.2 295.6 .0071o
_.39 135.9 136.0 90.3 1100.1 580.7 386.1 203°3 29_.7 .00715
6o66 13_._ 13_.6 92.O 111_.b 576.4 _Ib.3 Z_O.9 314.b .00765
7.93 13_.6 135.Z 93.7 1114.6 580.2 q35.5 222.6 329.0 .00802
9.20 137._ 136.8 95.6 LLOe. S 580.0 418.4 222.1 3Z0.3 .00783
11.73 1'3.8 145.5 98.8 1110.3 57,.0 388.8 193.6 291.2 .00715
1_°27 155.7 1_1._ 102.1 1090.2 57_.7 320.7 182.7 251.7 .00621
1_.91 155.6 15J.0 103°0 1118.6 576.3 333.1 179.9 256.5 .00633
16.81 169.6 157.3 105._ 1099.6 569.7 2B9.8 171.b 230.7 .0U571
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION {8AS_D ON AVERAGE DATA FRU_ X10-_.85 _O XI0-16.811 :
NU(_|Ae376.10 NU|S)A-196.5_ NU(AV)A-285.33 STIAVIA- .0069u
E(*)- 593._9 $_|AV)/ST|4$)-2.58 F/F(4$|o8.86 |$TISTt4SI)/IFIF|4S)I- .291
(F/FI_SI)IISTISTI4$)) 3.0- .52 R(EAR|- _.OD5 HIEA_)'18.838
RUN NUMBE_-31OHRbO--bOIIO E/O- .O63 PIE=10.00 ALPA- bO D- _.956 IN
PR-.71 _00T- .2550 LB_/SEC RE- 81819. QGEIRI-1323.2 BrU/H_-$O FT
QGE($|= T62°0 [NLET TE_P" 83._ F TATS- 72.4 F PAT_'Lq.7O PS|A
X/O T_|R) Tu(S) TBULK QGASIR) DGASIS) NU(R| NUISI NU|AV| STIAV)
.32 109.1 118.2 83.8 1160.9 546.7 727.7 255.6 €91.7 .0083*
.95 120.O 126.6 86.5 1317.9 756el 598.8 289.8 *66.3 .00755
1.5_ 130°9 135.0 85.2 1267.6 709.7 447.0 229.9 338.4 .00576
2.22 13_.5 127.2 85.9 1322.6 752.7 4_O.L 235.0 332.5 .00566
2.85 160.8 139.8 86.7 12_1.0 730.3 371.7 2_1.I 296.4 .00505
3.49 137.4 139.0 87.4 1325o6 761.1 _25.9 237.O 321.5 .00565
4.12 135.2 139.0 88.1 1316.3 765.1 6_8.7 _3_.0 361.9 .00584
• .76 133.0 137.8 88.9 1361.9 754.8 487.2 297.2 367.2 .00628
_.39 139.0 13b.6 89.6 1302.7 760.3 470°6 _58.9 384.8 .00624
6.66 132.0 136.2 91°0 1320.6 75_.0 515.0 267°0 391.0 .00670
7.93 13Z°O 135.8 92._ 132*.2 75_°5 53*.Z 279o_ _O6.8 .OO699
9.20 135.8 137.6 9*.0 1314.9 758.2 699.5 276.2 387.8 .00668
11.73 191.6 146.2 96.9 1319.1 752.2 468.7 261.3 355.0 .00613
1_027 156.O 151.6 99.d 13OI.9 756.1 37709 Z30.Z 304.1 .00528
16.91 153.3 152.9 100.2 1328.6 753.2 395.7 226.1 310.9 .00540
16.81 162.1 15T°5 102.7 13OI.7 7_1°9 3_3._ 213.9 278.7 °00485
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION |BASED ON AVERAGE DATA FR0_ X/O-2.85 TO XI0-16.811 z
NU1_1A'_51.36 NUIS|A'267.20 NU|AV)A'349.28 STIAVIA" oOO60_
El*|" 772.36 $TIAVI/ST|kSI'2._2 F/Fi4S|'9oS8 IST/STI4bI)IIF/F(_S|)- .252
|F/FA_SI|IISTIST(_S)) 3.O= .68 RI_ARI- 6.005 HIEA_|'22.272
137
RUN NUMBER-/?gHAoB-qSI10 ElO- .063 P/E-IO.O0 ALPA- q_ 0- 2.956 IN
PR-.71 MOOT- .0276 LEMISEC _E = 8161. _GEIR)- Z_3.9 BIUIHR-SQ FT
OGEIS)o 138.0 INLET TEMPe 77.J F TAT_o 72._ F PA|R=16.b| PSIA
XlD TuIR) 1Mt_) _EULK OGAStRI _GASIS| NU(R! NU(S) NUI&V| STIAV|
o32 11_.2 113.5 77.9 18502 119.2 83.3 56.7 69.0 .01082
• 95 11_.6 11_.3 79.2 23_.7 133._ _6._ Sq,l ?5.3 ,01186
1.Sq 12_.7 125.2 80.6 219.0 llZ.a E0.6 6009 60.6 .UOqS9
2.Z2 127.5 LZUo5 81.7 Z_l.5 127,8 E5o_ _o3 bE.g .0102_
2.85 130.8 131.2 82.9 212.8 llS.l 71o9 380_ 55.2 .00873
3._q 131.0 131o8 E6.2 230.2 128o8 79.3 _3o7 bL.S .00976
_.12 130.3 132.0 85o6 237.5 128o0 85.2 6603 66.7 .01027
_.76 129.b 131°7 E6.o 26209 13ZOO 90.? *?.L 68.9 .01095
_.39 1Zqo5 131°6 8709 23_.7 13309 90.9 69.6 70.2 .01117
b.bb lZa°6 _31.5 qO._ 260.7 132.1 100°? 51.3 7b.O .01216
7.93 12_.2 131o6 q2,9 262oq 135o0 106o2 _._ B0°9 .01296
q.20 132.2 133.2 q5.6 23ao7 1_5.Z 102.7 56°7 7907 ,01282
11073 1,0.3 161._ 100.3 23507 129.b 920_ 6907 71.3 .01153
16.Z? 167.! 167,0 105.3 229.1 12801 85.5 _8.b E6.8 .0L088
16.91 16b.8 167.7 106o6 2ql. E 130.2 _3o6 69.3 71.5 .01167
16.81 150°_ I_9.7 110.3 2Z_.b 125.8 8807 _9.5 69.1 .01133
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION {8ASE_ ON AVE_IGE DATA FROM XI0-2°85 [0 Xl0-16.811 :
NU(_)A- 93.12 NUIS|A- _0.0_ NUIAV)A- 71.58 ST{AV|A- °0_153
El_!" 66.B6 S?(AV|IS?{_S!'2.55 FIFI_S)'3._2 {STISTIES|II|FIF_ESII" .7_§
IFIFIESIIIISTISTI_SII 3.0..Zl _tEAR)- 5.790 _IEAR)- 7._01
RUN NU_EE_-2dOHKt2-65/10 EID= .063 PIE=10.00 ALPA= ,5 O- 2.956 IN
PR-.71 _DDT- .0612 LB_ISEC RE- /32070 _GEiE)- 332°5 ETUIHK-SQ FT
QGEIS;- Z07.E INLET TE_P- 7709 F TAIl- 71.6 F PAT_-16ob/ PSIA
XID T_IRI T_(S) TBULK _GAS|R| OGAS(S! NUtRI NUiS| NUIAV| STIAV|
.32 113.3 111.8 7$06 239.6 166.0 11201 81._ 96.7 .01008
.95 118.8 118.5 7q.7 327.3 2OZ.7 136.0 _5.O _10.S .O1156
1.59 1Z6.3 125.1 80. E 306.3 175.5 113.6 66.3 8u.9 .00930
2.22 127.0 12d._ 82.0 33602 19d.6 120.Z 69.Z 99.7 000992
Z.85 130.7 131.6 83.2 296.3 186.2 100.8 610_ el.3 .O0853
3.69 130.b 132.2 86.3 321.b 191.0 112.Z 66.8 89._ .0096i
_.12 130.0 132.b 85°S 326.1 190.7 118.2 67.3 92.7 .00977
_.76 1_9.3 132.5 86.7 33_.2 201.1 12503 7U.7 9_.0 .01033
5.39 129._ 132.3 ET.d 323.0 202._ IZ6.7 73.0 98.9 .01065
b.66 128.6 132.5 90.2 329°9 201.1 138.0 76.1 LO?.O .01136
7.93 129.2 13206 92.5 331.6 2061_ 169.0 81.2 112.b .01197
9.20 132°7 136.6 9_.E 32700 20_.7 137.1 B2.1 10_.6 .O1169
11.73 1_1.5 1_3.6 qq.5 329.S 198._ IZ1.8 70.9 96.3 .0103_
1_.27 1_9.7 16907 106.2 315.6 196.7 108o6 67o5 88.0 .009_O
16.91 169.1 150._ 10_._ 33_.1 Z00.3 118.q bq.3 93.8 .O101_
16°81 1_3o5 153.5 IO8e9 317.9 19_°b 110o6 67._ _9°1 °OO969
FULLY OEVELOPED REGION lEASED ON AVERAGE DATA FR_ X/D-2.85 TO XlO-lb.811 !
NU(RIA-123.66 NUIS)A- 12._d NUIAV)A- 98.06 STIAVIA- 001067
El_|- 97.86 STIAVI/ST|ES|-2.62 FIF|ES|-3.83 |511ST(ESI|IIF/F|_SII- .683|F/FIES)I/|STIST|ESI| 3.0" o21 RiEAR|" 5.790 H|EARI" E.635
RUN NUMBEE'ZEIHRZO--65110 E/D" .063 PIE'10.00 ALPA" 6§ _" _.956 IN
PR-.71 _DOT- .066_ LB_ISEE RE- 20689. QGEtK)= 673.E 8TU/HR-SO FT
QGEISI" 266.6 INLET TE_P" 79.5 F TAIl" 72.6 F PA?_-L_.61 PSIA
X/O TIIR) T_IS| TEULK QGASIR| QGASI$I NUiR) NUTS| NUIAV| STtAV|
• 32 113.2 110.2 80.0 337.6 213._ 1_5.6 L14o9 160.2 .00936
• 95 119.2 117.7 81.0 468°7 259.? 1_q.6 116.9 157.3 .OIO51
1.59 125.1 125.2 82.1 662.0 225.8 166.6 86.8 125.b .00861
2.22 127.8 _26.S 83.1 678.7 25_.5 173.3 g0.b 131.9 .0088_
2°85 131.8 131.3 86.1 _33o3 261o6 166.7 82.6 116.b .00770
3.69 131.5 132.0 85.1 662. g 256.5 160.9 880_ 126.5 .00837
• .12 130.7 132.5 86.1 667._ 25200 169.0 87.5 128.2 .00863
_.76 129.8 132.3 B7.2 677.5 258.1 179.9 91°9 135.9 .00917
5.39 130.2 13200 08.2 663.2 259.5 176.8 95.0 135.9 .00918
bebb 129.4 132.1 90.2 472.2 2_E.1 192.7 98.6 1_5.6 .O0gBb
7.93 130.9 13201 92.3 672.6 262.6 196.9 105.0 ISO.0 .01018
9.20 13_.O 136.6 96.3 667.5 261.3 182.6 103.5 163.0 °00973
11.73 16_.O 166.2 98o6 _65.3 256.6 160°9 87.7 124.3 .00851
14.Z7 ISL.b 149.7 10205 655.6 2S_.6 145.4 86.3 114.9 .00791
14091 150.5 150.6 103._ 477.6 257.0 15008 85._ 122.1 .00862
16.81 1§6.6 153.8 106.5 457.6 251.7 16206 83.0 11Z.7 .OO780
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION lEASED ON AVERAGE DATA FKO_ XI0-2.85 10 X/O-Lb°BI| :
NUIR|A-IbB.O6 NUiS)A* 9l*8B NUlAVIA'IZg*97 STIAV|A" .00886
E{_|" 153.55 5T(AVIISTI4S|'2.5Z FIFIESIeEo31 (STISTiESI)IIFIF{4SI|" .583
IFIFI4SIIIISTIST|E$)I 3.0" .27 RtBARie _°790 H|EAR|-10.698
138
RUN NUREERa2B_HREO--45110 E/D a .063 PlE*lO.O0 ALPA- 45 0" 2.95& IN
PtQ*71 MOOT- ,1220 LBMISEC RE- 39142. _GEiR)- 717,7 BTU/HR-$Q FT
QGEIS)- 400.4 INLET TENP- 82.2 F TATM- 74.2 F PAT_-L_.bL PSIA
XlO T¥IRI TN(S) TSULK QGA$|_I QGASISI NU(RI NU(SI NU|AV) ST|AVI
• 32 112.2 111.2 8Z.6 519.S 294.1 284.2 166.5 225.4 ,D0796
.95 118.5 118o9 83.4 71_.8 395.5 328.3 180.2 254.2 .00901
1.59 124.9 126°b 84._ 683.6 358.2 _71.7 136°4 204ol °00724
ZeZ2 121.6 LZq.? 85.1 ?24.4 391°4 Z?4.b 161.4 208,0 .00739
2*85 131.9 132.4 85.9 669,6 376.5 236.2 130°3 182o3 .00648
3.49 130,8 132.9 86*7 711.5 390.8 259*6 136.0 197*7 *00704
4,12 129.7 133.0 87,5 711.6 389.1 270.9 137.6 204ol .00728
4*76 129*6 132o5 88*J 723,7 396.0 288.2 163.1 215.6 *00770
5.39 129.0 132.0 69.1 708*2 396.7 284.6 L68*J 216*4 .00174
b*bb 128°5 132,0 90.8 715.7 396.1 303.1 LS2.7 227.9 *00816
7.93 130.0 132.0 92.4 718.4 399.7 304.§ 160.4 232,7 *00835
9.20 134°9 136.8 94.0 710.3 39_.6 276,2 154.2 215.2 *00775
11.73 143.6 143°2 97*3 ?09.3 391.1 242°2 134.7 144.5 .00681
14.27 150.7 148.1 100.6 697.7 3q1*4 218.7 129.4 174*L ,00632
14.91 148.9 149*1 101.4 726.7 392*8 240.2 12_.3 184,4 *0067l
16*81 lSb°4 152.5 103o4 700°0 3BY*8 208°4 126.7 lbbeS *00607
FULLY DEVELOPEO _EGION lEASED ON AVERAGE DATA FROM xi0-2,8_ TO XID-16,811 ;
NUIRIA-258.92 _UISIA-160.Og NUIAVIA-199.EO ST|IV|A- .00719
EI*Io 291.18 ST(AVI/ST(4$IoZ.4Z F/F(4S)°5.05 iSTISri4SIIIIFIF(6SII..440
IFIF(ES|IIISTIS_(ESI) 3.0- ,36 RtEAR|- 5.790 HIEAR|-13.746
RUN NURBER'ZU3HKbO-451LO EID" *063 P/E'[0.OO ALPA- 46 _" _.956 IN
piu.?[ _oor = .1760 LBR/SEC _E- 56433° QGEIR)- 951.9 STUIHR-SQ FT
QGE|$)- 500°2 INLET TERP- 83.d F TATM- 74.2 F PArfleL4.6L #SIA
xlO TN(R) Tdl$l TBULK QGASIRI QGASISI NUIRI NUISI NU|AVI STIAVI
• 32 112.5 112.8 84.2 720.1 355.4 410,6 200.5 305.4 *00752
• 95 119°6 120*7 84.9 946.9 495.1 439.9 223.6 331.7 .00417
1,59 l_6.7 128.5 45.6 912.6 656.4 357.8 170.9 264.3 .00652
Z*22 129,6 131.3 66.6 962.8 449.9 3_8.4 175°6 26b*9 *00659
2.85 136.6 133.6 87.1 893°3 476.1 30Z.3 164.6 233.4 .00577
3.49 13_.8 133.7 87.4 969.0 493.6 334.8 172.6 255°8 .00633
4112 131o5 133o8 88.6 945.6 486°6 353°_ 172.4 261.0 *00651
4.76 130.1 13J,0 69.3 963.6 493.7 3?8,3 181oU 279.7 *00693
5.39 131.0 132.2 90.0 934.9 498.9 3_6.7 189.3 278.0 .00690
6.66 130o3 132.5 91.5 _50.5 493.8 391.1 192,_ 29L.7 *00725
?.93 132*0 132.8 93.0 952.5 498.7 344.7 19_*6 294*0 .00732
9.20 137,2 135.6 94,5 943.6 696.6 350.6 1_0.9 270*8 *OOb?b
11.73 145.6 143.0 97*4 963.7 491*7 309.6 170.4 239.9 *00601
14.21 1_3.4 146.5 100.3 929.3 690,6 275.? 160.l 217.9 .00568
14.91 1§1.0 149,5 101.1 964.1 492.3 303.4 159.9 231.6 .00683
16.81 1§9,6 152,6 103.] 932.0 647.9 259,l 154.9 207*0 .00§23
FULLY OEVELUPED REGION IBASED ON AVERAGE DATA F_UM X/O-_.d5 TO XlD-16.811 !
NUIRIAo330.q4 NUISIAeL76.11 NUIAVIA*253,52 $T|AVIA. .00633
E(_)* 420.19 ST(AVIISTI6SI-Z.33 FIF(ES)'5.E9 IST/STI6SI)/(FIF{ES)D a .425|FtF(ES)|I(SrlSTIESI| 3.0" .43 R(EARI- 5.790 HlaA_)'Ib*030
RUN NURBER'284HR80-45110 E/O n *063 PlE'lO.OO ALPA" 45 D" 2*956 IN
PR-,71 *DOT- ._5_0 LBR/$EG REe 40834. GGEIK|-1094,6 8TU/HR-SQ FT
QGEIS| e 623.S INLET TERPe 82*6 F YATR" 72.5 F PArR'14*61PSIA
X/O T¥IR| Td(SI TBULK QGAS|R| QGA$(SI NU(R| NU|_J NUIAVI ST(AV|
*32 10_.6 11_.3 82*7 494.8 644.0 606.1 265.1 425*6 .00733
*95 116.2 119.6 83*3 1090.0 614.3 _70.4 _75.b 423*0 *00729
1._9 121.8 126.9 43.9 1053,2 579.2 648,8 217.7 33J*3 .00575
2.22 126*9 12_.3 84.5 L100*8 616.4 440.5 222.2 J3L*4 *00572
_.85 129.4 131*b 45.1 1034.3 595.5 318.2 206.7 292._ ,00_0$
3,49 12714 _3E.2 85.4 _093.3 621,0 422,9 220.1 321.5 .00554
4.12 126.0 131.3 86.4 108_.7 609.0 492.0 2Ld. L 330.0 .00571
4.76 124.6 130.4 E7.0 1104,0 617.1 413.3 223.4 350.9 .00604
5.39 12_.6 129.5 87.b 1081.5 623.0 4_6.8 238.7 347.4 *00603
6*66 _24.9 129.9 88,_ L094*0 611.2 445.7 24_.0 363.6 *00631
7.93 126*8 130*2 90.0 1099.8 621.4 476*2 247.q 361*8 .0U629
9._0 131,4 13_,1 91.Z 1086.0 617,7 627.5 237,9 332,7 *00580
11,73 138.8 139.0 93.7 1081.9 615,6 383,4 216.0 299.7 *00526
14.21 141.1 166.2 9b.L 1070.9 614°7 332.1 202.4 207*5 °00469
14*91 164.6 165.3 96.1 1L04*1 615*1 368.3 200.1 286°5 .00699
L6*E_ 152,9 148.5 98.6 LO?_*d 61_.3 _L2*1 193.1 252.6 *00664
FULLY O£VELOPEO REGION (_AS_O ON AVERAGE OA_A FROR X/0"Z*85 ro Xl0+16*41| ;
NUIR|A'607.L? NUISIA'221.30 NU(AV|AnJ14,24 STIAVIA- ,00544
E(*| e 602.6d STIAVIIST|ESJe2.20 FIFIE$|*5.q5 |S_IsrI_sI)/IF/FIqS)| n .]bq
IF/FIESIIIIS+/SI(ES|I 3.0- .56 El|ARIa 5.190 H|dARIeLE.94]
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RUN NU_BER-Z27HE08-30110 EID- .do3 PIE-10.00 ALPA- 30 U- Z.gSb IN
PR-.7! MOdT* .0237 LBMISEC R_- 7567. GGEIK)- 20g. Z 8TuIHK-SO FT
QGEISI- 1Z**7 INLET TE_P m 7_.o F TATM- 73.B F PAI_-LS. SB PSIA
XIO TdlR) Tu|S) ?BULK OGASIR) QGASISI EUIR| NUll| NU|A¥| ST|RVI
.32 115.2 113.6 BO._ 170.8 101.5 79** 49.5 6,.4 .UIL70
.q_ 120.0 LLq*[ BI*S ZO_.1 L_9*7 66.0 5L*b b_.8 *01253
1.59 124.7 12'o6 B2.7 192*9 106*3 74** ,1.1 5?.7 *01053
2*2Z 128.2 IZ_.5 84.0 204.0 113.1 ?*.O *1*0 57.8 .01056
2.85 131.7 131.7 85.2 185.0 103.1 bS.Z 350_ 5000 .00915
3.49 133.0 133.0 86.5 197.9 115.8 68.5 40.1 5,.3 .DOgg§
_.1_ 133.7 134.0 87.8 202,0 113o3 ?O.B 39.3 55.1 *01011
4.76 13,** 134.4 89.0 127.7 118.0 bg.8 41.7 55.7 .01025
_.39 134°5 134.8 90.3 200.7 11O.O 72.5 ql*g 57.2 .01054
6.60 13,.0 13:.1 q2.8 205.2 11d.0 79.3 4*.4 61.8 .011,3
7.93 134.8 135.4 95.3 202.1 118.3 81.1 46*d 64.0 .01187
9.20 135.* 135.9 97.d 204.6 119.9 8_.9 4_.7 67.8 .01263
11.73 139.8 140.0 102.8 203.3 112.O uO.Z _0.Z odt2 ,0127_
14.27 147.0 1,7.3 107._ lgg.g 110.1 79.4 _5.7 62.6 .01181
14o91 14d.4 1,9.0 109.1 202.4 115.2 _0.0 44.8 O2.4 .01179
lb. Bl 153.6 153.1 112.9 19q.5 110.5 73.7 42.4 5d.O .01102
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION 1BASED ON AVEkAGE OATA FE0_ X/0-2.65 TO X/D-Lo.8L| #
NUIRIA" 78.97 NUIS)A" *5.3? NUIAVIA- 62.17 STIAVIA- *01160
El*)" 53.86 bTIAV|/ST4451"2*4* E/FI*S)'**03 IST/ST(4$))/SF/FISS))- .806
|FIFISS)JlISTIST|SS)I 3.0" .21 R{BAR|- O.125 H|EARI" 7.151
EUH NU_BEA'22SH_12-10110 EID" ,083 PIE-10.00 ALPA- 30 U= 2.95b IN
PR-°71 ROOT* .0427 LSM/SEC R_- 13674. QGEIA)- 297.9 8_UIHR-SQ FT
QGEIS)- 180.1 INLET TERP* 8L.0 F TATM- 73.2 F PA_M-14.S8 PS|A
XlO TMIR) TMIS) TBULK QGAS|R) 00A$($) NUIR) NUIS) NUIAV) $TIAV)
• 32 113.1 110.9 Bl.S 242.2 1_6.1 12,.3 86.1 10_.2 .01063
.95 118.3 117.4 e2.5 292.9 175.3 132.5 81.3 10o.9 °01082
1059 123.5 123.9 83.5 277.Z 153.6 112.0 bl.q 86.7 .00872
2.22 12O.8 127.6 84.5 291.2 lb7.4 111.1 62._ $b.8 .O0880
2.85 130,0 130.d 85,5 271,7 157.5 q8.4 56,0 77.2 .00784
3.49 130.7 131°8 86.5 290.0 170.5 105.5 60._ 8J.O .00845
4.12 131.2 132._ 87.$ 291.5 171.2 107.1 61.2 84.2 .00857
• .76 131.7 132.7 ee.5 2_3.4 17_.6 105.2 62.9 8_.1 .00858
5.3_ 131.2 133.0 8g.b 293.1 172.5 112.5 63.4 88°0 .00899
0.6b 130o8 133.2 91.5 293.4 173.s 11Y.0 6o°_ 92.7 .00950
7.93 131.3 133.4 93._ 292.9 174.3 1_3.1 69.4 96.3 .00989
9°20 132.5 134.0 95.5 293.7 176.2 125.7 72.5 99.1 .O1021
11.73 138.4 139.* 99._ 291.3 173.a 117.8 66._ 93.2 °0096_
14.27 146.S 14_.7 IO3.4 286.9 17Oo8 106.7 bI.U 8_.2 .00877
14°91 140.4 1q8.1 104.4 293.8 170.6 109.5 61.0 d_.3 .00889
16o81 151.8 151.5 107.4 282.S 165o7 gg°l 58._ 7_*8 *00825
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION laASEO ON AVEARGE DATA FRON X/0=2.85 TO XI0-1o.81|
NU|R|A'113.43 NU|$)A* bS°O? NU|AV|A- 89.25 $TIAV)k" *00220
El*I" g2*ZB S71&V115_1_$1-2°33 F/F|_S)-3.20 |STISTISSI)IIFIF|4$)|..727|F/F(sSIIlI$?IST|4511 3.O u .25 RldAR|- 6.O36 HlSAAJe 9.023
RUN NURSEK-Z29HkZO-30/10 EID" .OO3 P/E=1*.00 ALPA- 30 0" 2.956 IN
PR-.71 _OOT- .0631LBRISEC RE- 20162* QGEIN)- *67.7 BTuIHk-SQ FT
GGE(S)* 252.2 |NLET TE_P* 82.O F TATS- 74.3 F PA[fl-14.S8 P$|A
RiO TU(R) 7MIS) TBuLK OGA$1R| OGASIS) NUIR) NU|S) NUIAV) $TIAV)
*32 118.O 112._ 82.5 374.3 211.9 170._ 11*.8 1,2.8 .O0978
*95 124°2 120.b 83.6 _82.2 247.1 1_1.8 108.0 14_.9 .01028
1.59 130.4 126.7 84°b 460.2 217.6 1o2.1 7g°o 120°8 .00830
2.22 13,.0 133.2 65.7 490.0 236.3 103.4 80.0 121.7 .00837
2.85 138.6 130.6 86.? 44_.3 225.7 137.7 72.7 10_.2 .00725
3.4g 138.0 137.5 87.7 48_.b 244*_ 1_3.0 78.9 115.g *00800
4.12 139.1 138.3 88.8 480.6 239°9 153.1 77.7 115.4 .00797
4176 139*6 136.5 89._ ,71.7 2,5ol 151.7 00.7 11_.2 100804
5.39 139.0 13_.6 q0._ 481.7 2*_.7 159.g dlog 120o9 .00837
6°66 13_.2 136.8 93.0 *_3*9 245*1 170.3 85._ 127.8 .00888
7.93 139*0 138*9 95.1 482,0 2,6.6 174.0 _g°Z 131*6 .00917
9.20 140.5 13g.8 g?.l 4d3.7 Z48.7 176.* g2.2 13,.3 .00938
11.73 148.4 147.2 101._ *?_.O 2,_._ lbO.O 83.7 1_1.9 *0085b
14.27 ISO.S 15_.2 105.5 477.4 Z41.g 14o.2 7b.0 111.1 .00785
l**gl 158.1 156.7 106.6 47g.8 2*0.2 lqS.O 74.6 10g*_ .00777
lb.81 164.O 154*3 109.7 469*4 236.3 133.9 74.4 104o2 .00740
FULLY DEVELOPED KEGIDN IdASED ON AVERAGE DATA FkU_ Xl0-2.85 fO Xl0-10.811
NUIRIA'157.72 NU(SJA" 81.97 NU(AV)A'119*8_ $T|AVIA" *0083U
El*)" 131.07 STIAVIIST|qSI-2.30 FIEIsS)=3.2g ISTI$TI_S)IIIFIFISS))- .719
IFIFtqSI)I(S71ST(4S|| 3.0- .25 RISAR)u b.gB§ N|SAR|- g.705
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BUN NURbER.Z3OHK*O-30/ZD BID. ,083 P/E.IO.OO ALPAo 30 Do Z,956 IN
PR-o?I RDOfo .1220 LBRIBEC Kc- 19085. QG{IRI- 720.> 8TU/HR-SO FT
QGEISl- _22.b INLET TE_P- 83.0 F TA[N- 73.5 F PAT_-I_.58 P$1A
XlD T_IR) TN($) TBULK QGA_{R) QGA$IS) NU(R) NU($I NUIAV) STIAVl
o32 11,.7 113.5 83.4 522.9 320.2 282.8 17Z.1 228.9 .00812
.95 111.3 121.6 84.3 715.2 417.3 312.0 L$0.3 246.2 .00874
1.5_ 127.8 129.7 85.1 887.0 380.9 229.2 137.b Lq_.* .00705
ZoZ2 130.9 133.3 85.9 72_.5 '13.3 258.8 140.* 199.6 e00710
Z.85 135o2 138.6 8b.B 87_.9 391.3 224.0 120.2 175.1 .0862*
3.,9 13,.5 138.8 B7.b 722.b 421.2 247.4 137.5 192.4 .oobeb
*.12 134.9 137.7 88.* 71J.7 *06.3 246.3 132.2 189.3 eOOb7b
4.78 135.3 137.5 89,3 701.7 415,5 244.1 138.1 191.1 .00683
5.39 134.2 137.2 90.1 71_.S 418.9 259.8 1,1._ 200.7 .O8718
b.66 133.0 137.2 ql.B 717.9 415.6 277.7 145.9 211.8 .00760
7.43 133.8 137.2 93._ 718.d 418.8 282.1 152.2 217.2 .O0781
9.20 135.6 130.8 95.1 717.b ,19.3 281.1 152.2 218.7 .00781
11.73 145.2 1,7.8 98.* 712.b 413.1 240.2 132.L 186.3 .00674
1,.27 154.9 124.2 101._ 704.2 410.8 20_.2 123.0 185.b .00602
1_.91 IS5.0 154.9 102.5 717.9 _13._ 21_.8 123.9 169.* .00817
16o81 160.2 158.8 105.1 702.* ,10.1 199.1 123.9 151.5 .00290
FULLY DEVELOPED KEGIUN IUASEU ON AVERAGE DATA Fk0M XID-Z.BS TO _/3-18o811 :
NUIRIA-2_5.29 NU(SIA-13b.]b NUIAVlA-190.83 STIAV|A- .OObB_
EItI- 239.0_ $TIAV)/STIA$1-2.IL FIFIASI-3.41 IST/$T(*SI)I(FIE(_$I)- .678
IFIFIASIIIISTIST(*SII 3.0- .28 RtBARI- 7.61, HIEARI-11.q81
BUN NUNEER-ZI1HKbO-_O/IO EIU- .083 PIE-1O.O0 ALPA- 30 0- Z.958 IN
PR-.71 _DQT- ,1740 LBRISEC _E- 5_837, QGEIR)- _31,J 8TU/HK-S_ FT
OGE(S)- _gb.O INLET TERP- 8_0 F TATS- 73.5 F PATM-I_.28 PSIA
XlD TwiRl TuISI TEULK QGA$(RI OGA$(SI NUIRI NUTS1 NU|AV} STIAVI
.32 113.b 113.8 8'.3 6*5°6 365.b 3_6.2 200.3 278.3 .00693
.95 120.3 121.6 85.0 828.2 490,7 378.0 216.3 297.2 .00740
1o29 128.9 129.4 82.7 798.* ,24.3 311.1 157.* 239.3 .00297
2.Z2 129.9 13_.7 86.* 833.7 ,06.8 308.0 189.2 23Be& .o02gb
2.05 13_.0 135.b 87.1 785,9 4_5,9 289.1 15,o3 211*7 .00529
3°,9 133.1 132.& 87.7 837.2 496.* 298.3 Lbbo5 231.4 .0057_
*.12 13J.8 13_.5 88._ 82*.7 477,9 291.7 159.* 222.b .00565
_.78 13,.4 138.O 8g.L 810.6 ,89.1 2db. O 167.1 228.9 .00568
5.3_ 133.3 135.S 89.8 8Z_.b 491,2 303,9 171.9 237,9 .00597
bobb 131.8 135o3 91.1 830.3 48_.2 328.0 177.1 251.5 .O0_3Z
7°93 133.0 135.0 92.5 825.4 _94o2 325.0 185.2 225._ .00842
q,2O 135.0 137.2 93,_ 82d.4 _91.6 320,1 180.3 250.2 .00631
11.73 1_4.8 145.5 gb._ e22.4 48_.7 289.9 157.* 213.7 .00541
1**27 152.4 151.0 99.3 818.0 485.8 242.1 148.1 195.1 .ooAgb
14.91 152.2 151.6 100.0 831.3 487.3 250.4 148.0 19_.2 .00507
16.91 15_.2 12_.2 102.0 _12.9 4_3.8 227.0 1,5._ 1_.2 .00,75
FULLY DEVELOPED dEGION {_A$E_ ON AVEKAGE DATA FKUN X/0-2.85 TO XIO-LO.BLI ;
_UIRIA-283.*4 NUISIA-Ib3.b7 NUIAVIA-223.55 ST(AVIAo .0OBb_
EI_)o 330,bd $IIAVII$TIkS)-2.07 F/FIqS)-3.*6 IST/$TI*_|)/{FIFiASI|- .5_9
IFIFI4SII/IST/S_I*S)I 3,O" ,3g R|BAR)" 7.970 HIEAR)'lq.O11
RUN NUREER-Z32Hk¢0-30/10 EIO- .0_3 PIE-10.O0 ALPA- 30 D- Z.qBo IN
PR-.71 NDOT- .Z500 LB_ISEC _6o 80211. QGEI_)-I017,O 8TUIHK-SQ FT
QGEISI- 622.1 INLET TERP a 82._ F TATR- 7..* F PATRol*.BO PSIA
X/D TkIRI T_(SI TBULK OGA_IR) OGA$(SI NU(R) NUIS) NU(AV| STIAV)
*32 111.4 114.3 85.d 81_.* 445.3 51_.7 221ob 38J.1 .00662
.q5 118.9 121,8 88.* 1o12.1 blb.g 501.2 280.3 390.9 .00679
1.59 12_.3 12_,3 87.0 978.1 579.4 390.8 Z20.1 30_.2 .0053B
2.22 129.3 132,1 87°5 1023,5 813.b 394.0 221.3 30_.b .00235
2.85 133.8 13*.b 88.1 9_3.2 522.2 338.* 204.* 271.4 .00.73
3,49 132.2 134.2 88,7 10Zg.0 622.7 379.3 21g.q 299.4 .00522
*,12 132.9 134.7 89.3 1010.5 60b.3 371,1 213.8 29Z.5 .00510
_.76 133.6 134.1 89,9 99_.1 615.5 36*.5 223.0 Z93.7 .00513
5.39 132.2 133._ g0,5 1010,8 619,q 304.* ZIO,b 307.5 .00237
6.66 130.* 133.5 91.6 L017.6 615*6 '18.8 234.6 32O.7 °00572
7°93 131.7 133.6 92.8 1012.2 620.0 _L_o_ 2_2.0 32_o2 .00572
9,20 133.9 135,9 94°0 1014.2 617.1 403,7 Z33.9 31U.8 .00560
11,73 1_.0 1.3.2 98,3 1007.7 b13,5 3_4,_ Z07.1 270.8 ,00.77
lq.27 150.9 1_8._ 98.b 1001.2 612o9 302.0 194o2 Z_d.1 .00438
1,.91 150.* 1,9.4 qq.Z 1019.8 613.* 31,.3 192.7 253.2 °00448
18o81 157.1 152.0 L01.0 99d.0 bLO.2 279.2 1d7._ 233.7 .00,14
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION (BASED ON AVERAGE DATA FROM x/o-2.82 TO x/Oolb.811 :
NUIR)A-357oO5 NU(SIA-212.02 NUIAVIA-288.05 STIAV)A° .O05OZ
El*I- *59.39 $TIAV}ISTI*S}.2.01 F/FI_S;-3._O I$TIST(ASI|/(F/F(*SJIo .575
IFIFI*SII/ISTISTI*SIJ 3o0- .63 RIBARI- 8.344 HIgARI-15.423
141
RUN NUMBER-Zb7MKOB-901ZO EID" .O63 PIE-20.OO ALPA- 90 0" 2.956 IN
PR-.71 MOCTo .0252 LEMISEC RE- 8ObO. OGESW|- 202.3 ETUIH_-S_ FT
QGEISI" 142,? INLET TE_P" 78,8 F TATS- 73.2 F PATM-14.b5 PSXA
EID TmlR) Tu(SI TBULK OGAStE) OGA$(S) hUlL) NU(S) NUAAV) STAAV|
• 32 120.2 119.4 79.* 194.6 134.3 77.7 5_.7 bb.Z °01130
,95 125,7 125.7 8O,a 196.5 136.9 70.8 qg.4 60.1 oOlOZ7
1.59 131,2 131.9 81.8 179.5 122.1 58.9 39.5 49.2 .00843
2.22 134.7 136.4 83.1 199.0 129.9 b2.4 39.4 50.9 .00873
Z.85 138*b 140o2 84°3 176.0 119.b 52°3 34°5 43.4 .00746
3.49 140.1 142.0 85,5 192.1 130.3 56,7 37.Z 46.9 .00808
4o12 141.3 143.2 86.7 194o8 132°6 57°5 37. U 47ob °OO821
4.76 142.4 144°1 87.9 198.3 134o9 58°4 38.6 4_,5 °00836
s.3g 1.4.O 145.O 8g.Z 190.0 135.2 55.5 38.8 .7.1 .00816
6.66 145°5 147o0 91,6 194.7 134.b 57.6 3d*B 48.2 .00837
7.93 147o2 148.9 9_oO 194.7 134.3 58°Z 38*9 48°6 °00846
9.20 149.2 150°8 96.5 193.4 134.1 58°1 39°1 48.6 °00849
IL*73 152.4 154.5 LOl.4 194.1 133.2 59,7 3g._ 49.6 °00472
_4°27 156°6 157.2 _06.2 389.0 133.2 56°4 40.U 49.b °00878
14.91 156.4 1_7.7 107.5 197.7 133.6 62,8 41.3 _2.L .0U924
16.81 159.1 l_g.b 111.1 187.1 128.0 _0.3 40.8 SO.b .00901
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION LSASED ON AVERAGE DATA FROM XlD-Z.85 TO XIO-16.813 :
NU|_)A" $8._5 NUIS)Aa 39,28 NU|AV)A" _8.91 S7|AV)A" .00857
E(_)e 56.96 ST(AV)/ST(SS)-I.84 F/F_45)-3.04 ($TI5[(SS))/iFIFi_S))" °bOb
(FIFISSI|IISTIST(SS)) 3.0- *49 RlSAR|e b*194 H(BAR)'10._20
RUN NU_BE_-ZoBMWL2-gOI2O EID- .063 P/E-10.UO ALPA- 90 De Z.956 IN
PR-,71 _DOX° ,0413 LERISEC RE- 13254, OGEIK)- 277.1 bXUIHk-SU FT
ODE(S)- 180. i INLET TE_P- 79°6 F TATM- 74.Z F PATM-LS.b§ PSIA
xlD Tu(_) TddS) TBULK _GAS|RI QGAS(S) NUIRI NU(S) NUIAV) STIAV)
• 32 115.0 112.3 80°L 254°9 lb8°8 1_8°7 85o_ 101°9 °01063
.95 121.t 11_.b 81*1 271.9 175.1 110.Z 73.8 g_.0 *00960
1.$9 127.3 126._ 82.1 240.1 1_2.0 88.2 55.0 71.6 .U0749
2.22 130.2 131.4 83.1 283.7 166.6 97.3 _5.8 76o5 .00801
2*85 134.8 135*0 84.0 241.5 158.3 76.8 50.Z 63.5 .00666
3.49 135.7 136.7 85°0 273.1 172._ 85.9 53._ 70.4 .OO739
4.12 137.0 13_.3 06.0 270.2 169.1 _5.4 52.1 bd.7 .00722
4.76 138.2 139.4 87.G 282.5 17z.g 88.7 53.O 7U.9 .0074b
5.39 141.0 140.5 88.0 259.3 172.7 78.5 52.8 6_.6 .00692
bab6 142.7 142.7 9O.O 270.4 17_.6 82_0 52.q b7.2 .00710
7.93 144.8 144.8 91.9 270,3 173.3 81.5 52,3 66.9 .0070_
9.20 147.4 147.4 93.g 267.8 171._ 79._ 51.0 63.3 .00694
11.73 150.8 151.8 97.8 269.3 171*1 80.3 50.1 65.2 .00697
14,27 155.5 155.2 101.8 261.8 170,3 76.5 50.0 83.2 .00679
14,91 154.7 155.4 102o8 276.b _TZob 83.4 5_.O b7.Z °OO723
16°81 15d*6 158°6 105.7 261.2 1_5°8 77.1 48.9 bJ.0 ,00680
FULLY DEVELOPED RED|ON (BASED ON AV_KAGE OA_A FRO_ X/O'S.B5 TO X/O'EbeBL| :
NU|R)A" 80.7J NU|SJA _ _1.15 NUIAVIA_ 65°94 $T|AV)A_ *00702
E(_)- _3,91 $T|AV)/STI4$)-I.7b F/FI_S)-3,50 IST/S_i_SJ)ItFIF(4S)I- .503
IFIFIS53111SUI$TI_S)I 3°0" ,b4 KAdAR)- b,_94 H(BAR)-_3°433
RUN NU_EER-2OgHkZO-gOI20 EIU- .063 PIE-20.OO ALPA- 90 0" Z.956 IN
PR-.71 _DOT- .0649 LB_I$EC R_- 20856. OGEIK)- 381.0 67U/HE-SO FT
ODE|S)- 22_.5 INLET TE_P- 80.8 F 74_" 72,6 F PAT_-14.65 PSIA
XlO T_(R) T_($) TBULK QGAS|R) QGAS(SJ NULL) NU|$| NU(AV) $T(AV)
.32 113.2 104.5 61.2 321.2 199.Z 162.9 118._ 1_0.7 .D093_
.95 119._ 11_.3 82.0 375.9 219.7 162.9 104.1 133.5 .00888
1.59 125.7 124.0 82.9 344.9 189.2 130.4 74.4 102.4 .00682
2.22 128.1 128.0 83.7 391.9 210.3 142.8 76.8 109.8 .00732
2,85 132.b 131.0 84.5 340.4 206.8 114.3 71.8 93.1 .00621
3.49 132.8 132.6 85.4 381°6 217.9 129.7 74.3 10Z.0 .O0682
4.12 133.9 134.2 86.2 374.3 211.3 126.3 70.8 98.b .00660
_.76 135.0 13_.0 87.0 390.9 217.6 131.0 72.9 102.0 .00683
5.39 138.2 135.8 87.9 3ol.0 219.5 115.1 73.5 99.3 .00633
6.66 139.8 138.2 89.5 374.8 217.2 119.4 71.5 9_.4 .00642
7.93 142.0 140.5 91.2 374.2 217.1 117.6 70.3 93.9 .00633
9.20 144.6 142.9 92.9 371.& 216.7 114.3 68.9 91.6 °00619
11.73 1,7.6 147.7 96.2 37_.0 215.6 115.2 66.3 90.7 .00615
14.27 153.O 151.4 99.5 363*5 214.9 107°0 65.3 86.1 .00587
14.91 151°6 15&.0 100.3 384,3 217°5 117.8 66.2 9Z.0 °00628
16.81 15_.5 155.2 102.8 364.2 210o9 106.3 63.1 84.7 °OO560
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION (EASED ON AVEKJGE DA_A Fk0_ X/D-2.8S I0 X/O-Ib. BI) :
NU|RIA-116.10 NU(S)A- 68.61 NU(AVIA- 92.36 ST|AV)A- .00624
E|*)" 148.03 ST(AV)IST|4$;-I.7O F/FI4S)o3.94 |ST/$T|sS))/tFIF(sS))° .452
171F(4$)1/($T/S_14$;) 3.0- .70 _|8AR)- 6.194 HlBaa|_15.428
142
RUN NUMEER-27OHEqO-gOIZ0 EIDo .O63 P/E-RO,O0 ALPAo _0 0- 2.956 IN
PR-o71 MOOT- .1290 LER/SEC RE- 41912° GGEIR)" 6Z3o5 8TUIHk-SO FT
QGEISI" 346.4 iNLET TEMP e 8Z.1 F TATN" 72.6 F PATR'14.65 PSIA
XIO Tu(R) TUlS) TBULK OGASIR) QGASiSI NUtRI NU(_) NU|AVI ST(AVI
.32 112.4 107o3 82.q 496.8 284.1 2uE.S 185.0 ZZ6.8 .00759
.95 119*_ 115.2 a3*1 618o3 341.7 276.0 172.1 224.1 o00751
1.59 126.3 123.1 83.8 569.0 301.4 216*Z 123.7 170.0 .00570
2.22 126°9 126.0 84.4 651.6 334*4 Z_7.S 129*q 188+7 .00634
2.85 131.9 128.1 85.1 567.4 332.3 195.5 12_.6 160.1 .00538
3.49 130.4 129.2 85.8 633.S 341.0 228.7 126.5 177.6 .00597
4.12 131.0 130.4 86o5 617.1 334.8 223.1 12Z*6 172.6 .00582
4.76 131.5 L31*0 87.1 645.1 340.0 233.6 124.7 179.1 .00604
s.3q 135.6 131.5 87.6 597.3 3_2.2 200.6 125.7 163.1 .00550
6866 136.6 133.5 69.1 617o2 339.7 208.3 I22.8 165.5 .OOSbO
7.93 138.0 135.4 9O.S 617.9 339.6 207.8 120°8 164+3 .00§56
9.20 140.2 137.4 91.8 614o8 339.4 202.7 118.7 160.7 .OOS_5
|1.73 142.8 141.6 94.5 617.5 338.6 Z03.0 114.1 156o6 .00540
14.27 148.8 145.3 97*2 60Z.b 337.7 184.5 110.9 1_7.7 °00505
14.91 146.4 146.1 97.8 634°0 340.2 206°2 111.4 156.8 .00543
16.81 153.3 14q. T 99.9 604.3 333.8 178*0 105.4 1_1*7 *00486
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION IBASED 0X AVERAGE DATA FROR x10-2.85 TO XlO-16.811 s
NUIRIAI203.13 NUIS)AI117.34 NU|AY)A'160*23 STIAV)A" °00544
Eie)" 295.17 STtAVIISTiISI'I.EO F/FIIS)'Ieb6 ($TISTIIS|II(FIFIISI|" *399
|FIFIISI|I(STISTIIS)I 3.0" *73 RiEARIm 6.194 M|BAR)'18*097
RUN NUMBERu_71HRoO-gOI20 EIDo ,063 PIE-20.00 ALPA- gO 0- 2.956 IN
PR-.71 _DUT- .1710 LEN/SEC R_- _4959. OGEIR_- 831.3 aTuIHk-$0 FT
QGEIS|" _29.5 INLET TE_P" 83.2 F TATN- 73.3 F PATM-Lq°65 PSEA
XID TuIR) TWIS) TBJLK QGASIR) QGASISI NUIR) NUIS) NUIAVi STIAV|
.32 315.6 110,3 83,_ 673.9 328.5 339,7 19_._ 269.0 .00681
°95 123.? 118.8 84.2 82_.6 424°5 337.3 19_.O 267.7 °O0678
1.59 131,8 12T°3 84,B 764._ 377,7 262._ 143.5 203.0 .0U514
2.22 131.9 129.9 85.5 a?O.O 417._ 302.1 151.6 226.9 ,00576
2,85 137.8 131.7 86.2 75_.8 415o6 236,8 146.9 191._ .O04R?
3.49 135.0 13_.6 86.a 850.3 427.0 283.7 119,9 216°6 ,00551
4o12 135.5 134°0 8T.5 _24.5 41_.8 276.0 143.2 209.6 ,00533
4.76 135*9 134.4 88.1 860.1 422.8 288.9 146.O 217.? *00554
5.39 140.g 134.8 8b,8 799.1 425._ 2_5.8 148.2 197.0 .00_02
6*66 141.6 136,6 90.1 825.2 422.5 256*3 1_5.3 200.8 ,00513
7.93 143.0 130,4 91.4 8Zb*L 423.2 255,5 193.7 199.6 .00511
9.20 145.6 140.6 92*7 821o5 422.0 247.4 140.4 193.9 .OOIg?
11.73 148,0 144.8 95,4 82_.3 421.6 Z48.6 135,2 191.9 .00_94
14*27 15_.? 149.0 98.O 807.4 420.0 224.7 130,1 177°4 .00458
14.91 151.8 149,6 98.6 845.2 423,6 250.9 131,0 191.O .00493
16.81 160.0 153.5 100.6 UO_.3 _16.4 214o3 123°_ 16_.0 .0043_
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION (SASED ON AVERAGE DATA FRO_ XlO-Z.ES TO xI0-1_,811
NUiR|AeRq8,60 NU(SIA'138.4_ NUIAVIA_193.5_ STiAVI&" oU0496
E(_I" 390.8* S_IAVJ/STIISI'[.EZ FIFI_$)'4.97 IST/$TI_$II/IF/FIIS|I" ,365
(FIFtq$I)IiSTISTiI$)) 3.0" .83 RKEAR|" 6.194 NIuARI'20.oqL
RUN NUXBER_Z?ZHE_O-qO/20 EID- .Do3 PIE-2O.00 ALPA- 90 0- 2.956 IN
PR-°?I _DOT- ._00 LB_ISEC RE- 80413° GGEIK|+IO11.4 8TU/H_-$O FT
QGE($|- 581.9 INLET T_P- 83,9 F TAT_- 73.4 F PAT_-14,65 PSIA
XID TO|R) TvIS) TBULK _GAS(R) OGASI5) RULE) NU(S) NU(AV) 5T|AV|
• 32 112.6 112.5 8_.Z 8_?.1 42_.1 _81._ 241.9 361.6 .00626
.95 122.2 120.9 84.8 100o.1 576.7 433°4 257.b 3_5o5 .00599
1.59 131.8 12g. Z 85.3 930.3 524.7 322.6 192.6 257.6 *00447
2.22 131.0 130.9 85.g 105U,6 $76.1 377.6 206.0 291.8 ,00507
2.85 137.3 132.7 66.§ 931.1 560.1 29_.6 196.9 2_5.8 .00_27
3.49 133,4 133.3 87.0 1035.6 580.9 358,9 201,8 280.3 .0048_
4.12 133._ 134.6 87.6 1034.8 566.0 35Z.2 193.3 272.8 .00_75
4.76 133.* 13,.8 88.2 1049.7 575.2 372.2 19_.1 28_.2 .00_T
5.39 139.l 134.9 e8.1 y74.2 578.6 309._ ZOO.9 255.1 .00445
6*66 139.5 136.5 89._ 1005o8 575.0 32_.2 197.2 260.7 .00955
7*93 140.6 13_.1 91.0 1001.0 575*q 329.2 195.1 Z_V*7 .00454
9.20 143.2 1_0.0 92.1 1001.7 575.1 312.7 191.5 252.1 .00_42
11°73 145.q 14_.S 94.q 1006.3 573.8 313o_ LUL.q 241.7 .O0_3_
19o27 153.1 l_U.q qb°/ _89.] 512.8 216.1 17_.4 225e7 +00398
14o91 lq9.3 1_9°1 97°2 1030.0 576.8 312.6 176.0 Z44.3 *00431
16.81 158.6 153°6 98.9 987.7 568.0 261.0 163.9 212.5 .00376
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION 18ASEU ON AVERAGE DATA FROfl X/0=Z*85 TO X/0"16.81| 1
NU(R|A-312.41 NUiS|A-I_6.g_ NUIAV)A-Z49.67 ST(AV)A- °00437
E|e)e 572.42 $T(AV|ISTIIS)eI.T_ FIF|_S)-5.41 |STIST(qS))IiFIFtIS|)- .324
IFIFIIS)J/iST/ST|ISII 3.0"1.00 R(BAR)+ 6.194 H|_AR)_23°149
143
RUN NUNBER.317MEO8-bOI20 EID- .O03 P/E-20.00 ALPA- o0 0- Z.qSb IN
PR-.71 MDOT- .024q LBNISEC RE- 7939° QGEIK)- g36,9 BTuIH_-SQ FT
DGE($)- LSS,_ iNLET |E_P- 7B,o F TATS- ?2,a F PAT_-lq,bb PSIA
XID TuIRI TuI$) TEULK OGASIRI QGASI$| NU(R) NUIS| NU(AV) STIAVI
e3Z 124,0 12_*Z 79,3 22_,4 13_.2 El.7 50.9 60,3 .01146
oq5 130,2 129.b 80,7 230.b 1k8.9 75°b 49.5 bZoS °01082
1°59 130.5 137o0 82o1 215,B 128.8 O4°3 38.U 51,2 .00B87
2.22 140.9 1_2.0 83oS 23_.2 141.7 b5.9 39.1 5Z.5 .00913
2.85 140*0 140°3 84.9 193°8 lZb°7 SI.Z 33,3 4Z*2 .00735
3.6q 14b.b 1_8.0 86°3 226.6 138°9 a0,_ 36.2 61.3 .00863
4°12 lqb.9 148o7 87.7 22_.8 lqZ°o 62.1 37°4 49.7 ,oO869
4o70 147.2 14_.8 Bg.L 237.6 lq6.8 65._ 39.4 52,_ °O0919
5*39 14B°6 168o9 qO.S 220°b _q6o9 60o7 60.2 50.5 °00885
b.bb 3*d._ 149.Z q3.3 Z29.O lqb.d _6._ 4L.U 5q.O .OO951
7,93 166._ 169.6 96.L 22B.B 165.d b9.3 63.6 §6,6 ,00996
q*20 148._ [6YeZ qEoV 229.S 166°6 73.0 46°O _°8 °0[06L
11.73 150.O 151.3 104o_ 230.O 1_6.9 7q.l 49.1 6_.1 ,01166
1_.27 154.b 154.2 110°2 226.7 1q8o2 78.4 S2.L 65.3 .01170
l_*ql ISq,7 155°S I11.6 234°3 165o9 86°0 51.3 67ob .OE2ZI
lb.81 159.9 159.4 I15°8 220,5 140.1 76.7 _9.3 63°0 .01144
FULLY DEVELOPED _EGION |BASED ON aVERAGE DATA FkO_ XlD-L°BS TO xlO-lb. Bl) :
NU|RIAm 72°0_ NUIS|A_ 45.52 NUtA¥_&" 58.b0 $TIAVIA- °OLO4T
E(tl- 62.91 $TIAV)ISTII$I-2.24 FIF(631-3,62 ISTISTI6$)I/IFIFIIS))- .Sdb
IFIFI4S)IIISTI$1(4S)) 3.O= ,34 RIBARI- 5°219 HIEARI = 9°458
RUN NUmBER-318HEL2-60120 EID- °063 PIEm20,0O ALPA" bO 0" 2.95b IN
PE-.71 NOOT- .0397 LB_ISEC RE" 12bbZ. GGEIRI- 360.2 8TU/HR-SQ FT
QGEIS)" 214.8 INLET TEMP" 79.9 F TATS" 72.7 F PAT_'16°66 PSIA
X/D T_(RI Tk_$) TBULK QGASiR) QGASIS| Nu(RI NU($) NU_AV) STIAY)
o32 123.3 11_.5 80°b 321o3 185.4 IZZ.I 79°4 100.7 °01093
°95 130.b 127.4 81°8 353.9 208.7 117.? 74.3 9o.O °01064
1o59 137.9 136.2 83°1 330.1 180.8 97.6 55°1 70°3 .00831
2.22 142.3 141.7 8_.4 360°6 197°8 102.2 55.7 7_.0 .00802
2°85 1_.4 166.0 8_.7 303°2 188.6 77.9 50.3 04.1 .00701
3.49 148.2 14_.0 87.0 35_°1 198._ 93.3 52.3 72.8 °00797
4.12 14_.4 149.0 88.3 3S1°9 200.4 93.9 52.9 73.4 .00805
4.Tb 168.6 149.3 8q.b 369.6 200.3 100.2 55.3 77.8 .00855
5.39 151.0 1,9.5 90.9 330.? 20_.4 89_4 Sb.0 7_°7 .00800
6ebb 1_0.2 149.7 93o4 3SZ.S 206.3 _.8 _8.6 7_°6 .00868
7°93 149.8 149.8 96.0 3S3.b Z0b.6 106.2 60.8 82.5 .0091_
9°20 150.3 150.0 qE.b 352°2 207.9 107.b b3.B 8_.6 .00953
11.73 152.0 152.8 103.8 353.9 206°8 114°8 60°0 90.4 .01013
14.27 158.5 157.3 108.9 36T.1 207.5 108.7 bbeb 87°7 .00989
1_°91 159.0 159.0 110._ 3S8°9 205.9 116.0 65.3 89.7 .01013
10°81 160.5 164.8 114ol 341.6 19_.7 100°3 b0.3 80°3 °00912
FULLY DEVELOPED KEG|ON |BASED ON AVEKAGE DATA FROM X/D-2.BS TO X10-16o811 :
NUIR|A_104.L_ NU|_)A _ 61.28 NU|AV)A _ BZ°?O ST|AVIA" °O0922
El*)" 100.48 STtAV)lS_iI$J-Zo2d FIFI65)-4°36 ISTISTII$II/tFIF|IS))- .5_3
IFIFIIS))IISTIST|_S)I 3.0" .37 _|BAR|- 5.219 MiaAR|'II°O94
RUN NUMBER-319HR_0--60120 E/0 _ .003 FIE'Z0.00 ALPAe _U U" _.956 IN
PR-,71 _001" .Obl_ LBRISEC mE" 1977_. DGEIR)- 48_.9 B_UIHx-$Q FT
OGEISI" 2bb°O INLET T_NPe 80°6 F TATN- 72.3 F Pk_N'l_.bb PSIA
XOD 1NIR) T_|$) TBU_K QGA$IR) QGAS(S) NO(k| NUTS) NU|AV) ST|AT)
• 3_ 121.2 116.6 80.9 417,2 218.6 168,3 105.4 136.8 .00955
°qs 129.1 124.1 82.0 47b.7 260.3 164.9 100._ 132.6 *00920
1,59 130.9 133.6 83,1 451.7 226.8 135.7 72.6 104,2 .00729
2°22 141.5 139.0 84._ 489°O 242.4 13T.9 71.4 104°7 ,00733
2.85 141.b 142.4 85.3 420.0 24_°8 108°6 09.3 89°0 .00024
3°_9 166.2 1_4.2 8b°q 68_.b 2S2.5 130,6 ?OoZ 100.4 °0070_
4.12 145.9 14_°3 87,4 476.8 2_9°2 131.0 09.2 100.1 .00705
4.70 145.6 ITS.3 88.S S03.8 2S_,0 141.5 72.9 107,2 o00?Sb
5°39 16a.7 16S°3 89.6 4Sb.b 207°6 123°7 7,.0 9_°8 °00698
b.b6 147.4 165,2 91,8 479.3 258.0 137.6 77.1 107°2 .00759
7.93 147.4 14_°0 93.9 4?7.7 259ol 142.0 80*7 111.3 °00791
9_20 147,9 14_*4 96.1 qT7.5 2_9.q 140,0 83*4 311,7 *00817
11.73 150.2 16U.4 100,4 _76.9 2Sq°L 151°3 _5.0 11_.2 .00847
14.27 157._ 154*4 104.S 971.6 258°0 139*8 81._ 110.5 *00796
14.91 1_.0 1Sb*Z 105*6 485.1 257.8 145.0 79.9 112*4 *00811
10.81 167°0 162.3 109.1 464.b 200.7 124. S 73.1 9d.8 .00716
FULLY 0EVELOPED REGION |BASED ON AVERAGE 0ATA FRON XI0"2.8_ TO XlO'16.811 :
NUIRIA-139.0_ NUISIA_ 78.73 NUIAVIA_108°91 ST(AVIA" ,00777
El*)" IS7.29 STIAVJ/STI45|_2.18 FIF(6$I-*.90 ($T/S_(IS|)/IFIF|IS||- ._5
(FIFI4$))I|$;/$_I_$|) ].O" .47 RiGARJe 5,219 H|_AR|-L3.0bb
144
RUN NURSER-_ZDHK_O--_O/Z0 E/Oo ,O63 p/EoZD.UO ALPA= DO Do _._56 {N
PRo.71 _00[= .11o0 L8_/SEC _E- J7163. CGEId;= 789.7 BIUIHK-$O FT
GGEISI= 436.* INLET TERP- 81.5 F TATM- 71.9 F PATM-L*.bb PSIA
XlD T_iRI TWIS| TBULK OGA$|R) OGASISI NUIR) NUIS) NUIAVI STIAVI
• 32 121.0 115.6 82.u b_O.* 3Z5.7 205.9 157.0 211.5 .00767
.95 130.1 125.g 82.9 783.3 *30°5 2OB.8 IoZ.L ZLS.* .OOBO3
1.59 139.1 13b. Z 83.9 7*5.5 389.0 217o9 120.1 169.0 .00031
2.22 1.3°5 1*L.3 84.8 79o.9 _LZ.3 219._ L17.0 Lba.6 °00630
2.85 15OOO 1'*o* 85.? 70_.3 412.0 177,5 113.1 1.5,] .005.*
3.49 1'O.* 1,5.* 86°7 800.7 *23.5 215.6 116.0 169.8 .O0b2L
• .12 1*5.Z l*_.B 87.b 7_L.7 *ZE.q 218°0 116°q 167.2 .OO627
• .76 1.*.0 1.5.4 88.0 820.8 428.* 237.* 120._ 17_.1 .00673
5.39 1,7.8 1,9.0 89.9 757.0 ,30.0 207.9 LZ*.b 166.0 .0062*
b.66 1'O.2 1.*.8 ql.* 78,.0 4Z8.* 228.3 1Z8.d 17_.1 .OOb7Z
?.93 149.8 1,*.o 93.3 783°0 *29°6 237.* 133°2 18_.3 .00700
q. ZO lqb.* 1,_.0 95.2 7d3.0 _31.1 Z*Z.4 137.Z 1_9.8 .00719
11.73 1,9.8 1,9.8 98.9 789.0 *28.5 293.0 13Z.8 187.9 .00716
14.27 158.8 199.9 102.7 779.7 *Zg.0 Z16.O 1Z6.4 171.5 .0065?
14.gl 159.7 158.0 103°o 790°0 *26.3 220.9 122.7 111.6 .0065_
16.81 16_.8 163.8 I06.5 760.8 *Z1.3 15U.6 114.5 151.9 .00983
FULLY DEVELOPED KEGIUN leaSED ON AVERAGE OiTa FROR X/O-Z.85 TO XlO=Lo. Sil :
NUIRIAoZ24.83 NUISIAolZb.7L NUIkV)A=179.77 $TIAVIA- .0Obb7
_le)- Zgb. O9 ST|AV|ISTI*$I.Z.21 FIFI*$)-9.73 ISTISTI*$I)IIFIFI*$II= .386
IFIFISS)III$TISTISSII 3.0- .53 R|SAR)o 5,219 HIDAAI-IO.3bl
EUN NURBER-321HkoO-OU120 EID- ,O63 PIE-20°OO ALPa- 60 D- 2,956 IN
PA-,?I ROOT- .1820 LEMI$EC RE- 98479. GGEIEI=IOZSo3 8rU/HM-$O FT
QGEIS)- 543.1 INLET TERP= 81.8 F TATN- 72.O F PATR-L*.bb PSZA
x/O TUIRI T_($I YSULK QGASIRI QGASISI NU{R| NUI$| NUlaVI STIAV)
.32 117.8 114.b 82.Z 8,7.0 396.6 385.3 19U.2 Z91.8 .00092
• 95 I28.3 124.8 83.0 1019.1 $31.3 3b3.9 207.7 285.8 .00679
1.59 138.7 139.0 83.7 972,0 492.5 285.5 155.1 220.3 .OusZq
Z.2Z 1_3.3 139.6 84.5 1033,* 516.3 283,8 151.1 ZlT,* .0051o
2.85 1,9.8 1,1.8 85.3 939.9 521.3 233.7 348.0 191.2 .00,96
3.49 1*,.8 1*Z.2 86.0 1044.2 536.2 286.0 153.7 219.8 .00524
4.12 1*3.2 142.7 86.8 1017._ 525.7 290.0 LgL.Z 220.6 .00527
4.16 141.6 142.0 87.6 1060.7 535.4 317.0 197.9 237.9 .00508
5.39 1*6.* 141o3 88.3 986.0 538.2 272.3 162.9 217.6 .00521
b.bO 144°Z 140.9 89.9 1020.8 535.5 300.5 167.9 Z3*.2 .00562
?.93 1,3.7 1,0.5 91.* 1021.2 537.8 311.6 17*.d 243.2 .OO584
9.20 1,5.1 1_1.2 92o_ 1017.7 538.3 31O.b 177.5 2.4.1 .0U588
11.73 1.8.6 146.7 90.0 1019.8 539.1 307.1 107.Z Z37.Z .0051,
14,27 157.9 152.5 gq.1 101U.9 535,6 271.0 157.9 Z1*.5 ,00521
14.91 158.6 154.4 99.8 1026.4 533.3 27,.9 153.9 219.4 .00521
16.81 lbg.o 159.* 102.1 1000.8 529.1 234,8 1,5.0 189.9 .00'63
FULLY DEVELOPED _EGION 18A$Eb ON AVERAGE OiTA FRUR X/D=Z.85 T0 xlD-l_.811 :
NUIRI_-288.8B NU(SIA-Lb2.7* NUIAVIA-Z25.83 ST|AVIA- .0054*
El*l= *66.76 STIAVIIST|*$|-2.02 FIFI4S)-6.3b (STISTIqSI)IIF/F(4$)I= .318
(F/F(sSIIIISTISTISSII 3.O- .77 RIBARIo 5.219 HlBAll-2O._*9
RUN NURBER-322HKoO-bO/ZO EIO- .O63 PIE=20.OO ALPA= bO 0= Z.956 IN
PR-.71 800I- .24,0 LBRISEC KE- 78573. UGEIA)=IZID.3 8IUIH_-SO FT
OGEI$)- o7Z.0 INLET _ERP= 81.3 F TATR= 71.o F PA_N-14.60 PSIA
XID TkIR) TM|S) TEULK QGASIR) OGASISI NU(R) NUIS) NUIAV) 5TIAVI
.32 113.3 11,.7 81.b 1035.6 ,81.* _30._ 236.2 383.3 .00678
.99 129.1 124.8 82.3 121J.* b_6.1 *59.* 254.* 356°9 .00632
1.59 136.9 13..8 83.0 115_°O O18.7 3*7.5 193.3 270.4 .O0.79
2.22 141.7 138.9 83°7 1227.9 040.0 342.3 189.3 26_.8 .0U471
2.85 lq8.4 l*O.b 84.q 1122.9 690.5 283.3 186._ 239ol .00411
3.49 142.2 1.O.O 85.1 12._.5 609.2 351,* 19.,* 272.9 .00485
4.12 140.2 1,1.2 85._ 1211.7 652.3 358.7 189.o 27,.1 .00,88
• .76 138.2 l,u.3 8o.5 1Z70.b bb_.q 395.2 198.6 296.9 .00529
5.39 1*q.O 139.* 87.2 117*.5 668.3 332.1 205.b 268.9 .00479
6.66 1'I.6 139.0 88.6 121,.8 66,.6 367.1 211.2 28_.2 .00516
1.93 140.8 138.6 89.9 1217.3 687.0 382.8 219.3 301.0 .00539
9.20 1,2.8 139.* 91.3 1211.2 667.6 375.5 221.6 298.5 .0U535
11.73 1,_o* 1*5.6 94.1 IZlq.l 66384 368°1 204°6 28_.7 .00916
1q.27 15b. Z 150.9 96,4 IZ0,.8 6bq_b 3Z1.3 194.* Z57.8 .00466
14o91 157.O 15_.7 97.9 1219.8 O62°0 3Z*.L 189°b 296°g .U0*64
lb=8L 167.0 197.2 99.6 119,.9 658.3 279.1 180.0 229.6 .00_16
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION 1BASED 0N AVERAGE OAT& FKOR XlD-Z.85 TO x10=16.81) :
NUIRII=3*9.20 NUISIA=Z02.46 NUIAVIA'275.83 5TI_VIA- .00,95
EleI" 627*66 SIIAVI/$TI4S|_I.9? FIF(_$)'6.80 I$T/$TI*S))IIFIFI4SII" .290
IFIFI*S|I/(STIST(4SII 3.0= .89 RlB_R|- 5.219 HiSAR|-22.984
145.
RUN NU_SER=Zq3_KOS--qbI20 RIO- .O63 PIE-ZO.OO ALPA° q_ 0o 2.956 IN
pR-.71 qOOT= .0292 L8_ISEC KE- 938_. _GEiK)- 238.3 8TU/Hk-SQ FT
QGEISI- 138.b INLET TE_P 8 7o.3 F TATN- 70.O F PAT_-14,62 P$1A
XlO TmlR) TuiS) TEULK _GAS|RI QGASIS) NUIRI NU(Si NUIAV] STIA¥)
o32 310,0 115.0 76.q 218.7 127,2 86.9 54.5 70.7 ,0E03d
.95 I23.3 111.6 78.0 232.4 132,9 03.7 49.0 66,7 o00981
LoSq 126.7 126.1 79,2 217.6 119,0 74,9 39.b 57,2 .00843
Z,ZZ 133,5 133,0 80, J 227,6 121,2 69,o 37.4 53.5 ,007d9
2.85 137.8 136.6 81,5 206.0 LLb,O 54.3 34,1 46,7 °00690
3.49 139.0 138,3 82,6 221.1 121,_ O3.5 35.J 44.4 ,00731
4elZ 134,0 13B.B 83.8 230.7 128.b 67.5 37,B _2,6 ,00780
4,7o 134.0 139.0 84.9 233.9 131.0 _9.8 J_*L 5_,4 .0080_
5.3q 13_o4 13V.Z 86,1 2_o.4 EZq.3 68.3 39,2 _3°8 ,00800
b.6b 13_.6 13_°0 88.4 ZJZ.Z 131,0 74.1 41._ 57.8 ,00862
7.43 13_.5 138,8 qo,7 232.4 131.8 77,6 43,_ b0o7 .OOqOE
9,20 134.2 13_.0 93,0 231.8 132.b 74,8 45,_ 6Z.B o00943
11.73 142.2 141,8 q?ob 232,4 132.4 6Z*3 47.3 6_°8 .O_qTq
14.Z7 149.3 1_.0 102.Z 2Zq.0 129.2 7_.b _.Z 5_,_ .00903
14.91 14_.3 14_.4 103.3 Z3_._ 124.7 80._ 44,1 62.3 .80_44
16.81 154.7 153.3 106,_ 2Z1.8 I23.8 72.1 41.4 5_,8 ,00868
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION I_A$_D ON AVERAGE DATA FRO_ x/0-2.85 TO XI0=16.811 :
NUIR|A_ 1_,27 NUISIAI 4Z,IV _UIAV)A" 5g,o8 5TIAV)A" .0088g
Eie)- _1.64 STIAVIISTIASI-Z.00 F/F(AS)-Zo74 KST/$TIASII/IF/F(ASI)" .732
IF/FIAS))/IST/$TI_$)) 3°0- ,34 EIBAR|= 6,_73 HI_AR|- 9.140
RUN NU_BER-Z_RI2-4b/20 E/0" .063 PIE-ZO,UO ALP&" 45 0= Z,q§b IN
PRo. T1 _DOT° ,0412 L8_I$EG _E- 13_7. QGE|KI- _1.7 _TUIHK-$Q FT
OGEIS|- 194.0 INLET TE_P- 77._ F TAT_- 70.8 F PATX=14.62 PSIA
X/D T_(R) Tdl$) TBULK _GASIR) OGA$iS) NO(R) NO(S) NU|A¥| STIAV)
.32 115.8 111.6 78,3 271.2 172.5 118.0 84.6 101.3 ,01056
,95 121.5 119o2 79._ 30_.2 188,7 118._ 77.3 97.9 ,01022
1.59 121.2 I26,7 80._ 300._ 188.7 104.7 59.3 _2.0 .00857
2.22 132.4 131,9 81.b 297o8 173.3 9_.Z 55,U 75.5 .00791
Z,8_ 136.6 135.3 82.1 276.5 174.9 83.1 53.a 6_._ .00718
3.49 137.3 137.2 83.8 297.2 17_,3 89.8 53,3 71.6 ,00752
q_lZ 137.1 137,8 84.9 304.4 183,4 94.1 55.9 75,0 ,00789
4.76 33_.9 138.0 86.0 313.3 186.6 99.1 57.8 78.4 .00827
_,39 137.8 13_.2 87.1 248.8 1_6.2 94.7 _8._ 76,b °00809
6.86 137o5 13_.5 89.3 306.0 18_._ 101.6 60.8 81.2 .OOBb0
7.93 138.O 138,7 91.5 305.8 186.Z 104.9 bZ.9 83.9 .00891
9.20 13q. Z 138.8 93.1 304.0 188.2 106.4 66.3 8_.3 .00919
11_73 142.2 141.6 98.0 306.5 188,6 109,8 68,4 8_,0 .00953
14,27 150.4 14_.2 102.q 298,8 184.9 97.7 _1._ 7_.8 .00860
14.91 151.1 151.0 103._ 308.1 18_.7 101.3 60.9 81.1 .00875
16.81 157.2 15o.0 106.8 294,8 17_.l _1.0 5b.7 73.8 ,00800
FULLY DEVELOPED KEGION t_ASE_ ON AVERAGE DATA FRO_ X/D=2.85 TO X10=16.811 x
NU(_IA-IO0.bl NUiS)A- 61.80 NUIAVIA- 81.21 STIAV|A- °00866
Eft)- 86.95 STIAV)IST(ASi=Z.17 F/FIAS)-3.01 IST/ST(AS)IliF/FIASI|= ,719
(F/FI_S)I/ISIIST|ASI) 3.0- .]0 RIB&El- be873 H|BAK|" Q._qb
RUN NURBER.Z95HRZO-45120 El0 = .063 PIE=20.OO ALPA- 45 0- 2.956 IN
PR-.71 _OOT- °0655 LERISEC RE- 21057. OGE(EIo 429._ 8TUIH_-SQ FT
QGEIS)= 239.7 INLET TE_P= 79._ F TATR = 72.0 F PAT_-Lq,b2 PSIA
XID TklR) TMIS) T8ULK QGAS|R) OGASIS) NUIR) NUISI NUIAV| STIA¥|
• 32 115.0 109.2 79.9 354.9 197.2 16_.2 10_.3 136.8 .00899
.95 IZ1.1 117.4 80.8 42_.1 234,7 170.8 103._ 137.4 ,00904
L.59 127.Z 12_.7 81.7 _18.O 208._ 149.0 76.? 112.8 ,00743
2.Z2 13Z,b 130.7 82.8 _11.9 216,7 133.4 73.0 103.Z .00681
2.85 136.6 133.6 83.5 389.1 2ZZ.Z 11U.5 71.7 eS.l .00628
3.49 136.4 135.2 84.q 41_,8 224.7 130.3 71.4 100.8 ,00667
4.1Z 135.9 135.8 85.3 422.5 2Z8.7 134.8 73.0 103.9 .00688
_.76 135.3 135,9 8b.Z 435.7 232.7 142.9 75.q 109.1 .00724
5.39 136.4 138.0 87.1 414.9 232.3 135.4 76.4 105.9 .00703
b,bb 135.8 136.1 89.0 424.9 Z3Z.6 145.3 79,2 112.2 .00747
7,93 136.4 136.1 90.8 425.0 233.1 148.8 82,2 115.5 .00771
9.20 13_.3 136.4 92.6 _ZZ.b 235.5 1_7.3 g5,6 116.5 .00779
11.73 14Z.b 141.3 9b.Z 4ZqeZ 233.7 144.9 82.I 113.5 ,00763
14.27 151.8 149._ 99.9 416.1 230.3 IZb. L 73.2 99.6 .00673
14.91 152.7 151.Z 100.8 _26.0 ZZ.Z IZ9.0 71.5 100.Z .00678
16.81 159,3 155.2 103.5 411,1 ZZb. O 115.4 68.5 91.9 .00bZ_
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION 181580 0h AVERAGE DATA FRON XI0=2.85 TO E/0-16.81) :
NU|Ri_°137.lO NU|SIA= 77._2 NUIAV)AolOT,Z6 STIAV)A- ,00718
El*l- 138.70 STIAV)ISTIAS)oZ.05 FIF(AS).3,ql ($TIST(4$I)/IFIF|ASII. ,bOZ
IFIFIkSIIIISTISTI_$)) 3,O" .39 _|bAR)= 6.873 HISAR)=11.42
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RUN NU_aER'Z_6HR60"6S/ZO E/O" *063 P/E'20*O0 ALP|" 45 O" Z*956 IN
PR'*71 MOOT- *12Z0 LBM/SEC RE" J9288. OGE|A)- 651,2 87UIHR-SQ FT
QGEI$)- 360.2 iNLET TEMP- 80,6 F TATM- 72,4 F PATM-14,62 PSi|
xlo TmIR! TNiS) TBUL_ QGASiR) QGA5|S) NUIR) NU(S) NUiAV) S;(AV)
• 32 113.6 108.2 8hO 5L7.4 277,7 257.4 165.5 211,5 .00747
.gS 119.8 LLb.6 81.1 646.0 355._ 274.8 165.L 2L9.9 .00770
1,59 LZE,0 125.0 82,4 642,0 323,3 238.5 122,9 180,7 .00640
2,22 13L.8 L29,$ 83o2 626,L 335,9 208.2 IL7,J 162.7 .00577
2.85 L35,3 L31,7 63,9 611,5 346,5 192,3 IL7,2 154o7 .0054q
3,49 134,6 133.0 84,1 642,7 345,6 207,7 115.4 16L.5 .0057q
4,12 133.7 133,3 85,4 b44,5 349ol 215,0 117.5 166,3 .0059&
4.76 132.8 133,1 86. L 661.3 353,6 228,1 LZI*3 174,7 .00622
5,39 134.0 132.8 86.9 636.9 355.1 217.3 L_4,3 L70.8 ,00609
6.66 133.6 L32,9 88,4 646.l 353,6 229,0 127.5 L78.2 .00636
7.93 |34.0 132.9 89.8 648.0 354.9 234.8 13L,8 183.3 ,00656
q,ZO 136*Z 133.6 91,3 644,4 356.5 229,1 L3q*6 181,9 *00652
1L,73 14L,0 L39. S 94.3 646.3 353.6 219,7 124,2 171,9 ,OObLq
14.27 75L.2 L46,9 97.2 636.5 35L.2 ldb°6 111.8 249.2 .00539
14,q1 1_1.8 |48,4 98,0 b48.3 34d,6 190,0 109,1 1q9,5 *O0§6L
16.81 I_8*2 L_O.? LOO*& 631,9 348.7 171,q 108,6 L40,0 ,00508
FULLY OEVELOPED _EGIDN IdASE_ ON AVERAGE DATA F_DR X/0-_,85 TO E/OoL6.BL) z
NUIRIA-2Ll.61 NUIS)A*/2/,_7 _UIAVIA-/bb.Sq STIAVIA- .00598
El*I- 259.27 Sr(AV)IST|45)°2.01 FIF|6S)-3.97 (ST/ST(_$))I(FIF|6SIJ- .SO?|F/Ft6S))I(STISTI6SI| 3.0, ,49 R(SARIe 61873 H|EAR)-L6,889
RUN NUMBER'Z_THRbO-45120 E/O" *063 P/E'20,O0 ALPAa 45 0" 2.956 IN
PR'./I MOOT, ,L760 LBFllSEC RE- 56691. GGEIR)- 859.0 8TU/HR-SQ FT
QGEIS|a 464,1 iNLET 7ERP* 81,4 F TATFl- 70,6 F PArM-L6,62 PSI|
RIO TU(R| TulS) TBULK _GAS(R| QGAS(S) NU(R| NU(5I NU(AVI ST||V|
• 32 114.0 ILO,B 8L.7 707.3 339.6 355.4 189.4 272.4 .00668
• q5 120,8 ILD.Z 82,4 853,5 458,8 359,9 _02.0 280,9 .00690
1,59 127.6 127.6 83.1 850.5 425,2 308,8 154,6 23L,7 ,00§69
2,22 134.2 131,8 83,7 826.6 438.8 264,9 L47,6 206.2 .00507
Z*SS 137.5 133.7 84*4 8L3.9 447.6 247.5 14616 197.0 .00485
3,49 136,0 134.4 85, L 85S,8 4§6,3 271,0 149.2 210.L ,00_18
4.L2 135,0 135.0 85.0 851.9 447.9 278.6 146.5 21_.6 *00524
4*76 134.0 134.5 86,4 872,7 457, L 295,L 153.1 224,1. *005S3
5.39 X35.6 133.9 87. L 842.3 460.7 279.1 L58._ 218,6 .00540
6.66 135,2 |34. L 88,4 854,_ 457,2 292,9 160.5 226,7 .00561
7.93 135.q 134.3 89.8 855.0 458.5 _96.6 164.8 230.7 *00_72
9,20 138,2 135,2 91,L 851.9 460,1 288,9 L66,6 227,8 *00566
11,73 143.3 141.6 93,8 853.6 456.5 274,1 151,$ 213,0 .00531
14*27 153.5 148.4 q6*S 844*S 454.6 234.3 138.6 186*S *00467
14*ql 154.4 149.7 g?*l 854.L 452.2 23§.9 136.0 185.9 *00466
Lb,EL 160,2 151,4 g9.2 838,g 452.S 216.6 136.6 L76.6 ,00444
FULLY OEVELQPED REGION (aASEO ON AVERAGE DATA FRO_ Xl0-2,85 70 XlOeLb,811 z
NUI_IA-ZbT,Eq NU(SIAaLSL.62 NU|AVIA'209.75 STIA_IA* ,00521
El*l* 374,41 STIAVIISTI651,l,92 FIFlqS|-4.32 (STISTI6SI|/|FIFI6SI)- .44§
(FIFI6SI)I(Sf/STI6SII 3.0- .6L RIBAR)* 6,873 HIEAR)-|7.45§
RUN NUMBER-Z_8HRSO-45120 EID- .063 PIE-20.O0 ALPA- 45 _- 2.956 IN
PR_.TL XDOT- ._10 LENISEC RE- 80858, GGEI_|* g76.8 sruIH_-SQ FT
QGEiSIo 580.5 INLET TERP* 83.0 F TATH- 72.0 F PA_'14.62 PSIA
RIO T#(R) T_|_| TEULK _GAS(RI OGASiS) F_JiR) NUISJ NUiA¥) ST(AV)
.32 109.8 110.6 83.] 8L_.5 4_8.L 495.4 247*5 37_.4 *006_0
*q$ 117.4 _14.8 83,8 971.8 575.4 *67*7 Z66.1 360.9 .00633
L.S9 125.0 126.g 84.4 q65,6 540*2 383,8 _04.9 294.3 .00508
2.2_ 13L.9 130,7 84.9 93Yo7 555.5 322.5 Lgs.b 259.0 .00447
2185 135.0 132,2 85.S 929.6 565.4 302.5 195.0 248.8 ,00430
3.49 332.9 132.6 86.0 977.7 _74.7 335.9 198.7 267.3 ,00462
4.12 t3L.8 L33,1 86.6 970.2 _69.4 345.6 196.9 27L.3 .00470
4.76 130,6 133.1 8?.L 998.4 573.8 369.2 200,9 285.1 .00494
5.39 _33.0 _33.0 87*7 955.7 574.5 338.7 203.6 27L.2 .00470
6*bb _32,4 _33.2 d8.8 973*Z _73.8 _57,8 _07.4 242.6 _004q_
7.q3 L]3.3 L33.3 89._ 973.L $78.3 358.8 2E3*2 _8_.0 .OOq97
9*20 135.? 135.7 91.0 969,9 513.6 346.6 205,0 Z7_.8 .00480
11.73 |40.6 140.6 93.2 971.8 573,6 326.q 192,7 _,§ ,00453
14.21 150.6 Z*b.? 95.4 9_.8 _75.9 27b.d L78.Z Z27.5 .00399
14.91 LSL*4 L49.3 q6*O _7L.6 57L.2 211.b Lbq,/ 223*1 *0_392
|6.8L IS6.6 L56.6 97,6 957.7 559,6 2_6.1 LSO.O 20_.3 .00357
FULLY OEVELUPEO _EGIUN ABASED ON AVEKAGE OA_A FKO_ xdOe2.d5 TO X/O'/6*BL) |
NUIRIA-3_Z.6_ NU($IA*/_2._ NU|AV)A*257*_0 57|AVIA_ *O0_8
EIe|* 53q*TL _|AVIISTI45J'_*80 F/F|451*4.b7 I$T/STIqSIII|F/F(_SII* .31S
IF/FI*SIIIIST/SII4S|I 3.0- .80 _IUARI- 6.U73 HIEAKI*20.t24
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RUN NuMBER=239H_08-30120 EI0- .063 P/EoZO.o0 ALP&- 30 0- _.950 IN
PR-.Tt qOOl- .0Z67 LBRI_EC RE* 8559. _GE(_)- _21.1 _IUIH_-SQ FT
OGEtS)- 138.6 INLET TEMP- 77.4 F TATM- og._ F PArN-Lq,70 PSIA
X/O T_(_) TuIS) 78ULK 0GAS(R) OGASIS) _o(_; _u($l NUtAV) STtAVI
.32 llg.0 115.8 78.O 202.8 LZ_.8 _0,7 53,B o1.3 .01082
.95 124.7 122.7 79.2 215.8 L3Z,/ 77.g _g,l b3._ .OLO2Z
1.59 130*_ 129.6 B0.4 ZOd*7 120.5 _7.9 39._ 53.8 .OOBbd
Z*ZZ 135.3 L]5,L 81*o _03*5 I20.7 oL.5 3b*O k9*O .DD793
2.85 138.8 139.2 82.O Z00.2 113.8 _7._ 32.7 _5.3 .00733
3*49 1_0.6 141*2 84.O 205._ L_2.O 58.b 34.b q6.b ,0075b
4.12 lqL.k 142.2 85,Z 213.a _25,7 oL.q 35,o qe.5 °00787
_.76 L_2,L 142,5 8b._ ZOd.5 130.5 60.Z 37._ _.B ,00794
S.39 142.2 l_3.O 87.b 2L1.0 LZO.7 o2.L J?.] _9.7 ,OddL0
b.bb 141.4 143.2 90.O 2L_.b 130°4 _7.4 39.3 5J,3 °00872
7.93 19200 143.3 g2.k ZL3.J L30.L o_.b 40.B 54o7 ,00897
9.20 142.4 143,3 94._ 215.L L3L.E 7_.d _3.L 57.q .00948
11.73 14_.3 145.3 gq.b 214.5 131*_ 7_.0 _5.5 52.7 .O0gqO
L_.27 150.4 150.7 104._ 213.8 130.5 12,l 44.L _d,4 .00973
Lq. OL 152.O 152.3 LOS._ 212.0 LZT.o 7_.3 42.7 57,0 .00952
/b. BL 15b*4 _55*q 109.3 ZOb. O 123.5 o1._ _L*2 5q.4 ,U0913
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION I_ASEO ON _VERAGE DATA FkO_ x/o-2.d5 TO x/O*Lb._/) :
NUI_IA" bB*§b NUIS)A" _L*_O NUIAVIAe 54,_B $TIAVIA" *U0905
El*)" 99*g8 STI_V)I$TIqSI.L.Qd F/F|_S)-2.LL i$_I$T(_$I)IIFIFIqS)|- .gk0
IF/FINSI|ItSrlSTIk$)) 3,0- .27 R|BAR)- 8.05_ HtOARI- 7.bk3
_UN NUNBER-Z4OH_LZ-301ZO El0- .083 PIE-2U.O0 ALPA- 30 O- _.95b IN
PRo.7[ NOOT_ ,039b LEN/SEC AE" L2707* _GE(_)" L9_,1 _TUIHK-SQ FT
QGEIS)" 18903 INLET TENP- 78,4 F TATS- 72.2 F PATN-14.TO PSIA
X/O TMIR) TNIS) TEULK QGASIR) QGASI$| NUIR) NUTS) NUIAV) $TIAV)
• 32 115.b 111.0 78.9 279.8 180.3 I24.3 gL.b LO_.O .0L172
• gS LZ1,8 11d.9 80.0 2Bg,7 L7_.L 112.7 79._ 93,B ,Ol0ZO
1.59 128.0 12b.9 61.i 278,B 15Q.L 9b°) 5b.* 76.5 .0083Z
2.22 132.9 132.4 82._ 279.1 Lb?.O 09.1 53.9 71.5 .00779
2,8_ 13b.7 13b.b S3*) 289*9 lSg°b 81.7 _8.4 bSeO °OOTLO
3.49 13S.2 138.b 84._ 2_.2 17_.2 d4.6 $1._ &7.9 .00743
_.12 139.0 140°0 85._ 287.8 lb.b _b,5 50.1 b5.3 *D074B
_*Tb 139.8 1_0.5 8b.5 2_.5 lTb*B oS*d 52.b 6g*Z °OOTbO
5.39 140,2 141*0 87.6 285.0 175.2 db,_ 52.7 bg.8 .00767
bebb 1_0°0 141,5 89.7 2B8.5 17_.7 91.0 _4.7 73.2 ,OO_O7
7.93 140.2 1_L.9 91,_ ZSd.8 17b.3 95.3 5b,_ 75.8 .00837
9.20 141.O 142°2 94,0 _BB*8 177._ 97.7 5B*5 7d.1 .OOBbb
11o73 14_*_ 144.0 98._ 2dd.7 179.0 29.0 bL.g 80._ ,00897
14.27 150.9 LSL.O 102.7 287.1 176.3 _3.2 _7.1 7_°2 *00843
14.91 ISZ,B 153.0 103.7 2d7,0 L73.9 _L.o _5._ 73,4 ,OOBZ5
Lb.8L LSB.B 157.8 107.0 278.8 16_.4 _].8 5L.g bl.8 .00785
FULLY 0EVELOPED _EGIQN |_ASE0 ON AVERAGE DATA F_QN XlO-2,d5 TO X10-18._L) z
NUIEJA- 92.21 NUIS)A- _5._2 NUIAVIA- 7_.07 STAaVlao .00822
E(*)" 72.27 STIAV)ISTI_$)-2.OJ F/FIkS)-2,23 tSTISTI*$)IItFIF(_SI)- .912
(FIFIIS))II$T/STI_S)) 3.0- .27 AIUAR)- _.3bO MldkRI- d.371
RUN NUNT_R=ZILHAZO-30/20 EIO- .0_3 PIE=ZO.OO ALPA" 30 U- z.gSb IN
PR-.71 _DOT° ,0634 LBRISE¢ A_- 203_2, QGEtR)- _g9.u dTUIH_°$_ FT
_GEI$)" 248.0 INLET TENP* 79°_ F TATNo 72.7 F PAT_-L_.58 PS[A
XlO TU(R) TN|S) TBULK QGAS|_| QGAStS) NU(R) NUTS) NU|AV) STRAY)
.32 114.0 109.0 79.9 357.3 21_.0 170._ 119og 145.L .O0985
,95 1Z0*7 1/7*5 80.8 393.8 243,1 LbO*Z LOT.b 13_*9 ,OOLO
1._9 127.4 125.9 81*7 37e.0 21b.d 1j4._ 79.4 LOb*8 .00727
2._2 132.2 131.2 82._ 380*8 222.8 124._ 7_._ LOO.4 .OOb84
2.85 135._ 135.0 B3.S 379*3 22_.2 lab*4 70.7 93.5 .O0_3S
3.49 130.6 L3_.e 84._ 366*O 239.5 120.0 7Z.J gb*| .00657
4.12 137.2 137.8 85.3 )gL.9 23_.4 IZL.7 72°0 9b,9 .OObb3
4,7b 137.8 13B.O 8b.2 385.5 Z_O.d 1_0,3 !_.9 97.b .OObb8
5.39 137,6 13B*Z 87.1 39Z._ ZqO,7 L_,O 75.7 LOO. 3 ,0066d
b*bb _37._ _3_.b 88.9 39Z*_ 2_0,_ 129._ 77,_ 103.8 ,007[4
7.93 137._ 138.9 9O.d 394*3 2_1.0 134.8 dO.O 107.4 .00740
9.20 L34.6 139,4 92.6 39J.L 24_.3 135.5 4Z,q LDgeO ,00753
LL.7] _43.4 142.$ 9b,_ 392°B 2qZ.b LJL.8 _2.5 107.Z ,00744
1_.27 ISL*O 150*B 99._ 39L*7 2qO.q l_O*b 74.3 97._ .00640
14.91 153.3 153,_ LO0*d 389.g _35.b _10.! 70._ 93.8 ,00655
EG*$L _bD.O _7.3 L03*§ ]_L*2 23J*b LUS*b bE.U 8b.8 .OObO9
FULLY O_VEL_PED _EGIUN tBASEO ON AVERAGE DATA Fx_ XID-Z.TS ;0 XlDeL_.EL) :
NUtK)Aa[_5.]O NUISIA e 7b*Gb NUIAV)AeLOO*_8 $TIAVJAe *OUbq9
El*J- 11_.34 $TIAVI/S_IISIeL.9e F/FINS)*Z,]* [_TISTI_)|/(F/FIIS)|- .dJb
tFIF(IS))IISTI$_IISI) 3.0 e .31 _tdA_)* B.733 NIaAK)- 9.902
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RUN NUNBER'Z42HRq0-30120 EIU" *Oh3 P/E-20.OO &LPA" JO O" 2095b IN
PI',TI _O01" 01190 LI_ISEC RE" 383270 GGEI_I" bOZ*? BTUIH_-$Q FT
QGEIS)- 374.1 INLET lEaP- 80.b F TATM- 71.d F PAT_-14,SI PSIA
RID TMIR| TulSl T8ULK GGAS|R) 00A5131 NU(R) NUI$| NUIAY) S]|AV)
032 113.8 109,6 8100 505.3 28705 249,8 163o0 206.4 000748
.95 120.7 11000 8107 59103 389.0 248.b 16500 206.8 .0UTSO
1.59 127.5 128.3 8204 581.3 341.4 20809 125._ 187.4 .00608
Z*Z2 132.4 13103 83,Z 581.1 352.9 lq008 118.5 154,6 .005bZ
2085 135.5 134.5 83.9 580.0 353.1 18108 11207 141.1 .00535
3.'9 138.6 135.9 84.b 59[.0 381.4 18307 11307 148.7 .00541
4012 137.2 13608 05,4 595.5 362,6 185,I 114.O l_qeb 000545
4.Tb 13708 13608 860L 585.8 30609 182,4 116.0 149.5 .00545
5039 13702 13609 860d 598*2 367.2 190.9 117,9 45404 000564
8066 13700 137.3 88.3 59509 386.9 19602 120.1 150,1 000579
7093 137.0 13T.7 8907 59809 367.0 202.8 122.5 10206 ,005qb
9020 13807 13002 91,2 59602 36903 200.4 125.5 16209 .00599
11073 14304 14300 9%1 59700 368°0 19205 I19.6 15801 000576
14,27 15205 151,2 97ol 59304 385,7 10902 106.7 13800 000511
14.91 15406 15304 9708 593,8 360.2 10500 102*3 13J.6 000498
16*81 161.2 15_02 10000 58400 360.6 150.2 101.0 12506 .O04bT
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION 18ASEO ON AVERAGE DATA FROM XlDe2.05 TO XlO.lb.811 |
NUIRIA-184,84 NU|S)A-IIS.Zd NU|AV)A-I$O.Ob STlAVl&- .00552
El*l" 202,4T $1IAVIISTIIS)'L,OS F/F(IS)-2.53 ISTISTI4$IIIIFIFII$I)..TJl
IFIFI451IIISTISTi4511 3.0" .40 RIDARI- 9.250 HIOARI-120552
RUN NU_BERu243MRbO-30120 E/D- ,Oh3 PIE-20.00 ALPA- 30 D- 2.958 IN
Pt-.TI MOOT" .1820 LIMISEC RE- 58737, QGEIKI- 73701 8IU/HR-SQ FT
GGE|SIe 480.0 INLET TEMP" 8102 F TATN" 7102 F PATN*I_.70 P$1A
RiO T¥IRI TdtS) TBULK GGAS|R) OGAS(S) NUIR) NUIS) NUIAV) STlAVl
032 11009 106.5 810S 60708 35007 33503 ZIOeo 272.9 .OOb4?
,95 117.6 110o2 8201 732,0 45500 33%1 21509 27500 000652
1.59 124.3 129.0 82.7 717.8 42901 279.3 168o2 22].7 °00531
2022 129,3 120.5 83.3 712.6 440.1 250,5 157*2 203,8 .00484
2.85 132.0 131.4 83.8 715.8 430.9 240.1 148.4 194.3 .00462
3.49 132*9 13202 8404 729.9 452°5 243.0 15Z09 19600 000471
4.12 133.8 13209 85.0 730.2 44706 24106 15007 19802 000467
4o76 13406 132.9 8508 71300 45302 234.4 15404 194.q 000463
5039 133.3 13209 86.2 735,9 45404 251.4 15806 2OqeO .00487
6.66 132.8 13304 87.4 732.1 453.2 25803 158.3 208.5 ,00498
?*q3 133.2 133.8 8805 731.9 45400 262.7 160.8 21107 .00507
9.ZO 134.4 13407 89,7 73201 45501 282.1 16108 21200 000508
11073 139.8 13908 92.0 T3104 453,b 244.1 15201 19801 00047?
14027 148.0 14008 94*4 728.9 45200 212,2 136*9 174.5 .00421
14.91 150.5 14Uo7 95.0 72908 44606 208.4 13108 17001 000411
16.81 15608 lS0.8 9607 71005 44709 189.3 13101 16002 000388
FULLY OEVELOPED RED|ON IOASED ON AVERAGE DATA F#ON XlOeZ.85 TO XI0-16081| ;
NUIRIA'238025 NUtS|A-149.83 NUIAV|AeLq4,04 ST|ArIA" .00465
E|*)- 301059 STiAVllSTlISl-l,T3 FIF(_5Ia2*b3 ($TISr(ISII/(FIFLISJ;" .659
IFIF|ISIIIIST/ST_4511 3oDe 051 A|8AR)- 90813 HIBARIoI4*_40
RUN NUMBER-Zq4NN80-30120 EIO" 0063 PIE-20.O0 ALPA- 30 D" 2.958 IN
PR-.71 RDOT- ,2510 LBRISEC RE- 610420 GGEIRI- 907,5 8TUINk-SQ'FT
QGEIS)" 901.q INLET TENP- 81.7 F TATN- 720T F PATM-14.58 PSIA
XlU TN(R| Td(S) TRULK QGA$IR) QGASIS| MUIR) NUIS| NUIAVI $TIAV)
032 109.5 109.4 8200 7_1.b 429.8 442.4 253.9 34801 °00599
.q_ 116.7 117.1 8205 902.7 57700 426.9 270,3 34dob 000600
1,59 12400 12407 63o0 00403 _48.S 349.4 212o? 281.1 000484
Z.2Z 129.0 12009 83*b 08305 560.8 31402 19909 25701 .00443
2085 13108 13102 84ol 880.3 56109 297.9 192.6 24503 000423
3049 13200 131.8 84,b 90504 57504 30803 Lq6*R 252.5 .00436
4,12 13208 132,4 85ol 900.9 587.3 30501 193.5 249.3 000431
4.76 133,5 132.0 85*7 886.0 57504 298.4 200.0 249.2 .00431
9039 132.4 131.b 86.2 q05.2 579.4 31503 20504 260.4 000450
6066 13|.8 132.3 8703 902.4 575.4 325.S 205*2 265.3 .00460
7093 13109 133.0 88,3 903.8 575,7 33206 206.6 26906 ,00468
9o20 13304 133.9 89.4 902.4 577.4 328.1 207.6 267.9 .00465
11*73 138*7 139*0 qi.5 902.6 575.7 305.0 193.3 Zq99Z .00434
14o27 148.7 14802 93*b 898.3 5T4.0 2_0.8 17305 216.2 *00378
14.91 150.3 148.1 94.1 900.2 568.2 254.8 167*4 211.1 000369
16.81 156.0 14908 9507 889.5 $70.5 233.0 167.d 200,8 000352
FULLY DEVELOPED REGION |8ASE_ ON AVERAGE DATA FROM XlDeZ.8S TO XlO-lb.8L| :
NUIRIA*297.Sq NUISIA*192.21 NUIAVIA°244*88 5TllVll" *00421
E(*l" 407.07 STIAVIISTIISIoI*TL FIFII$I'2*?O ISTISTII$|)I(FIFIISII* 0634
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